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NOTICES.

DRESS PATTERNS.
Choice from

1862™VOL.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Notice of

Hearing.

:t

the petition of the
Koad and another, for

UPON

Styles.

Satine Finish Dress Patterns at from
76 cents to $1.00 per pattern. These
are new styles and new designs and will
no doubt sell rapidly.

Maine Central Kail
the discontinuance of

Waldo Street.
And upon the petition of Melville H. Traceyand
others, that the City Council would lay out a public way from Munjoy Street to the Eastern Promenade, the same to bo an extension of Wilson

Street,

And upon the petition of L. W. Cleveland and
others, that the line of the Eastern Promenade
may be straightened.
And upon tlie petition of George H. Tliomes and
others, that Newbury Street may be extended to

Freeman's Court,

RINES BROTHERS.
DR. Ε. B. REED.
d2t

ap20

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
nEDICAl.

KOOIHK

POItTLAIVD, ME.

592 CONGRESS

Dr. Iieed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
beirto; all cases that are irtven up as incurable
by th« allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to trxat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-c«nt stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
Ofllrf Won.·»—9 ». Ml. lo W i>. in- aplOsntf

INSURANCE."

CO.,

W.D. LITTLE &

And upon the petition of George A. Hatch and
others, that the Southerly line of Federal Street,
between India and Mountfort Streets may be

straightened
Notice is hereby given to all persons interested
in the subjeot matter of the above petitions, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council

the Laving Out of New Streets, will meet
hear the parties, and view the proposed ways and
lines, at the times and places as below specified :
Oil TUESDAY the 27th lust, at the corner of
Congress and Waldo Streets at 3 o'clock p. m.
At the corner of Wilson and Munjoy Streets at
4 o'clock p. m.
At the corner of Eastern Promenade and Bay
View Court at 4.30 p. m.
At the corner of Newbury and Fore Streets at
5 o'clock p. m.
At the corner of Federal and India Streets at
0.15 o'clock p. m.
And the said Committee will then and there pro
ceed to determine and adjudge whether the public convenience and necessities require said
street to be laid out, discontinued, or straightened
as therefor petitioned.
Given under our hands this 19tli day of April,
A. 1). 1886.
CHAHI.ES J. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
VTUfïTi
VIBGIL r
WILSON.
C. wnaoM
WHITMAN SAWYEli,
ANSEL G. DEWEY,
HENRY P. COX,
Streets.
PATBICK O'NEIL,
Portland, April 19,1880.
apl9dtd
to

on

LACHAHUU SIKKII.

Si

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Cos at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
)el7snly

H. J. BAILEY & CO..
SUCCESSORS TO

We are prepared to offer the best stock ol the
ahove named goods ever shown In this city. W·
as

low

as

or

Boahd

the

of

Health,

April 17th;

188β.

Removal of Fisli
and House Offal.
PROPOSALS will be received for the
removal of fish and house offal, at the City
Clerk's office, where specifications of the contract
may be seen, until Saturday, April 24, 1886, at 5
o'clock p. ι*. A bond for the faithful performance
The city reserves
of the duties will be required.
the right to reject any or all bids.
of
order
of
the
Board
Health,
By
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
ap!7dlw

Proposals for the

SEALED

the lowest.

Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles ana get our prices. We
have selected our

Callings and Wall Papers
with special reference to the prevailing colore of
each. It is desirable to have

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS
Harmonize-as the public well know.

Health, 1
April 17, 1886. J
is hereby given te all house-holders,
that all applications for cieaniug privyvaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Marshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
aprl7dtf
of

FIRST CARGO
NEW CROP OF 1886.

BARBADOES
MOLASSES.
EX. BRIG "GEM1 W. P. LEACOCK & CO S BRAND.
—

#

SALE BY

FOR

—

is complete with

New Designs and Cnlnrings.
We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

TWITCHELL, CHAM & CO. I
1RS. Ε. I!. FOWLE
dlw

apl6

will have Jicr

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.
are

now

exhibiting the best line

of

Rooia Papers and Ceiling Decorations
that have been shown in this city for years. This
line is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a
of first class work in all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large

Spring Opening
TUESDAY,

specialty

variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers. Also the
largest stock of common papers in the State.

We guarantee

our

prices

low

as

the lowest.

as

VELVET

dlw

Easter Cards, Books

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS
THREE PLY8
EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

Roxbury, Smiths
Higgins in all grades
Lowell, Hartford

Higgins, Philadelphia

and large lines of cheap

goods

Large Stock

KIDDEMINSTERS
ART SQUARES
LIGNUM
LINOLEUM
SHEET OILCLOTH
OILCLOTH
MATTINGS
MATS &e., &c.

NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES
WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

feet
In
In 12,15,18 and 24fcet
In all widths
Of all kinds.

Buy these goods of

WILL EXHIBIT THE

and save money.

—

LATEST IMPORTATION
OF

—

BOMETS, HATS, FLOWERS,
Trimmings

all kinds, for Ladies, Misses and Children,

190 & 192 SVSiddle Street. "tr

marSo

NOTICE!
GEO. I. WORTH,
interior Decorator

JYAscrrcft.

Bailey

&

AND

111

I* Oî^-TXj A3MJD,
and old patBegs to advise Lis friends
rons that lie is now associated with
the well known house of Messrs.

SHEP1RD,I0RWELL
OF

CO.,

BOSTON,

As Manager of their extensive

Upholstery id Drapery Dipl.

He will be glad to advise with custompersonally or by letter if desired.
He hopes to have the pleasure of showing you some superb new goods just arrived.
Boston, April 10.
(Î20t
aprio

ers

IN MEMORIAM
and for sale, the Ικ-st seJ have in warerooms
the state for cemetery
lected stock of marble in
intending to erect memorials
purposes. Parties cannot fall to
please themones
loved
to their
selves both in regard to price and workmanship

establishment,

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and

Congress Sts.

JH. F THOMPSON.
IV. B.—" have no iignit*.
wfcal τβη Λ,:' buying.

Cnll and

nee

d2m

C'o.,

Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that he has associated himself
with

CO.,

NO. 34 FREE STREET,
wlieru he wii he pleased to see all who may be In
want of

of \uy Description.

Portland, March' 20,1886.

mar30-dlm

XLIXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, April 19.
After the routine morning business tlie Senate
at 12.40 p. m., on motion of Mr. Frye, went into
executive session.
At 4.55 p. in., the doors were reopened and tlie
Senate adjourned.

HOUSE.

U^HUL^ I £!ΐ,

tfc

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., April 19, 1886.
17 A M 111 AMI 3 FM I 7 FM 111 FM
Barometer 30.249 30.231 30.191 30.239 30.256
09.3
Thermo'r. 58.7
72.2
60.8
59.7
48.0
Dew Point 45.3
49.9
48.8
147.0

Humidity.

61.2

46.9

45.5

60.4

66.3

Wind

W

Ε

Ε

W

NW

Velocity...

4

8

4

,7
Cloudy Cloudy1

Weather.. Clear Clear Clear
Mean dally bar...30.232 Maximum ther...73.8
Menu daily ther.. 63.5
Minimum ther.... 54.2
Mean daily d'wpt.47.8
Max. vel.wlnd.. >. 10 Ε
0
Mean daily hum..57.6
Total precip

METEOROLOGICAL ΙίΕΡΟΒΤ.
(April 19, 1880, 10.00 1*. M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time
at all stations.
Tliermo'ter Wind

Place of

zs

Observation.

Β S

©

£
a
χ

côN

New London 30.23

Boston, Mass 30/25
Eastport, Me 80.30
Wash't'n
Portland, Me
Albany, Ν. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

30.51

Philadelphia.
Washington..

30.21
30.21
30.22
30.10
30.10
30.17
30.13
30.26
30.19
3C.24
30.32

Mt.

Atlanta, tia..
Charleston...
Jacksonville.

Savannah,Ga|
Memphis
Pittsburg—
Buffalo, N.Y.

30.26'
30.27
30.22

30.24]

Cleveland.... 30.30]
30.35
Detroit

Oswego
Alpena,Mich

30Γ30
30.40
Chicago, Ills. 3«».38
Duluth. Minn: 30.38
Marquette.. 30.37
Milwaukee. 30.40
St. Louis, Mo 30.28

o]

Xl

o|

x22
x5
x8

xlOl
o
x2
0

SW
Ε
Ε
Ε
NW
Ν
Ν
Ε
SW
S
Ε
Ε

Ν

0| Ε

Ε

x2
—1
—1
x2

Ν
NE
Clm

xlO| Ν

Ν

—6
—6
—5
-5
xl
xl

43
49
56

30.34
03.34:

29.81
El Paso
30.34
Yankton
wood...
Dead

72
65

Xl
x2

Fair

Clear

Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear"

Lt Kain
FailClear
Fail-

Clear
Clear

Cloudy
CloudyCloudy
Clear
Clear
Clear

Cloudy
Clear

Clear

Clm

I Clear

SE
NW

x6|

Clear

NE

NE
NW

x6 Ν
0 NE
70
Clm
67
χβ Clm
—4 Ν
51
48 -17 Ν
35 —12 SW
33
—5 Ν

St, Vincent.. 30.44

Cheyenne....

xl
Xl3

50

St.l'aul.Minn 30.34j
Omaha, Neb. 30.46
Bismarck,Da 30.47
Denver

χ10|

57
56
42
39
59
58
66
62
66
66
65
65
64
64
68
68
65
67
52
50
57
50
44

Ν

S

Clear
Clear
Fair

[Clear

Clear
IClear
Fair

FailFair

Cloudy

Rain
Kain
FailClear
H
Lt

Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U.S. A.
MAINE.

Lightning

at

Bridgton.

Bkidgton, April 19.—Lightning struck the
farm buildings of Charles Ingalls this afternoon
The loss is
and they were bui-ned to the ground.
about Ç2000. They were insured.
Launched at Bath.

Bath, April 19.—Deering & Donnell launched
from their yard this afternoon the Ashing schooner
Carleton Bell, 150 tons, Samuel Nickel-son & Sou
of Bootlibay, owners. Yacht Hope Leslie,40 tons,
Win. Minott of Boston, owner, and to be commanded by C. W. Ford, formerly master of the
jaeht Widgeon, was also launched this afternoon
byC. B. Harrington.
The dimentiens of the yacht are:
Length G2
feet, over all 70, breadth 10.9, depth 71, gloss
tonnage 40.47 tons, net 38.45. There is nothing
gaudy Jabout this yacht but everything is neat,
substantial and solid. The model is a pretty one,
similar to the noted racing schooner Fearles».
The keel is white oak, sided 11 inches, moulded
14; 9 inches of lead and 3 inches of hew, making
20 inches deep below the garboard. The stern,
sternpost, frame and rails, are all of selected
white oak planking, the ceiling and deck frame of
yellow pine, deck frame kneed with hackmatack
knees, fastened through with galvanized iron
composition spikes and locust treenails, deck
plank white pine 2x2Vs inches wide, mahogany
companionway, skylights, booby hatch, steering
course and rail around the standing room. She
has the Edison patent boom buffer and steering
geer. The cabin is arranged entirely below deck,
and is roomy, convenient and well lighted.

Bangor's Big

Fair.

meeting of the
Boston, April
trustees and other members of the New England
Agricultural Society, and of the trustees aud
members of the Eastern Maine State Fair, was
held here to-day, to prepare premium lists aud
regulations for this year's fair, which opens at
Bangor Tuesday, August 31st. Additions were
made to the premiums and several new features
A special comwill be-introduced at the fair.
mittee was appointed to arrange trotting purses,
which will be made large for the purpose of
bringing some of the finest horses from New England and the Maritime Provinces.
19.—A

full

Drowned at Cape Neddick.
OGUN<jUiT, April 19.—Henry JJounell was
drowned at Cape Neddick by the upsetting of his
boat. He was engaged in the lubster business
and was going out to haul his pots. He was a
young man and leaves a wife and one child. At
last accounts his body had not been recovered.
Wishes to be Restored.
Lewistojt, April 19.—John French, late City
Marshal of Lewiston,lias petitioned the Supreme
Court for a mandamus to restore him to his position. Mr. French was appointed in 1885 on the
understanding that his time wonld end in April,
1886. He claims that the appointment entitles
him to the position for two years.
THE

BAY

STATE

Celebrates Its March

Carpetings

l'or many years in business

Indications for New England to-day are
fair weather, slight changes in temperature»
except warmer in extreme eastern portion,
variable winds.

MR. JAMES S. MARRETT,
Formerly

Under the call of States the following bills and
resolutions were introduced and referred:
By Mr. Breckenridge of Kentucky, appropriating $30,000 fur a military exploration of the
Territory of Alaska.
By Mr. Hewitt of New York, to create a court
of customs and provide for the speedy trial of the

SIXTH.

more.—History

Through

Balti-

of the Event.

Lowell, Mass.. April 19.—This thrice historic
day, on which 111 years ago the War of the ltevolution was begun in Lexington and Concord, on
whiGh 103 years ago Washington dismissed the
American army, and
War of the Rebellion
more

on which
was

25

years ago

the

inaugurated at Baltiby the old Sixth Regiment, is being cele-

brated nere in remembrance of the latter event.
The day Is a sort of a semi-holiday. Flags are
flying from all thejiiasts in the city, and the sound
ot music from the bauds and the sight of the
marching troops m the streets indicate that the
occasion is one of considerable significance. The
city government of Lowell appropriated $10ι 0 to
defray the expenses of the celebration. Huntington Hall, where the exercises are being held this
afternoon, is profusely decorated with stars and
stripes, buntiug and flowers. The monument
erected to the memory of Ladd and Whitney near
the hall is tastefully decked with (lowers, and
choice pot plants make beautiful the enclosure.
At ten o'clock this forenoon the Old Sixtli Regimental Association met in Jackson Hall and elect
ed officers for the ensujng year.
At the close of the business meeting the regiment (about 200 members being present) under
escort of 6u picked members of the High School
Battalion and the Mecliauic Phalanx, took up the
line of march for the Northern depot, where at 12
o'clock General Cutler, General Banks aud other
out of town guests were received and escorted
through the principle streets to Monument
a dirge while the
Square. Here the band
procession marched around the monument and
into Huntington Hall, where a banquet was served to 350 people, including the regiment, escort,
city government, invited guests and members of

played

the press.
customs revenue cases.
At the close of the banquet the formal exercisTITUl,n..mnn nf Γ»ι·οπ·ΛΤί a roen1llt.mil flireCt- I
es were opened, President George A. Reed of
subas
a
inc tlie committee of commerce to -eport
Saxonvllle
in the chair. The speeches were institute for the Kads ship railroad a bill appropriaterspersed with selections by the band, drum
ship
ting $1,373,00 for the construction of a river
male
and
corps
quartette. His Honor Mayor Abcanal from the deep water of the Columbia
bott made an address of welcome, and was followat Dallas to the deep water of the same river at
ed by Lieutenant Governor Edward F. Jones of
Calilo.
New York, who was colonfil of t.hn (Hit Kixrll at
By Mr. Crain of Texas, to establish a sub-treasthe time of the famous march through Baltimore.
ury at Galveston, also to provide for the distribulands
tion of the proceeds of the sale of public
A Memorable Anniversary.
among the States and Territories for educational
Baltimore, Md., Apri 19.—The Baltimore Sun
purposes. The House refused by a vote of 2G to
this morning recalls these facts: Today is the 25tli
47 to refer this bill to the committee on labor and
it was referred to the committee on education.
anniversary of the affray in Baltimore between
By Mr. Gibson of West Virginia, a resolution citizens and the Sixth Massachusetts Regiment
the 19th of April, 1861. In this conflict four
providing that sessions of the House shall begin on
soldiers and twelve citizens were killed outright
at 11 a. m.
a large number wounded on both sides, some
the
and
By Mr. Burrows of Michigan, to provide for
transportation of foreign mails, also a resolution of whom afterward died of their wounds. For the
relief
of the families of the soldiers who were
for the appointment of a select committee of nine
killed in Baltimore, the Legislature of Maryland
members to whom shall be referred all proposiin
tions referring to the subjects of navigation and
March, 1S62, appropriated §7000 and to commemorate the death of Ladd and Whitney, the
fisheries interest of the United States.
State ol' Massachusetts and the City of Lowell
By Mr. llenley of California, a resolution for the
inquiry by a select committee on the relations of erected in the latter city a line monument of Concord granite, Upon its dedication, Hon. Thomas
the Union Pacific railroad company
to the United
y
1
Morris, at present Judge of the United States
States.
By Mr, Holmes of Indiana, to secure the public Courffor Maryland, presented to Governor Andrew of Massachustts, a magnificent silk flag,
use of patented inventions.
On the staff
made by the ladies of Baltimore.
By Mr. F. J. Campbell of New York, to improve
was a silver plate bearing the inscription: "Marythe paper currency of the United States.
land to Masschusetts, April 19,1805, May the unBy Mr. Everlitrdt of Pennsylvania, for the conion and friendship of the future obliterate the
struction of statues to Anthony Wayne and Wm.
Pann.
anguish of the past."
On motion of Mr. Dockery of Missouri, from the
committee on postoffices and postroads the rules
A Den of Counterfeiters.
were suspended and a bill was passed to extend
Bi tte City, Montana, April 19.—The house in
the immediate delivery system. It provides for
Buute City where the latç wholesale counterfeitthis sevice within carrier delivery limit of any
ou, has
ing of United States coins werethecarried
flee delivery office and within one mile of any
house was a
Underneath
been discovered.
the
which
postmaster
general
other postoniee,
cellar .where the work was done, and in the
mav designate.
cellar lias beeu found an assayer's furnace for
Oil motion of Mr. Hill of Ohio, from the commitmelting metal, plaster of Paris molds for making
tee 011 Territories, the rules were suspended and
the
1st
and
oins, and an electro plating battery for covering
apart
setting
was
adopted
a resolution
lie counterfeitiug coins wtfli a film of gold. The
8th of Mav for the consideration of business reentrance to the cellar was through the floor
'This busiuess will inonly
committee.
ported by'that
above by removing the loose qoards over which
clude the Okialiama but not the Dakota bill.
The fine of the furnace bethe cook stove stood.
committee
on
the
from
Mr. Murphy of Iowa,
neath was connected with the stove pipe, and the
commerce moved to suspend rules and adopt a
fire up without suspialwavs
could
bill
a
concounterfeiters
canal
the
Hennipen
resolution making
cion. There were dies for making every kind of
The motion
tinuing special order from May Gtli.
The silfrom
a nickel to a $29 gold piece.
not
was
the
coin,
There
103.
was lost, yeas 112. nays
ver coins were excellent counterfeits having cornecessary two thirds vote in the affirmative.
rsct weight, the right jingle being secured by a
the
measures
other
on
various
Pending action
proportion of melted glass.
House at 5.30

f

adjourned.

Money

He Lost

Poker

at

Messrs. Dingley and Milliken Present
Petitions from Maine People.

foot.

The Quiet Appearance of New York
in the Morning,
Is Relieved by a Mob of
the Afternoon.

Mr.

Manning Expects to Return
Duty Temporarily.

to

2,000 in

Mr. Moore of Brockton Explains His
Visit to St. Louis.

Washington, April 19.—Attorney General
Garland appeared before the investigating committee today, to answer in relation to the affairs
o£ the Pan-Electric Company.
The Attorney
General looked pale and rather feeble. With a
courteous salute to the committee he immediately
took the stand, and on invitation of the chairman
began to make a statement of his connection with
the Tan Electric Company. He wished, he said,
to lay before the committee and reaffirm the matter contained in his statement on October 8th
last. In addition he wished to explain two or
three points of that statement. In February,
1883, General Atkins had said to the witness that
he believed the Bogers inventions were of great
utility, if properly handled, and that money
could be made out of them. Beiug a poor man
like himself, General Atkins had desired the
witness to enter into this. "I told them," said
the witness, "that I had never undertaken to
make any mouey except by law and poker. I had
always lost at poker and generally won at law.
I was willing to go into this if be thought it
offered any inducements." Continuing, the witness said that Seiator Harris made substantially
the same statement about the inventions, and
two or three days afterwards lie (the witi»issl was
introduced to Bogers and his son ai tltwr home.
As to the applications made to him to bring a suit
atrninet. th« "Rpii nnmnaiiv. it, was an inference
and not a fact that the Pan Electric Company had
made the application. The inference was founded
on two reasons : first, that Colonel Young came

with other gentlemen ia the latter part of July,
and the witness knew him to be secretary and
treasurer of the l'an Electric; and second, because lie (witness)
had, on May 25, received a
letter from Dr. Rogers requesting suit to be
brought as a stockholder to that company.
After Van Benthuysen made his application the
witness said he determined to have nothing to do
with the affair.
When witness was still in the Senate, Senator
Piatt had come to him one day with a bill to
authorize government suits, aud had asked hie
opiuion of it. Witness said he regarded it as unnecessary. That was all he ever said or heard of
the bill until it had been brought to his attention
through the application in the early part of the
fall.

Referring to the statement attributed to Senator
Vest that lie (Garland) had given an opinion as
validity of the Bell patent, the Attorney
General said lie never gave an opinion as to the
validity of the Bell patent. The only opinion he
gave was as to the infringement. The Attorney
General said he had 110 consultation with any
person connected with the Interior Department
as to the hearing in the telephone case, and that
he never talked with Solicitor General Goode'on
that subject except as to the amount of the fee
that should be paid to the government's special
to the

counsel.

Mr. Oats—Since you have been Attorney General have you done any act or thing, directly or
Indirectly, to enhance the interests of the Pan
Electric Company, either as counsel for them, as
stockholder or an interested party?
Witness—I cannot call to mind any thought, act
or word of mine since I have become Attorney
General that is calculated in the remotest degree
to increase the value of that stock or enhance its
value in any way. I have not been at the meeting
and have had no conference with the gentlemen
connected with it at all.
As the committee had no further question to
put, the examination of the Attorney General was
concluded at this point, and the committee adjourned till Wednesday.
A New Postmistress.
Mrs. Julia A. Winehenbaeh lias been appointed
at South Waldoboro, Me., in place of
'ostmaster Jacob Winchenbacli, who is deceased.

Îiostmistress

Secretary Manning.
what Is said At the White House aud the

From

Treasury Department It is

inferred that the
President expects Secretary Manning to return at
least temporarily to his duties. If Mr. Manning
does recover sufficiently to resume charge of his
department, it will be with the understanding
that he is not to fatigue himself with details, as
was his custom before his attack.
now

Debit and Credit Account.
Some time ago Congress called upon the Treasury Department for a list of all debts due the
government, and also of all admitted outstanding
liabilities by the government to individuals. The
lists were sent in today. Prom tliem it appears
that individuals, some of them with distinguished
names, owe the United States over 25 millions,
wiiiie the government is indebted to the amount
of about six millions. Congress is thinking of
doing something to clear up these accounts.
A New

Programme.

Several Republican Senators having in charge
certain leading measures of legislation, having
recently been in consultation with the members
of the Republican caucus committee with a view
to putting an end to the class of competing interests and consequent loss of time which has been
the feature of the proceedings of the last two or
three weeks, an understanding of a somewhat indefinite and preliminary nature has been reached,
which will, it is believed, secure harmony and
despatch for the present. It is proposed to continue the work upon the foreign relations committee's business in secret session until It is disposed of, and then to take up "unobjected"
bills In the morning hour; the
private pension
interstate commerce bill after 2 o'clock. The
bill
and bankruptcy bill are next
general pension
ill order. While the programme is liable to a

it. is nrnviripd that whenever one of the
measures named shall be taken up, discussion
it
shall
until it is acted upon. It is
upon
agreed by both friends and toes of the resolution
for open executive sessions that that measure
ehanirA

proceed

shall have its day in court as soon as special
orders hlready made shall be disposed of.
Petitions Presented.

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, April 19.—Mr. Dingley presented today a petition of the Maine branch of the
Woman's Indian Association, praying for the
passage of Senator Dawes' bill for the advancement of the Indian, granting them lands in
severalty, etc.
Mr. Mllliken presented a numerously signed
petition in behalf of granting pensions to Chas.
A. Chase of Fairiield and Eliza Bridge.
Another large labor meeting was held here
tonight with addresses by Grand Master Workman Towderly, Senators Voorliees and Logan,
several Representatives, Mr. Fogg and others.

Inquest Bill,

The National
Senator Hoar

reported back from the juto-day
few verbal amendments
with

diciary committee

»

the bill introduced by him to provide for a court
of national inquest. It provides in brief that whenever three citizens of a state petition under oath,
setting forth that any person lias been killed, seriously injured in person or property, or threatened
because of political opinions, or with a view to
prevent the free expression of opinion in regard
to matters affecting the general welfare of the
United States, It shall be the duty of the circuit
court to hold an inquest Into the circumstance·
and report the evidence and their conclusions to
the President to be laid before Congress.
The Hawaian Treaty.
The house committee on ways and means have
reported a bill to terminate the treaty with
Hawaii. Under· the treaty sugar comes in free
from the Sandwich Islands, and it is claimed that
the duty remitted is more tnan the value of all the
goods exported to Hawaii.
A

Campaign

Committee.

Democratic congressional committee
capital to-night and after filling a number of vacancies in the committee appointed an
executive committee of nine to constitute, with a
committee to be appointed from Democratic memDemocratic congressional
bers of the Senate, a
campaign committee. The members of the committee appointed are Representatives McMillan,
of Tennessee, Burns of Missouri, Murphy of Iowa.
Green of North Carolina, Wilkins of Ohio, Robertson of Kentucky, Blanchard of Louisiana, Spriggs
of New York, and Cram of Texas.
The house
met at the

Events of Yesterday Among

Other

the

Laboring

Men.

N£w York, April 19.—Every horse car liue in
New York city except those on Eightli and Nmtli
avenues, were "tied up" at 4 o'clock this moraine. The order went out last night from the executive board of the Empire Protective Association. The Eighth and Ninth avenue roads were
excluded because the men on those roads have
Not a car was running this mornno grievances.
ing on the other roads, and the city was as quiet
The inconveniece to the public
as on Sunday.
was very great indeed, and there was no telling
when it would end. Everything w»s quiet during
the first part of the forenoon, and the strikers did
not intend to interfere in any form with the running of cars. The men said that if the companies
wanted to fill their places it was as good as good
They also asserted that the presa time as any.
idents of the roads had formed a combination to
break up their association.
The last general "tie-up" was on March 4th,
aod every one in this city remembers tne inconvenience inflicted. There was no prospect when
it began this morning that today's trouble would
turn BU
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At the office of the Forty-second street, Boulevard and St. Nicholas railroad, It was said that
the men had no grievanc, but only went out be
On the lines on Avenue
cause ordered to do so.
C and 1) men were left to feed the horses. No

The
were complained of by them.
the case on the BleecKer street and
Thirteenth avenue lines. The superintendent of
the latter road denied that there was any agreeOn the
ment among the presidents or any pool.
Broadway and Seventh avenue lines, and on the
no
men
have
the
street
lines
say
they
Barclay
formal complaints to make. There are seven
non-union men on this line and they must be
discharged, the men say, before they will return
to work, even should the "tie up" be declared off.
The horses ou this lino are cared for. On the
Forty-second street and Grand street ferry line,
the men feel bitter because they are[called upon to
stop work. They say that if the company will
promise to employ none but union men the employes will demand of the Kmpire Protective Association that their line be freed from the "tieup." They all want to work.
Late this afternoon the Third avenue road made
an attempt to start out 25 cars over the r<ftd.
The first car with Inspector Steers and four policemen passed along without trouble, but the
next car, after having gone a half-dozen blocks,
was surrounded by a mob who smashed the windows, wrecked the car and badly beat the
Two officers were injured by flying
driver.
bricks. Assistance arriving the police charged
and
arrested eight of the worst and inmob
the
jured a great many others. This mob was comof
about
2,υ00 men, a large number, being
posed
evidently roughs. It took 176 policemen to scatter them. Eight cars were then run over the line
to the city hall and back, after which they were
withdrawn. The company will run 100 cars on
schedule time tomorrow.

grievances
same

was

No Peace for Keene Brothers.
Lynn, Mass., April 19.—The settlement said

to have been made bv Keene Brothers of Lynn
with the Knights of Labor practically amounts to
nothing, from the fact that the Lasters' Union
have been unable as yet to agree with Mr. Keene
on the question of price ; and, as the whole cause
of the trouble was on account of the lasters m

Skowhegan, Me., the probabilities are that until
some such settlement is made, the entire matter
will rest as it has for the past five months. In
making his settlement with the Knights of Labor,
Mr. Keene gave them to understand that the fixing of the prices with the lasters would only be
a matter af form, and left with them the Impression that the whole controversy was practically
settled. But when Mr. E. L. Daly, representing
the Lasters' Union, called upon Mr. Keene, he
found that gentleman as obstinate as ever, and
both sides to the controversy are as determined
as ever, particularly the lasters of Skowhegan.
Me.

Mr. Moore Explains.
Boston, April 19.—Mr. A. R. Moore of Brockton, who was mentioned in a St. Louis dispatch
of the 18th inst. as being a visitor of the general
executive board of the Knights of Labor at St.
Louis, arrived in this city this afternoop. In response to an inquiry about his visit, he said: "I
spent some time with the executive board at
their rooms, after which I was interviewed by
two reporters. I did|not say I represented District Assemblies Nos. 30, 77 and 8G.
They tried
to find out the object of my visit to the board and
gave tnem to unaersiauu mai mat was my ousiliess and that of the board I said that I was uow
a delegate to District Assembly No. 30 to be held
in Boston oil the 19th and 2(tli inst. I suppose
they construed iny statement to be that I was a
delegate from that assembly. When asked if there
issued
be
was
to
a boycott
against the
the executive
said
that
Gould system, 1
the
were
beerd
parties to see about
that regarding the action of the Eastern assemblies. If such a movement was made, I told them
that we might ask manufacturers and others not
to ship goods over the Gould lines, and that we
had means of finding out whether or not they
did, but I said nothing about striking. 1 then
gave them an idea of the strength of the order
under the jurisdiction of district assemblies Nos·
30,77 ana 86. and said that 1 should recommend
on my return that districts assemblies should give
all the financial aid in their power. I also said
that while in St. Louis I should try and find out
the situation and would probably report it when
I got home, but I did no say that I was sent there
by any one to ascertain the facts"
Painters on a Strike.
Si'iiixofield, Mass.. April 19.—The Journeymen house painters in this city are on a strike today. About 100 have gone out of the various
shops. One or two bosses are, however, paying
the $2.50 per day that lias been demanded and
The strikers are Tery
their men are at work.
quiet but claim that they mean business.
The Chicago Switchmen.
Chicago, April 19.—All the Baltlme & Ohio
strikers went back to work at 7 this morning. The
uon-uniou men will probably lie sent out on the
road. It is stated on good authority that the
Lake Shore officials propose to make the presewt
strike an absolute issue to-night, to retain their
non-union men and also to afford them adequate
protection in the failure.
The superintendent of the Lake Shore Company
said to a reporter this evening: "We are trying
to start our trains, but have no protection. We
have plenty of switchmen, but as fast as they
couple cars they are uncoupled. The numbers
As there are deare about six to one against us.
tails of men sent to defeat us, all that prevents
bloodshed is the fact that we use no force in trying to start the trains. This 'scab' question is an
old one. and it is time it was settled, and we propose to settle it this time." It now looks as if the
county ami State would both be asked for aid.
to Beat Could.
St. Louis, April 19.—A. E. Moore of Brockton,
Mass., was tin this city yesterday as representa•ti ve of District Assembly No. 30, which includes
Massachusetts and part of New Hampshire. He
left promising the support of 100,000 workmen
in Massachusetts, and large contributions of eash
to aid the strikers. A despatch from Brockton,
however, says that Moore is now out of jail on
bail and is not a reliable man.
"yie Bridge. Tunnol and Belt Line companies
have at last employed a sufficient number of
men to man all their engines and switches, and
they announce their readiness to dojlll transferring across the river and between the various
railroad yards in East St. Louis which may be

Promising

required.

Labor Notes.
It is reported that Spinney & Co. have closed
their shoe shop in Norway, Me., some say for six
months, others say fer an Indefinite period.
At a meeting of the anti-dynamite Socialists of
Chicago, Sunday evening, a resolution wae adopted calling on the national executive committee of
the Knights of Labor to request all their local assemblies to forthwith hold public meetings in
ever Congressional district and demand that their

representative

to

vote

authority

to

the

government

take control at once of the Gould system.
UNDER WATER.

Six Feet of

Water in the Streets of
Montreal.

Minor Matters.
First Lieut. Thomas M. Woodruff, fifth infantry,
acting signal officer now at Vineyard Haven,
Mass..has been ordered to Nantucket and Thatcher's Island on private duty.
The Senate remained in secret session about
three hours and a half to day considering the Weil
and L. Abra. Mexico, treaty and adjourned with
tne understanding mat a vote snail De taken to-

The Record of

1861 Beaten
Feet.

by

Two

Head

Done
to
Property
Amount to a Vast Sum.

Will

morrow.

The bond of William L. Trenholm as comptrolthe currency was approved by the acting
secretary and solicitor of the treasury to-day ana
he subsequently qualified and entered on the duties of that office. The bond is for $100,000.
The annual meeting of the national academy of
science will begin at the national museum building |to-day. Prof. 10. C. Marsh of Yale College is president of the academy, and Prof. Simon
Newcomb of this city is Vice President.
ler of

A

KANSAS TRAGEDY.

Three Men Literally Shot to

by

a

Pieces

Mob.

Anthony, Kan., April 10.—About two months
ago a fight occurred in the village of Danville,
near this place between three brothers named
Weaver>nd a man name Adel Slieard. The latter was fatally wounded and the Weaver boys arrested and hurried away to avoid mob violence.
Last week they wero returned for trial, but their
cases were continued for one term with bailed fixed at $10,000 each. At one o'clock tills morning
the resia mob of forty armed men surrounded
dence of the sheriff where the prisoners^were under guard. The guard hearing them rushed the
prisoners out of the back door and into the basement oi a new scliooljbuilding. The sheriff was
taken prisoner by the mob ana guarded, the deputies finding it useless to resist surrendered. The
Weaver brothers defended themselves in their
struggle for life with a revolver which they had
taken from one of the deputies. They; were finally overpowered by the mob and disarmed.
necks and prepaHopes were placed about their
rations were made to hang them to rafter^, but
the trample of approaching feet frightened the
mob so they fired 15 or 20 shots iinto each man,
literally shooting them to pieces, and mounting
their horses rode rapidly away. The mother of
the boys and the wife of one of tliem witnessed
the entire tragedy.
Arrest of a Lyncher.
Eatontown, N. J., April 19.—Will Snedeker
arrested yesterday afternoon charged with
wiW
wilfully murdering "Mingo Jack," the negro who
was lynched for assaulting Miss Herbert some

Snedeker confessed that he and Tom
4-lttle, a steeple chaso jockey of Oceanport, placed the rope around "Mingo Jack's neck. An officer is looking for Little today.

™ne ago.

Damage

The water is still about two feet higher than
James, St. Antoine
during the Hoods of 1861. St.flooded
almost to the
and Notre Dame streets are
grounds
city limit, while the fields and low-lying
of
water.
McGill
vart
a
are nothing but
expanse
street 13 flooded up to St. Maurice street. The
and
rafts
craft
of
with
water is literally covered
all descrintion, loaded down with people. The
Peter
St.
and
street,
district between McGill
which lies lower than the eastern part of the busIn some
iness section, has suffered extensively.
In tills
places water rose to St. Sacrament street.
trade.conbrisk
a
district the boatmen are driving
from
veying merchants and their employes to and
the stores, at exorbitant rates. A number of men
could be seen hanging about who had been unable
to reacli their homes which they had left Saturday
morning to go to work.
The Nuns on St. Paul Island and opposite this
city are in a very precarious condition on account
of the flood. They are obliged to take refuge on
the attic of the building, and the blockade of ice
renders all access to them impossible. This island belongs to the ladies of the Congregation De
Notre Dame Ville Marie.
On the island the sisters, who are fatigued, go to seek repose from
their labors. No one is allowed to land on the island without special permission.
It is situated in
The city of Montreal ofa most romantic spot.
fered an enormous sum of money for it, wishing
to purchase it for a park, but the Nuns refused to
sell it. The Nuns hold the island by virtue of a
grant from the King of France when Canada was
a French colonv.
The flood appears to be abating, but very slowly, and the city presents much the same appearFrom Mount Royal
ance as it did yesterday.
away to the southwest, across the river, the vilis
La
Prairie
seen,
apparently completely
lage of
All down the south shore
surrounded by water.
of the river to St. Lambart, the houses along the
river bank stand with water all around them. The
river front of St. Lambert cannot be seen on account of the ice which is piled up to the very
doors of the houses facing the river. On this side
From
of the river the scene Is quite as desolate.
the very foot of the rapids right down to Hocbelaga, the river seems to be right over the banks.
All of Point St. Charles appears to be under water,
and every street in the lower part of the city running parallel with the line of vision is a canal.
clear of ice from a short
The
river is
distance above the bridge west to the rapids, but
from the bridge east till the river is lost sight of
some miles down, there is a complete block of Ice.
The ice seems to pile highest just between Hoclielago and Longueuil. Nuns island seems to be
completely submerged only two upper stories of
the convent and tops of the trees appearing above
the water.
FOREIGNMr. Cladstone Withdraw .His
Measure From This Session?
London, April 19.—The defeetlon of the
Scotch Radical members of the House of Commons has been growing since the land bill was
made known. In the lobby of the Commons tonight, It was estimated that 25 would vote against
Gladstone, and that more would abstain from voting. Duncan McLaren, a former member for Edlnburg and a prominent Radical since 1820, deHe is John Bright's
nounces the whole scheme.
brotlier-iu law. Bright's hostility to the land prothe terms of
considers
He
is
posals pronounced.
It is reported that ho
the purchase intolerable.
if the
to
the
Gladstone
to
country
appeal
urges
Home Rule bill passes by only a small majority.
At a crowded meeting of the Glasgow Chamber of
Commerce today, the proposed Dublin Parliament
was unanimously denounced as dangerous to the
commercial Interests of the kingdom. The speakers iwere Liberals, and formerly Gladstonlans.
An active campaign will be conducted during the
Easter recess, In which Chamberlain, Trevelyan,
Lord Hartington, Morley, Lord Spencer, Gosclien
and the Duke of Argyll will take part.
It is said that if the Irish landlords oppose the
land purchase bill, Gladstone will withdraw the
measure, and that if the Home Ri'le bill be
backed by only a small majority it will be withdrawn from this session and a fresh scheme will
be presented in 1887.
Will

Hostile Signs.
Athens, April 19.—The Greek minister of war
has withdrawn his resignation, and is about to
The garrison of Athens
start for the frontier.
There has been
will go forward immediately.
some 111 feeling caused on the frontier by aggresAU available Greek
sions of Turkish troops.
troops arc pushing to the front as rapidly as possible.
The Stry Fire Still Raging.
Vienna. April 19.—The Are at Stry is still ragThe
situation there is appalling. Thousands
ing.
The charred reof inhabitants are bankrupt.
mains of many victims have already ceen dug out
of the ruins. The mayor of the town has sent a
telegram to Temberg, asking that troops be sent
to Stry with appliances to extinguish the lire.
The damage is estimated at several million florins.
Many of the injured during the fire yesterday,
have since died.
The total number of dead is
now 40.
Most of the victims were children.
When the Are at Stry had reached its height,the
prisons were opened, but the authorities nad detained the release of the prisoners too long, and
In
14 of the unfortunates were burned to death.
the environs of the town all was in confusion.
Peasants looted houses and shops, after conflicts
with their owners, some of whom, in their despair
committed suicide. The gale was so severe that
sparks were carried three miles and set lire to a
number of huts occupied by the peasantry.
The Emperor has given $2500 for the relief of
the sufferers.
The Cholera Spreading.
Rome, April 1!>.—The cholera has appeared in
Lccce, the capital of the province of that name,
and is spreading rapidly.
Several suspicious
eases have been discovered at Uhlan.

The Bishop of Madrid Dead.
Madrid, April 19.—The Bishop of Madrid, who
was shot several times yesterday by a piest, has
died of his Injuries.
An autopsy will be held on the body of the late
Bishop tomorrow, after which it wiil be embalmed
and removed to the Episcopal palace, where it
will lie in state.
The remains will be Interred in
San Isadore church.
A Word About Fisheries.

London, April 19.—George Osborne Morgan,

in the House of Comhe was not aware that
had complained of any
by United States fishermen. If any
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mons, this afternoon, said
the Dominion government
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United States over the fisheries, the English government would make every effort to end it with
as little friction as possible.

Foreign

Notes.

Yesterday being "Primrose Day," the anniversary of the death of Lord Beaconsfield, Conservatives everywhere in England are decoratcd with
the departed statesman's favorite flower.
AMERICANS AND MEXICANS.
A

for the Possession of
a Town.

Bloody Fight

El Paso, Tex., April 19.—The particulars of a
bloody fight between Americans and Mexicans
which occurred at Murphyville on the Southern
Pacific railway have just arrived.
The town is
new and was settled by Americans.
The Mexican· have been locating there in considerable
numbers and have sought to drive out the Americans and run the place.
A bitter race feeling existed, and Saturday night about 25 Mexicans
raided the cattle exchange saloon in which were
a number of Americans.
The Mexicans opened
fire, mortally wounding Ed Milliger, one of the
Americans. The others being greatly outnumbered fled, but returned the fire of the Mexicans
whfle running and killed Jose Perez and fatally
wounded two others. The news of the raid rapidly spread to the Americans living in the town and
vicinity and they are united in clearing the surrounding country of Mexicans. No further trouble
is anticipated. It is believed that a number of
Mexicans, besides those referred to were killed
and wounded.
New President for

Mlddlebury.

MroDLEBURY, Vt., April 19.—At a special
meeting of the trustees of this college Saturday,
Prof. Brainard was elected president of the institution and has signified his acceptance of the office. The students manifested their approval by
ringing the chapel bell and serenading the presi-

dent-elect with the band Saturday night.
President Brainard is a graduate of this college in '64,
tutor from '('.4 to '66, graduated at Andover
Theological Seminary in '68, was Professor of
Kbetonc and English Literature here from '66 to
was

'80, and since that day lias been Professor of
Physics and Applied Mathematics. He will continue his instruction in the latter branches.
New Departure at Cloucester.
Gloucester, Mass., April J.9.—The British
schooner Sylph of Burgo, Newfoundland, arrived
this morning with 30,000 pounds of fresh halibut.
This is a new departure in fishing, it being the
first vessel from that colony to arrive In this port
with halibut. The receipts this morning are large,
consisting of 200,000 pounds of halibut.
CENERAL NEWS.
Thomas Cavanagh, who was shot by Officer Sullivan in Soutb Boston. Sunday afternoon, died at
the Boston City .Hospital at 6 o'clock yesterday

morning.
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Montreal, April 10.—At a late liour last night
a correspondent visited part of the flooded dis
trict. In order to get to the western portion of
the city lie had to make a long detour. All the
low-lying streets were covered with water. In
some places the water rose so rapidly that the
people had no time to prepare for it, and had to
take refuge in the upper stories of their houses,
where riiany ai e wUnout fire and fuel, and as yet
with no immediate prospect of relief in the shape
of provisions.
In some streets the water is six
feet deep.
The merchants say that the losses
will amount to millions of dollars.
This is the
worst flood that ever visited Montreal.
The lire department is demoralized, about half
the stations being cut off by the water. Two extensive lires took place yesterday.
The flremen
tried to drive through the water, but ill most
places found it too deep and had to go to work in
boats and on rafts.
The people who owned boàts must have made a
small fortune during the past few days.
Ten dollars a head has been the price charged fer a half
hour's sail, and even at that figure the craft have
been dangerously loaded.
1'ress correspondents
today visited the flooded district. They found
that at the point where the flood of last year was
so disastrous, the water is fully two feet higher
than it was at any time in 1885. Wooden sidewalks were floating, and sections of them were
used as rafts. Some of the inhabitants had placed forked sticks at the sides of these rafts for use
as rowlocks,
placed a barrel on top for a seat, and
with roughly hewn oars managed to propeltkem
at
a
along
{ait rate of speed. The people in many
cases had to leave their houses by means of the
top story windows, descending by ladders chained
to houses or tree boxes. In many eases the water
rose so high that houses were uninhabitable, and
the occupants had to remove to houses of their
more fortunate neighbors.
Home of the houses
occupied by the poorer classes are paokad unwho
are in need of both
with
people,
comfortably
food and Mire.
Alderman Stevenson, with the
the
Nationale
president~of
Societie, have been out
all the morning trying to get provisions for all
of those who are in want.
Railway traffic in the
city it entirely suspended. Passengers by the
Uraud Trunk are being landed at St. Henri and
conveyed to the city In busses.
The water commence·* to fail at the lock this
morning, and by 3 o'clock had fallen about one

The New England Southern conference lias accepted invitation of St. Paul's church, Fall Hiver,
and the next conference will be held in that city.
Edwin Page, aged 14 years, a son of Captain
A. M. Page of Marlboro, Mass., quartermaster of
the 6th regiment, died yesterday morning from
the effects of polo playing. He was a member of
the High school polo team, and a great favorite.
The people of Worcester, Mass.. have adopted
a peculiar style of moral suasion against rumsellers.
They have issued several thousand halfsheet nosters. irivini? the namn of pvppv 1
apri
liquor dealer lit the city, his place of business the
names of his bondsmen an the name of his landlord.

Sir Alexander Campbell, the Canadian Postmaster General, is seriously ill.

Lecture

Professor Lee of Bowdoln

by

College.
Xlie speaker announced as his subject the
structure and mode of formation of limestones.
Eocks composed largely of carbonate of lime are
called limestones. They may be conveniently
classified according to their mode of formation, as
chemical, mechanical or organic. Stalactites
travertiue and calcareous sinter are examples of
the first group. These are all -formed by the
precipitation of the lime from a solution which
lias been made by the percolatlou of carbonated
water through limestone ; and are usually found
in caves and around lime springs. The cacareous
shales In the West were referred to as giviug
evidence of extensive mechanical erosion and redepoeit of limestone as a soft mud which was afterwards consolidated and hardened, retaining perfectly the impressions of fishes, leaves and other

organisms.

Animals, however, are the great limestone
probable that mechanical lime-

makers. It is
stones even are

primarily

accumulated

by

ani-

mals. Lime is everywhere found in solution
whether the water be fresh or salt. Animals take
it into their bodies in solution aud use it to form
After death these are someshells or bones.
times left in beds extensive enough to form
rocks. Some of the lime Is dissolved and serves
as
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ïlie shell rock or "eoqulna" of Florida
rock
Boue
is
exceedformed.
vertebrates are seldom found
as
rare
ingly
In sufficient numbers together to allow of the acThe lowest and
cumulation of a bed of uones.
simplest animals produce the most extensive and
Such are coral rocks
thickest beds of limestone.
and chalk. The fossil coral beds of Ohio and
Indiana are understood after studying the modern
reefs of the Pacific. Chalk Is composed almost
entirely of the shells of Foraminifera. For a long

gether.

thus

is

time its

origin

was

puzzling

to

geologists,

because

conditions suitable to the formation of beds of
such minute shells could nowhere be found, although similar shells were not uncommon among
the sands of every shore. Kecent investigation of
the deep sea has shown that, away from the influence of the shore, in depths not greater thau
2500 fathoms there exists a soft, sticky gray or
white mud composed almost wholly of the shells of
Foraminifera, many species of which seem identichalk.
found
in
the
cal
with
those
This mud
is called
"Globigerlna ooze."
exhibited, including
Samples of it were
some which under a
pressure of 200 atmospheres, in a dry state liaa been consolidated into
a mass, having the coherence and microscopical
structure of chalk. Without doubt the ehalk cliffs
There is a wonderful
represent old sea bottom.
similarity between the modern deep sea fauna
and that the remains of which exist in cretaceous
rocks. But that is not surprising when it is considered that the conditions of life in the depths of
the ocean cannot have materially changed since
cretaceous times.
Any of the varieties of limestone may exhibit a crystalline structure, more or
less perfectly developed. This may be produced
in several ways.
Sometimes percolating waters
will rearrange the particles of lime so that fine
crystals may be formed. If strata of soft fossiliferous limestone are cut by trap dikes the parts adjacent to the trap will have all their fossils destroyed and will be altered to a granular limestone or marble. Most granular limestones and
marbles, however, have been made out of fossiliferous limestones by the ordinary processes of

metamorphism.

ATHLETIC SPORTS.
Base Ball.
ANOTHER MANAGER FOR BOWDOIN
a meeting of tlie students of Bowdoln
held to choose a base ball manager in place
of T. Dike, resigned. A unanimous vote was
given to Wallace Kilgore, who at present Is to administer in the affairs of the diamond at Bowdoln
for the coming season. It is hoped nothing will
arise to call for the resignation of the present
manager.

Monday,

was

YESTERDAY" GAMES.

Lawrence, Mass., yesterday, the Lawrences
played the Syracuse Stars in the presence of 500
people. The feature of the game was the terrific
batting of the home team. But poor fielding at
At

critical periods lost them the game. The score at
the close stood Syracuse Stars C, Lawrences 5.
At Bridgeport, Conn., yesterday, Buffalos 12,

Bridgeports
At
At
At
At

11.

Baltimore—Baltimores 2, Brooklyns 0.
Philadelphia—Athletics 1, Metropolitans 4.
Richmond—Bostons 14, Richmond 2.
Hartford—Détroits 9, Harifords 1.
NOTES.

The "big four"—Brouthers, Kichardson, Kowe
and White—of which so much talk is made, do
not rank as high as New York's big four—O'Conand Ewlng.
nor, Dorgau, Richardson
Only
Brouthers has a place out of nine of the strongest
batters last year, while New York's big four all
have a place among them.
The Newarks defeated the Philadelphias Saturday by a score of 6 to 1. The Phillies only got
3 safe hiis off the "Phenomenal" Smith.
The Détroits defeated the Meridens Saturday
by a score of 11 to 0. It is said that Manager
Burnliam refused to give the guarantee and 50
per cent gross receipts as agreed ou with Manager Watklns, and the latter has preferred a charge
against Burnham to the arbitration committee.
Charley Fulmer, last season's manager of the
Portlands, expects to be elected a magistrate of

Philadelphia.

The Amherst college nine is at present under
the care of Welch of the New Yorks. They will
play the Portlands Wednesday.
In Cincinnati the grounds of the home club are
covered with a large tarpaulin when It rains, so
that they are always in condition.
Lucas released Kent Howard because he wanted to get square with somebody for his defeat by
IUC UIUHU3,
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I/UUÎ3 Lucas took Ills defeat very much to heart.
He will get over this after he discovers that
exhibition contests are little more than
iractice to get the men Umbered up and the teams
hto working order. He should re-sign Howard,
who is a very promising young player.—[Philadelphia Press.
A meeting of those interested ii base ball matters was held at the Common Council Room, City
Hall, Bangor, Saturday afternoon and was well
attended. Λ committee of seven of the most
prominent young citizens was chosen to raise
money for the support of a nine there tlii* sumThe plan is to form a stock company with
mer.
one hundred shares at then dollars each, live dollars tu be paid in.
This work will be done at
once and the committee will report at a future
The
meeting.
present prospects are decidedly
favorable for a nine.
The Portlands will play the Bowdoins on the
Portland
grounds next Thursday afternoon.
Game will be called at 2.30. Should the day be
warm and fair no doubt a large crowd will be present to give the new team a welcome.
The Bowdoins will play at Lawrence Friday,

ÎSpring

Other Sports.
GEO. EMERY TO WRESTLE IN BOSTON.

William H. Kinland of Boston, and Ueorge
Emery of Saco, Maine, the champion, met at the
Maverick House, East Boston, and agreed to

wrestle a mixed match of collar aud elbow and
catch as catch can styles, best three in Ave, fair
back fails, Ed. James' rnles to govern, for 850
a side and gate receipts.
The match to take
place iu East Boston inside of 4 weeks from date
in some hall to be mutually agreed on.
Mr. Carl
to act as final stakeholder, and the referee to be
mutually agreed on. Either party failing to come
to time shall forfeit a deoosit of $25 which has
been made.
SUBURBAN NEWS.
SACCARAPrA.

Union services will be held at the Methodist
church in this village Fast Day.
The assessors find a large increase in the value
of property over last year.
The valuation set
upon Messrs. S. D. Warren & Co.'s paper mill
stock, April, 1885, was $77,000; this year the
agent, Mr. Warren, renders without solicitation,
The taxpayers of
$150,000; a gain of 573,000.
the two villages can afford to build schoolliouses
and sidewalks.
The shoe factory has started up again after two
weeks' suspension in resetting the boiler and

making

necessary

changes.

There was a large gathering at the Presumpscot
House hall Saturday evening, for the purpose of

organizing the Knights of Labor. An Assembly,
with sixty charter members, was instituted. The

board of officers and other matters connected
with it has not been made public.
Mr. Dwinal Pride, a successful livery stable
keeper in this village for a number of years, lias
taken possession ot his old stand on Depot street,
formeny occupied by Mr. M. W. Stiles. Mr. Pride
will raise aud remodel the building and improve
the premises. He was a member of the board of
selectmen last year, and Interests himself in w hatever tends to the public welfare.
Col. W. H. Pratt, our village auctioneer, is a
veteran of the Mexican war.
He has recently received from the United States government a med.
al, in token of his valuable services. One side
bears a full length likeness of the Colonel, on the
reverse side are inscribed words commendatory
of his noble character aud deeds of valor. The
Colonel exhibits the medal with military pride. It

persons, who served in the war from this part of
the State have received one. The Colonel will be
it to any of his friends who will
take the trouble to call at his store.
•John Du Shan, a young Frenchman, operator In
the paper mills, became intoxicated Saturday evening, and created considerable disturbance on the
streets. He was arrested by Policeman Harry
Cousins, whom he stoutly resisted.
The struggle
was a hard one.
Dh Shan bit and badly lacerated
the officer's thumb.
He was confined in the
lock-up during the night, and brought before
Judge Shaw Monday morning, fined $5 and costs,
amounting to $13.HO. and sentenced to fifteen
days in the county jail. It being his first offence,
and by the request of Officer Cousins,the sentence
of imprisonment was remitted on condition that
he would make known to the court who furnished
htm with the liquor.
He did so, and was set at
liberty upon payment of the fine and costs of
court.
K.

pleased to show

DEEBING.

Y. M. C. A.
The newly elected board of managers of the
Young Men's Christian Association met for organization last evening, President A. G. Dewey in
the chair. The following committees were ap

pointed:
Rooms and Library—H. \V. Shaylor, F.W. Fogg,
H. J. Libby. J. C. Roberts, Alex. Menish, Dr. W.
R. Evans, Β. K. Cook.
Lectures and Concerts—Geo. F. French, A. B.
Hall, C. A. Woodbury, Dr. W. R. Evans, F. W.
Fogg, \V. S. Corey. W. C. Webster.
Devotional—F. D. Wlnslow, II. S. Melclier, Geo.
F. French, Geo. L. Kimball, C. A. Woodbury,
H. H. Nevens, V. R. Foss.
Finance—W. S. Corey, H. S. Melcher, II. J.
Libby, Geo. L. Kimball, A. F. Cox, F. O. Wlnslow,
Β. K. Cook, W. C. Webster.
Boys' Work—H. P. Winter, A. B. Hall. A. B.
Merrill, V. K. Foss, H. H. Nevens, Alex. Menish,
H. W. Shaylor.

Colby University.
At the annual meeting of the Colby Publishing
Association held Saturday, April 17th, the following officers were chosen for the ensuing year :
President and Mauaging Editor of the Echo—O.
L. Beverage, '87.
Vice President—II. Fletcher, '88.
Secretary—C. II. Pepper, '88.
Treasurer—H. M. Moore, '87.
Prof. Foster is much improved iu health but not
sufficiently as yet to resume his class work.
The Sophoeiore prize declamation takes place
at the Baptist church Wednesday evening, April
21st ; the Freshman prize reading at the same
place three weeks later.
The ladies of the college have just received a
piaao as a present from the alumni.

Who in

Mr. Stephen W. Elder lost a valuable horse Saturday afternoon. Mr. Elder left his team standing by the roadside, near Pitt street, on the Deering Land Company's grounds. The horse became
frightened by a burning brush heap or some other
object, and ran away at full speed. The carriage
was overturned and the thills broken, when tne
horse cleared himself and galloped away until he
fell into a hole in the road and broke his neck.
The Schools of Maine.
The annual report of the State Superintendent of Common Schools will be issued In a few
days. From the statistics that havo been gathered regarding the schools for the past year the report will show a considerable decrease in both
current and general resources and expenditures.
Tliis decrease is found in every item of resources,
and in every item of expenditures save that ox
local supervision.
The average daily attendance in the summer
schools showed an increase of 1,378, but the attendance in the winter schools snowed a decrease
The percentage of average daily to regisof
tered attendance for the yeai was .83, the same
The average length of summer
1883-4.
in
as
schools showed an increase of two days over the
preceding year, givin an increase of 1,630 weeks
in the aggregate number of
weeks of school
taught during the year. During the past four
rears there has appeared to bean annual decrease
in the number of male teachers employed and a
corresponding increase in the number of female
teachers. The number of towns that have supported free high schools last year was 152, an increase of 19.
The amount expended for their
support was $94,492.
The attendance upon the three normal schools
in the State, showed a considerable Increase over
1883-4, and the number of graduates Increased
from 79 to 99. The expenditure for the support
of these schools was §21,474.

Won

Various Fielcjs have
Honor and Renown.

Bangor Commercial.
Ko college in America, in- proportion to ita
numbers, lias given to the world more men
who have made themselves famous in every
department of science, literature or politics
than the one that was planted nearly one
hundred years ago upon the barren coast of
the "District of Maine," founded by the descendants of the Massachusetts Puritans. It

took its name from James Bowdoin, then
Governor of Massachusetts. It began its
career with a small revenue and a still smaller attendance.
During Its first year it moved
with a slow but steady pace. In 1820 its
to
increase, and in 1821 ther*
classes began
entered a class that furnished for American
literature two of the brightest names, end
through them made itself known and honored, not only in America, but even in Europe. The names of Henry W. LoDgfellow
and Nathaniel Hawthorne are too well
known to need comment here. No other institution can point to men so pre-eminently
first in the fields of labor in which they engaged. In the class of '24 was Franklin
Pierce who, after serving his State and nation in almost every capacity, was called to
the Presidency in 1852. He ie one of the
brilliant men whom Bowdoin has given to

New Hampshire.
John Bell, '22, in his day

was one of the
most prominent and successful statesmen,
not only in bis native State, but also in the
nation. He was a member of the Senate in
the thirty-fourth Congress, and while there
he was distinguished for his candor, honesty
and patriotism which won for him the support of his friends and the admiration of his

political opponents.

John P. Hale, '27, after serving his State
in almost every branch of her civil government, was successively clected to the House
of Representatives

ana

the National Senate*

In debate, he was feared by all on account
of his sarcasm and wit. Some of his sayings
still linger around the eoliege campus.
iseyonu uoudi, me mosi oriuiani man mat
ever went iorth Bowdoin halls was Sergeant
S. Prentiss, '36. He entered college at an
early age, graduating with the highest honHe settled in Mississippi. Committed
ors.
to the bar, he soon became one of the foremost advocates in the land. Elected to Congress while yet a young man, he made one of
the most brilliant speeches ever delivered in
the halls of the capital. His contemporaries,
whether his political friends or opponents,
bear testimony to his wonderful power as an
orator. His voice was heard in every State
of the then constituted union, but increasing
labor broke down his health and caused his
death at the early age of thirty-eight.
Another brilliant member of this class was
Samuel S. Boyd. He chose law as a profession, and settled as did Prentiss, in Mississippi: The arena of politics had no charm
for him, and all his honors were those of forensic skill. He was noted as a great constitutional lawyer, and more than once he met
his friend and classmate, Prentiss, in contests at the bar.
Alpheus Felch, '27, who has «von a name
as a successful lawyer in Michigan, having
settled at Ann Arbor, rose rapidly in hi»
until he became an acknowledged
profession
leader. He had served in the State in many
positions of honor and trust—in both
branches of the Legislature, as Governor,
and lastly in the United States Senate, in
these he has discharged his duties well and

faithfully.

Daniel R. Goodwin, '32, is another distinIn his class he held the first
place, and after graduation for a time held
the professorship then vacated bv Longfellow. Then he was elected to the presidency

guished man.

of Trinity College, which position he held
with dignity and honor for many years.
In the class of '33, was Wei. H. Allen, who
for many years was president of Girard College, doing much in his Christian manner for
In the record of
that benighted institution.
the class of '35 Is found the name of Peleg M.
Chandler, so well known as a lawyer of eminence and authority, and Henry T. Cheever,
well known as a missionary among the South
Sea and Sandwich Islands. He is also known
as a prolific writer on the customs of sea-faring people. He has written some biogra-

phies. John C. Talbot, '39, is

a name familiar to Maine Democrats, and he is too well
known to need an introduction to Maine

readers of any political faith.
Alonzo Garcelon, '36, and Frederick Robie,
'41, have both held the office of Governor of
Maine, and Robie still sits in the gubernatorial chair. John A. Andrew, '37, was a prominent figure in the affairs of Massachusetts in
As governor in
the stormy days of the war.
I860, he did much to strengthen the cause of
the Union by his iron will and unflinching
integrity.
Oliver O. Howard, '50, was for his gallant
conduct on many hard fought fields breveted
Major Gen. of the United States Army. At
the close of the war, he was appointed commissioner of the Freedman's Bureau, and was
subsequently elected president of Harvard
university, which office he held for four
years.

Joshua L. Chamberlain graduated in '52,
and three years later became a tutor in the
college. At the close of the year he was
made froiessor οι unetonc ana uraiory.
Soon the clouds oi war began te darken the
Southern skies, and leaving his retreat of
learning he offered himself as a volunteer.
His record for the next four years was that
of a fearless soldier and a sagacious commander. Since the close of the war he has
been Governor of Maine four years and president of his Alma Mater from 1871 to 18X4.
T. B. Reed, M. C., from the first district.
W. W. Thomas, late United States Minister
to Sweden, and Joseph W. Lysander, were
members of the same class, graduating In
1800.
These are a few of the many names that
are written on Bowdoin's honor roll.
They
are found in the realms of fiction and of pothe
bench.
are
the
and
on
bar
at
They
etry,
heard in the halls of Congress and read of in
Κ very where
deeds of valor on tented fields.
and in everything they have held a place of
honor, and nave left behind a name to which
their Alma Mater can proudly point.
AT THE ISLANDS.

Many

New Cottages to be Built and
Other Improvements Made.

This seasou at the islands is to be one of Improvement and it looks as It Casco Bay would
become still more popular tban it already is as a
summer resort.

large portion

A

ot

the

new

cot-

tages are already completed and many of the
remainder are nearly done.
At Peaks' Island Mrs. Angus McDonald of
Montreal is building a large boarding house near
the chu rch. Mr. Crocker is building two cottages
in the vicinitv; Capt. A. S. Hayden lias a cottage
under way, and Capt. Elbridge Mathews is getting
ready to build, while severallots have been soldT
At Tretethen's Landing Mr. Chas. A. Sloman
Messrs.
lias built
a
Cobb and
cottage.
Samuel Saunders have purchased a cottage and
it
into
a
double
nouse.
greatly improved it, making
<J. F. Gould is buil ding near Rock Bound Park.
been
sold
have
near
the
lots
bauk
to
Several
high
the left of Jones's Landing.
are
in
twelve
Some
cottages
contemplation upon
the property of the Diamond Island Association.
Among those who have decided to build this
season ai e Mr. L. A. Goudy, who will erect two
cottages, Commander Pickens and Mr. E. L.
Goding. A new wharf at Diamond Cove is al
ready completed, and the association's able little
steamer is being put in good shape. Landings
will be made at Diamond Cove and at the farmhouse landing, so that the steamer's trips will
include a delightful sail around the Island. One
of the members of the association has procured
160 Catalpa trees, which will be set out this year.
They are Dowering trees and grow with great
rapidity. The trees have been successfully grown
in Massachusetts.
Some additions to the hotel have been made at
Cusliing's Island, and. in accordance with plans
drawn by Ar«liitect Stevens, new bath houses
bave been built, a landing house at the wharf and
two tasty summer bouses. Mr. H. B. Brown, the
artist, has built a studio, Mrs. Charles Cushing a
cottage, and a new farm house is completed.
Plans have been drawn for a cottage to be erected
by Mr. W. M. Sargent, and two more cottages are
in contemplation.
H<«
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Diamond Island, and cottages have been erected
at Long and Chebeague islands.
The boats of the Star line will go on their
route by the 30th of May. The new wharf at
Cape Cottage has not been fully decided upon as
yet.
THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
the State Fair will meet the
Eastern State Fair officers, to arrange the premiums on beef, muttonand dairy products, Wednesday, April 21, In Lewlston. The trustees of the
State Society have received many applications
from the Odd Fellows, asking for a change in the
date of the fair, on account of its conflicting with

The trustees of

with the encampment of the Sovereign Grand
Lodge of Boston, among these applications being
from Grand Master Capen of Augusta. The
date of holding the fair will be decided at tills
one

meeting.

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.

At the city election in Attica, Kansas, this
spring, Robert B. Burns, Maine State College
Ί7. and a native of Fort Fairfield, was eleoted
mayor by a large majority.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The Republicans of Chelsea have held the first
an<* have chosen Stephen
ShUanJ xj k
delegates to the Lewlston

colwenUoÎ

KNOX COUNTY'.

P.-.f· Kelly,

NewcMtîe

the well-known East Boston sliijv
Saturday' a£e(J B8· "e was born m
PENOBSCOT COUNTY'.

Senator Hale spent the Sabbath in Baugor and
left for Washington yesterday.
Fishermen say that the salmon are running in
the Fenobscot river earlier than ever before, and
those taken down river have thus far been way
It is reported th at
above the average in size.
quite a number of New York and Boston gentlemen will visit Bangor this summer to try their
luck in the I'enobscot waters.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Acting Consul-General Smithers of Shanghai
reports to the State Department the death of
Eben C. Johnson of Bath, Me., who die« of small
box in destitute circumstauces, in the general

hospital at Shanghai.
Y01ÎK COUNTY.

William II. Thompson, about 22 vears old, was
Depot, Sunday
harnessing ahorse at Kenuebunk
noon, when lie was kicked in the face, receiving
a broken nose, Jaw teeth knockod out and otherwise

dangerously Injured.

PïiESb.

ri-ijs

A Tour

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 20.
Mr. Powderly will have to issue another
contribuproclamation before long, asking
and New
tions for the strikers in Chicago
Louis.
York, as well as those in St.
Whltthorne, the new Senator
of flie House
frpm Tennessee, was a member
from 1870 to 1885. During the war he was
adjutant general of Tennessee. He is (il
Mr. W. C.

years of age.
The New York Sun mournfully asks,
"Will the President stand by Pillsburv ?"
Xot if lie has as much sense as lie is generally credited with. The blunder of nominathim once is

ing

quite enough.

How much better is the tyranny of a
trades union than the tyranny of a capitalist?
Here are the employes of some of the New
Yerk horse car lines confessing that they do
not want to strike, but are compelled to by
the union to which they belong.
There is great excitement in Louisville,
Ky., because the President has reappointed
Mrs.
postmistress. She has been

Thompson

excellent officer, and her reappointment
was recommended by Congressman Willis,
Hence the row.
but she isn't a Democrat.
an

Hero is tiie bill of complaint which the
employes of the Third Avenue Railroad
Company presented to the superintendent :

"We demand that the conductors named be dis-

charged from the employ of the company for the
following reasons: The live drivera being antag-

onistic and insulting. and trying to break up the
ICulgiits of Labor in general, and tliey further
s iv that
the Knights of Labor are not fit to as-

sociale Willi ineui; miiiain naraweu ior saying
li ai Ik- would take a car out in case of a strike
and Die road lied up; Charles James lor giving
aw.ij t!ie secrelsol the Association to parties uutsi·! Hie organization."
■

This is

certainly

a

pretty exhibition. Some
throwing up their posi-

two thousand men
tions, not because their pay was unsatisfactory or their hours of labor excessive, but because t lie company would not discharge one

that he would stiek by it in
ease of need, and five others for speaking
disrespectfully of the Knights of Labor.
Were not the consequences so serious the
performance would excite nothing but deriman

for

saying

sion.
MORRISON'S TARIFF BILL.
The President is reported to be very anxious that the House should pass Morriuon's
tariff bill, so anxious, indeed, that he has, it
is said, abandoned his resolution not to attempt to influence legislation except by messages, and is going to throw the power of
the presidential office in favor of the bill.
Mr. Hewitt is giving out that the President
will look upon all the Democrats who vote
for the bill as his friends, which is understood to mean that their wishes in regard to
the post offices will have great weight with
liini, while the Democrats who opposes the·
bill will be regarded as an enemy, whose
views on post offices will be entitled to no
consideration. It would not be strange if by
these tactics the President should be able to
The
secure a majority for the measure.
Democrats are awfully hungry, and a good,
square uieal presents a temptation too strong
for the most of them to resist.
But they will have a beautiful tiine of it
when next fall they take the stump to show
cause why the Democracy should not be
turned out. IIow the tariff reformers will
sweat when they undertake to explain why
it was that they insisted that Maine and
Massachusetts fishermen should be denied
all protection whatever, while the present
high tariff on iron was retained for the benefit of Mr. Randall's Pennsylvania constituents. And what a sorry mess they will make
of it when they try to conceal the inconsistency of wrecking a great industry, like
the wool industry, and at the same time
coddling a little industry which affects only
a few Louisiana planters. Λ general reduction of th· tariff might admit of some de-

fence, but this bill is not that. It is simply
a reckless assault on certain industries, the
selections being made apparently for no
better reason than that fewer Democratic
States are interested in them than in those
which are spared. Morrison two years "ago
to reduce the tariff horizontally
and failed. Now he is attempting a sort of
political reduction. As the post oflices can

attempted

reform, very likely it may succeed as far as
the House is concerned.
THE ISTHMUS CANAL.

Bigelow who went to PanJ
last February at the request of the New

The Hon. John
ama

York Chamber of Commerce to investigate
the progress of the De Lesseps ship canal,
and report in regard to the probability of its
Mr. Bigehas made his report.
low finds that the four most serious difficulties with wl.ich the company have to contend

completion,

are;
First—The coutrol of the waters of the Chagres
river, which, in the rainy season, if unrestrained,
is liable to Hood the the larger portion of the canal every year.
Second—The cut through the Andes at Culebra.
Third—Keeping that section of the canal which
ruus from I.a Boca toward the island of Perico* in
Panama Bay, from being Ailed by the ocean and
the Rio Grande.
Fourth—Securing the amount of labor required
at

practicable rates.
To obviate the first difficulty two plans

are

under discussion. One is to construct a dam
across the head waters of the Chagres at
Ganiboa, and as auxiliary to this to cut water courses to separate the canal from the
waters of the Chagres and its tributaries,
and carry them directly to the sea. The other is to dispense with the dam and make the
water courses large enough to carry off the
greatest volume of water ever to to be found
in the Chagres. Which plan is to be adopted will be determined largely by the expense,
which engineers are now computing. The
second difficulty seems to Mr. Bigelow to

To make the cut
through the mountain sufficiently wide and
deep will necessitate the removal of 22,000,000 cubic yards of earth and rock.
But the question of the labor supply is the
one which presents the most difficulties. The
native races of the tropics are the only human beings who can endure hard labor for
any considerable length of time on the Isthmus.
But the population of I'anama is so
small that only a very small part of the labor needed can be obtained there, and the
most of it lias to be imported. The majority
be α very serious one.

thus far has come from Cartagena, Jamaica,
and the lower valley of the Mississippi.
This supply is limited, however, and the main
reliance must be upon machinery.

Up to the present' time about one-seventh
of the work lias been done and has cost, exelusive υι

preparatory expenuuures,
$23,000,000. At tlie same rate the

six sevenths would cost

auoui

remaining
§ι.'!8,000,000. The

funds available or that can he made available for the completion of the work, are

$160,000,000, leaving $28,000,000 for contingencies. In regard to the question as to
whether this will be sufficient, Mr. Bigelcw
says:
To determine when the canal will be finished
one must know, first, how much work is yet to be
done: and second, how much money the company will be able and disposed to spend annually
upon it; and third, how many laborers or their
can command. That
equivalent in machines it
information lias not yet been revealed to man.
No one living can even now give anything more
titan a guess as to the amount of work to be done.
No one Knows whether the company will decide
to build a dam or carry oil the waters of the diaNo one knows what slope
cres some other way.
it will lie necessary to give the cut at Culcbra, nor
what obstructions the workmen may have to encounter from subterranean water courses as they
descend. Nor does anyone know how mucli submarine rock may be encountered in the channel
of the canal, at or near the extremities, nor how
much or little pumping, coffer damming and
blasting may be necessary to remove it. Of
course, without knowing approximately, at least,
how much work is to be done, it is not possible to
give anything better than a guess about the cost
of doing It; Cut even If we did know the amount
of work, In determining the time and cost of doing it, it would not help us much in that climate
and so far from every base of supplies.
Till we
know how many men and how many machines of
ascertained· capacity can be counted upon, we
nave no data for an estimate that would conduct
to any satisfactory conclusion. All these uncertain elements are rendered more uncertain by
of
the company.
the, financial situation
tlle market for a new
ifrancs.
iio,, 0fb00,000,000
ΛΓί·Αί,ίΐΑΑ
loan
The price it will
have to pay for this money is uncertain and the
price of a future loan, if one should become necessary, Is still more uncertain, Till the liionev is
secured, and the cost of getting it ascertained, it
would lie about as safe to predict the quarter in
which the winds will be setting next Christmas
day at St. Petersburg, as itthe lime when the canal
will cost.
will be finished, or what
And for
aught I sec. this uncertainty must last uutil'near
the completion of the work, for nowhere in the
world is the unexpected more certain to happen
than on such a work at Panama. It Is destined to
be, from first to last, experimental, and every day
the plans of the day before are liable to unsuspected modification. That the canal will now he
without any very seprosecuted to its completion,
rious iiiterruution. is fairly to be presumed, for too
cost lias already been inof
its
a
large proportion
curred tii make a retreat as good policy as an advance.
Evenlif abandoned by tlie company, the
contractors themselves would probably laid itjor
their interest to combine and finish it.
We should say that tlie New York Chamber of Commerce knew just about as much
about the De Lesseps canal before Mr.
lligelow went to Panama as after he re-

turned.

we
iry enterprises. At close of the service
nude the rector's acquaintance, wliich
seemed to cheer hiui to find strangers maniiesting sympathy for him in his struggle to
;ather into his fold ten, or even five, from
;he Sodoms on the continent. While chat-

OUR FOREICN LETTER.

Through Cermany.

[Special correspondence of

tlie

Ρκκη*.]

COLOGNE.

The steamer touched the pier late in the
where a crowd of porters vied with
each other to take us in charge, and we were
soon rumbling over the pavements of this ancient city. Hotel du Nord, one of the few
hotels on the continent to which memory reverts with pleasure, gave us comfortable
shelter from the rain, and refreshment for
body and mind. One hardly knows where
to begin at Cologne. We took advantage of
eur snatches of fine weather to "do the Cathedrals." We have yet to see St. Peter's at
Rome, but it is difficult to conceive of anything grander than Der Doin. We are thankful now we listened to the wise counsel
of the friend, who recommended us to begin
with Ireland, seeing there the antiquities of
semi-barbaric ages, next taking England and
Scotland, where are the memorials of a more

evening,

advanced

civilization,

and then to see France.

In this way gradually educating ourselves to
appreciate the prodigal magnificence of art
and architecture here, and later to mount up
to a knowledge of the culmination of earthly
glories in art beneath the dome of the illimitable St. Peter's.
Everybody must go once
and see the strange relics at St. Ursula's.
This church is said to have been erected as

sarcophagus, to hold the nonts
of the unhappy eleven thousand virgins,
who attended St. Ursula on her weary pilgrimage to Rome, travelling on foot from
Basle, where they were murdered by barbaan immense

rians on their return. Centuries later, when
these bodies were exhumed from the vaults,
in remodelling the early church, other devout nuns undertook the pious toil of embroidering the skulls with crimson Telvet
These are arranged iu
and gold threads.
show eases reaching the very top of the room

Chapel. The ceiling is

in St. Agnes

com-

pletely covered with their bones, arranged in
geometrical or Persian designs. The story
of such ghastly and sepulchral adornments
makes one shiver ; but in truth, there is so
little left which would suggest their similitude to ourselves that the repulsiveness is
materially taken away. Here are preserved
the broken jar from which our Lord poured
wine at the marriage at Cana, one of the

thorns that composed his crown, a little ivory
cross on which was fastened a mere splinter
from the veritable cross ; St. Ursula's right
leg bone, a bone from the left hand of some
renowned bishop, a tooth from another
monk's jaw, and a link from the chain which
St. Paul dragged about as a prisoner. If our
readers doubt these things we can only refer
them to the solemn priests who related the
account to us. Doubtless if there was ever a
misgiving as to their genuineness the pious
brothers have told their story until they believe it. The church records show these sacred trusts to have been in its custody for
seven hundred years.
We are ready to give
credence to most of this, since in the early

days of the Romish church so paramount an
importance was attached to outward symbols of piety, that the earth was ransacked
with herculean efforts and sacrifice of life, to
get possession of relics and to foster heroworship, as one principal means of estabinfluence of the church throughout Christendem.
The church of the Jesuits is one of the

lishing the

It
most beautiful in coloring and mosaics.
stands on the site, and embodies part of an
old Roman Basilica. We visited several art
galleries. In one we were highly delighted
with some modern paintings from Dusseldorf. Among them was ''The Steppes" by
Shryer, full of the spirited action so characwork ; another of a "Monk
Tasting Wine," we almost envied the old
fellow's happiness, alone in a cellar smacking his lips over his glass ; one cattle piece
by Volks whose Alderney cattle can hardly
be excelled. It is rare to find a painter who
produces such fine atmospheric eftects, and
also can paint such lively animals.
There
teristic of his

little canvas about ten inches square
and valued at two thousand marks.
This
was a simple picture of Julie, in which were
his favorite game rooster, a few hens and
was

a

One other, which may be familiar
photograph to our friends, of Princess
Louise, the mother of the present Emperor
William. Lovely as the small photograph
is, one can get no idea of the stately grace of
The
the figure as she steps from a stair.
beauty of the face, set off by the richness of
ducks.
as

a

the royal attire of velvet and ermine combine
to make it a most charming portrait.
In one department were hundreds of religious pictures, representing the history and
legends of the church in the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries, which
and rlissriistirur for

nnv

are too cheap
decent collection.

APOLLINAItlS SPRING.

excursion down the Rhine to
Newerahr to see the famous Apollinaris
We made

an

Spring ;

and for

but it was not to be seen,
the first time in Germany we found the rigidity of a janitor's face did not relax at the
sight of a mark. Afterwards falling in with
a German, who, while rendering his term of
military service, was stationed near this
learned why the works are closed
and the matter kept such a profound secret.
It is distance and carbonic gas artificially infused, which lends to this water its charm
and sparkle. It is a small, ordinary spring,
possessing no effervescent property, but in
every respect inferior to Poland, Summit, or
the White Mountain springs ; but valuable
here, as Europe is scantily supplied with
good drinking water. It seems quite impos-

spring,

we

sible that this fount can supply the inexhaustible stock that goes all over the world.
Like the Seltzer and several bottled waters
which travellers think they drink with impunity, the deficiency could be supplied from
any convenient source, and filtered and subjected to the compression of carbonic gas.
Speaking of this German, reminds us of
his intense interest in American institutions
which offer to any young man the opportunity of forming and carrying out a purpose
in life. He appreciated the fact that the army was the curse of this country, compelling
every man to render his share of military
service, either personally, by substitution,
This drives many
or by payment of money.
who have no way but by actual scrviee, to
meet the obligation, away from their homes.
Such cannot return, except by paying dearly
for their delinquencies, and forfeiting many
rights of citizenship. Many are disabled in
actual service, and for the loss of limbs or
health they receive no remuneration from
their paternal government, except a license

In spite of
to beg a living in the streets.
these constant depletions of their sources of
reinforcement, the army must be sustained.
In times of war the women have filled
the breaches on the farms, ostensibly to earn
bread for the children, but also to support
their gallant soldiers. In the short intervals
of peace, the men find it quite convenient to
have help-meets in the field, and their faithful wives learn they have eslablished an unwise precedent ; and it is no easy matter to
cast their yokes on other shoulders. We saw
women wading knee deep in mud to tug
heavy baskets of coal on their heads from a

vessel stranded

on

the beach to teams

on

the

:rooked alleys to St. Peter's church. This
îdifice is inferior to most of the Cologne
:liurches, but contains one great treasure of
cruciirt, Kubens's painting of St. Peter's
the aclixion, as tradition lias handed down
as he resount, with his head downwards,

|
j

j1

AT MORRISON ACQ'S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

lip

distorted limbs of the sufferer.

Tile Christian fortitude and glorified selfabnegation in the "face is wenderful. This
was the first picture of Eubens which had
met our ideal of his skill. Ilis pictures at
the Louvre disappointed us greviously. We
can appreciate that in his early career he
was compelled to cater to the vanity of his
royal patrons, and may often have clipped
his own wings in descending te flatter the
faults and follies of his subjects. Quick as a
flash when we turned our backs the curtain
was drawn to prevent the possbility of a
new comer's running toll by catching a
glimpse before the bargain was completed.
What should we think of a reverend, or tven
a grave deacon spending the precious hours
of the Sabbath in collecting fees or zealously
guarding a picture from sight which ought to
lend its power in the spiritual education of
the multitudes who worship in such a
cfturch. It may seem odd to some that we
devote so few words to the description of
the great cathedrals and paintings of immortal fame, but books of travel and works of
art abound, and we can content ourselves
with enjoying these things in our own way,
and spare our indulgent readers dull essays
on lofty themes, so well treated by abler

No apprentices employed.
From this date we agree upon the following schedule of

perience.

CLEANING WATCHES,
MAIN SPRINGS,
CASE SPRINCS,
....
WATCH CRYSTALS,

Wherever we go and see there priests going
through such vain forms, singing Latin in
droning tones behind the altar, marching up

s

blondest of the blonde, who coma rivai me
bonniest girl in the land with the lilies
and roses 011 her cheeks. King William,
with his queen and their courtly train could
not have attrcated more attention ; and in
spite of the gazing of the other guests, this
high born lady, for ought we could tell, who
might "die of a rose in an aromatic pain,''
bore herself with dignity and delicacy of
decorum.
It would be quite pardonable in our citizens if they exceeded the allowance of the
home tariff in their purchase of the fragrant
cologne made by the world renowned firm of
Johann Maria Farina, which this summer
completed its two hundredth anniversary.
The name of the partnership is the united
paternal and maternal family names of the
original manufacturers.
How irrevrrently it would read to our puritanical friends to see this letter dated "Jm
Heil Geist," or in straightforward English,
Hotel of the Holy Ghost, yet some guests at
Cologne must use this heading on their
epistles, as there is hard by the minster such
M. C. P. B.
a hotel.

DEACHEXFELS.

MUTUAL SAFETY INS. C».
OF PHILADELPHIA.
f olnl
Totnl

!»!ί,0«2.837.82
770,933.14

lanbilitiei·

$1,231,004.68
870,050.00'

Outstanding Sfci'ip

for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.

Average Scrip Dividends
—

APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

BY

—

neighboring towns, being free from pressure
of work, to supply fruits and vegetables during the summer's rush of business, could
attend church ; and also to enable the bishop
to make his first entrance into Lorraine.
We tfiink no one should hesitate to give as
the Lord lias prospered him to such mission-

a

Easter-Cards! taster Cards.

FRED

COR. MIDDLE 4\D TEMPLE STS.
apl7

MAIN SPRINGS,
CASE SPRINGS,
WATCH CRYSTALS, ÏAll Worls. Warranted..

MATINEE AND NlilHT.
the

of

Return

Soubrette

Chaiming

LIZZIE EVANS

$|.00
1.00
.50
.10

eodtf

saine
large assortment and are prepared to adjust the
TRIAL CASE, together
upon scientific principles. We use IVACHET'S
with the OPTHALMOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

I

■

Fogg's

Ferry Σ

Evening prices 75, 50 and 35 cents. Matinee
prices 60. 35 and 25 cents. Seats on sale Tuesapiedlw
day, April 20.

Portland Base Ball Grounds,
OP EN INC CAME.

ROWftOliVS VS. PORTLANDS,
FAST DAY.
Game Called at 9.30. Arimi««ioa 25 («Μ··

Harti'ords, April ~7 and -9.dtd

apr20

Easter Monday Ball !

**0.

■

the Picturesque and Popular
At NIGHT
•
Comedy Drama,

I.I//IK KV.t^n In her celebrated Impersonation of "t'hip" the Ferry Girl, lntrodue
Ac.
lug New <o·;·. Dance», -Tlfdlrf·,
See the Great Torpedo Nenonfion, the prettiest scene on the stage.

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.
_10* VERTICAL ♦/(Jo

"THE CULPRET FAY."

Irish American Relief Association.

MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 26th.
Admission: Cents 50 cents ;
Ladies 25 cents.
dtd
apl9

HNàNCIAl..
d3t

lines do
Persons to wliom the above
a normal eye.
will
These lines should all appear equally black to visual
spectacles This
imperfection which common
ten feet, have a
or
five
at
black
corneas.
appear equally
of their
the
deformity
correct
to
lenses
ground
not improve.
They must have special
defect is called ASTIGMATISM.

Spectacles for 25 cents.

Eye Glasses for

LINEj>f

Bankers and Brokers,

25 cents.

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Members of the New York Stock Exchange.

ALSO A.

FINE

POLLEN, CROCKER & CO.,

GENUINE PEBBLES.

Private Wire to Nbw York and Boston.

fOfi 5AIX.

—

ΧΚΓ

NKW YORK CORBEItPOXDENTS,
—

CREEN & BATEMAN.
houtoiv,

Young Μ en's Derby and Soft H ats

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.60 each.

and Summer.

Spring

and Eye Glasses (best

Large Variety ef Geld Spectacles
GEORGE

A

I

CORNER

more

durable than ttlass.

quality)

$4.00, $5.00

at

and

$6.00 each

Ο- ΡΉ.ΥΒ,
CONCRESS
AND
STREETS.

FRANKLIN

a

full line of

SCREW GOODS in Brown and Blue, BROADCLOTH TURBANS in Brown and Checked Goods,
RED TURBANS, the finest and best, just from
New York market, something new and different
from any other dealer. I shall keep on hand the

LATEST STYLES OF CHILDREN'S GOODS,
having made that
ΟΑΧ^ΙΙ.

one

AND

245

specialties.

of my

EXAMINE.

PÉRRY,

N.

NEW

HATS,

CHILDREN'S

HATTER,

Street.

Middle

STYLE

ΓΙΑΛΟ

the above suits have some on hand carried
former seasons. The Boston & Portland Clothing
Portland
Co. Store is the only establishment in
Suits
where our new "ROUGH AND TUMBLE"
and Overcoats can be bought.
A. LEVY & BRO.,
and
Sole Manufacturer "Rough and Tumble" Suits
Overcoats.

of
N. B.—We have now a complete assortment
to rip and
the above suits which we guarantee not
14
years old, at
are strictly all wool, fit for boys 4 to
Also "Rough
the popular price of $5.00 per suit.
and Tumble" Suit and Overcoat $10.00.

dtf

Boston & Portland Clothing Co,

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.
dtf

Congress Street,
is now prepared to show her

New

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
NO. 111 MAINE

I

MRS. J. DRYDEN,
and Summer

Spring

HAVING
also secured

SPEAR,

F.

«Γ.

STREET^

RESPECTFULLY inform the public that I am
Crape,
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth,
or Pine Caskets at

Kosewood, Walnut, Whitewood
the lowest prices. Having had experience iu the
business, I shall manufacture many of these goods
the purchasers a reduction
myself, thereby giving Funerals
attended Free of
from jobbers' prices.
and Flowers furHearses.
Carriages
Charge.
nished at short notice.
B.—A good line of Picture Mouldings constantly on hand. Frames furnished at low prices.
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks-for past
favors.
J. F. NPEAB.
inar31dlm*
Ν.

Millinery

AND

New 1886 model Royal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
DeRim,—no cement,—new
tachable Handle
Bar,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
The
to examine at my store.
Wheel of the year. Ill great demand.—A few old pattern Royal Mails at reduced prices.

GOODS,
with a
She

the services of MISS HUBthe leading New York houses,
BELL, from
who comes highly recommended, and whom Mrs.
Dryden is confident will please her friends and
customers.
one

of

C

DRYDEN,

465 Congress Street·
eodtf

aprlO

Instant relief. Final cure in 10
days, and never returns. No purge,
110 salve, no suppository. Sufferers will learn of a
simple remedy Free, by addressing C. ,J. MASON,
inar25eoSCm
78 Naseau St., Ν. Y.

PTT.F^I
1 AJJJJkJ·

L.

BAILEY,

■221 middle Ntreet.
dlwteodtf&w2w

31 pra

MHS» J.

SACCARAPPA, ME.

WM.
—

BEST,

DEALER IN

—

MEATS, VEGETABLES, GROCERIES AND CANNED
GOODS. MEATS A SPECIALTY.
WOODFORD'S CORNER, JTIE.
TELE PHONE NO. 3703.

apisd""*

CSood* Delivered Free.

dec!

Frauk C. Ckockeb.
eodtl

INVESTMENTS
FOR APRIL DIVIDEND*.

6s
7s

Chicago,

»9

L'rbana. Ohio,

"

4s
6s
5a
6s

Zanesville, Ohio,
Darke Connty, Ohio,
"

Allen County, Ind.
Portland Water Co.,
Biddeford & Saco Water Co
Putnam, Conn., Water C·.,
Maine Central Κ. K.,
And other securities.
—

M.

H.

FOB SALE CV

PAYSON

as

5s
7s

—

&

CO.,
codtf

34 Exchange Street.

aprl

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
for Savings Banks and Trust

Fundsconstantly on hand·
eodtf

octl

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange anil Proprietors of

W. C.
apl6

THE BONDS ARE IN EVEKY RESPECT A
FIRST-CLASS INVESTMENT.

Three Holy Children. (SI), by Stanford, isa
new Cantata of great power and brilliancy.
Harmony,
($2); Riehter'·
Counterpoint, ($2) and Riehter'» Fugue,
($2), are three standard books on composition, by
an eminent German Harmonist.
Rirhter'·

Opera». Tlie best and most complete editions
Aida, ($2); Bell» or Corneville (91.50);
Roeencio ($2) ; Carmen ($2) ; Fatinitza ($2) ;
IMeflolofele
Lnhmr ($2) ; .VI a rim tin (,«2) ;
($2) ; mignon ($2.50) ; Zeuobin ($2) ; and

many others.

Librettos, full and complete, of 80 operas, lor 25
cents each. Cheap editions, 15 cents each.
Send for lists.
Baxter manic, in quantity.
Orchestral parts furnished when desired.
Winner'·· Ideal method·, (each 75 cents),
famous and really good cheap Metljods for
Violin, for Flute, for Aecwdeon, for Cornet, for
Banjo, for Guitar, for Fife, for Clarinet and for
Flageolet.

NOVELTIES
—IN—

Gents' Heck Wear,
and

PianoTerhaicn ($2.50),
in favor, as most valuable aids
practice. All teachers should use them.
Any book mailed for retail price.
llnHon'ii

Percale and
Wliite Shirts,
and
Cuffs
Collars,

Fancy

—

AT

J- E.
aP17

ST.
FICKETT, 179^COMMERCIAL
eod3m

HOLLINS & CO.,
Broolwar, Mew York.

dtf

apr»

Anson

J. t, HAYES S CO.
iltf

4s

Bath
Bs & 4»
Maine Central. .7s S Be
P. & O. R. R
68

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

194

niDDI.E MTKEKT, Peril··"»·

January 1,1884.

lanMtf

CENT BOMS GUARANTEED
TP PER
More
the «howaller ]?Ι·π«ηΐ5© t'o.
m

S
m

Have just received a fine assortment of the latlloufte and l.uvra
est, styles of awning goods,
a postal and I
Awning· a specialty. Drop me
will show samples at house. Tent· oh hand,
to let.

B.

>!i & 74

BONDS!

AWNINGS, TENTS, &c.
or

feeder of the Michigan Central, with
which company it has a valuable traffic agreethe Interest
ment, which practically guarantees
on the bonds. Its net earnings are equal to nearinterest
of
Its
amount
charges,
the
ly four times
and this before the contract with the Michigan
recommend
this
We
executed.
bond
Central was
on its merits as a first-class security and equal to
market.
in
the
bond
cent,
any β per

fis & 4s
Rockland
No. Pacific Uold..6s

—

NO. Τ MARKET SQUARE.

stantly increasing

for «ale

1883.
It is a

Hosiery,

con-

OLIVER DITSON *V CO., Boston
"od&w2w
apr8

The road, the gauge of which has been made
been in successful operation »lnce

staudard, has

Driving
Gloves,
Η.

Dress

are

to

ISSUED AT THE KATE OF $15,000 A MILE,
INCLUDING EQUIPMENT.
Interest payable January and July, by the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

MUSIC BOOKS.

are

Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvited.
43 Wall Street, IVen· York.
ap6d6m

FIRKT iHORTGl«G 30-YEAR β FEB
CENT. «OLD BONDS.

avtoiiiaeer.

WARE,

margin.

$720,000
Detroit, Bay City & Alpena R. R. Ce.'s

255 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

—

Piano Fortes of the veiy beet make, tlie Uallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinwav & Son
1 "itrlor Grand ; also organs of neveral style» and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
114Va Exchange St.. Portland. oct20eodtap20

Sta.ylbt T. Pcllkx,

POOR'S 1Λ> Ι ΛΙ, OF RAILROAD*.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed lor cash or on
always on hand.

FORTES

A perfect (ÏVMMSini for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. Ail Piano
A great
Students should use it.
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting:
their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
niar, W. H. Sherwood, S. IS. Mills,
Win. ITIason.

HICCINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

LEE,

City"of Portland,

BROADWAY)

YORK, April 14th, 1886.
PORTThis is to certify that the BOSTON &
of our
LAND CLOTHING CO. are the sole agents
and
celebrated "ROUGH AND TUMBLE" Suits
including the Latest Craze CAMEL'S HAIR TURin Portland. Other parties advertising
BANS, ROUCH AND READY HATS, CORK Overcoats
over from

I have added to my

complete stock

each.
PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50

Always cool. Never become Scratched, and

FOR

has

C. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 Scud for Catalogue, Free. d&Wtf

FBKMH frttOTO FADE BLAND.
Assisted by
Vith an entire new list of song».
local
neinbers of the Pos anil other well known
ha·
Volunteer
German
the
or
aient. Keward
th·
past yea*
leen re-written and revised during
and
of
scenes
realistic
presentation
ind is a most
ncidents of the late war, interspersed with niagcomrade*
liflcent tableaux. Tickets for sale by
reind at thedoor. General admission 26 cents;
at
Stockbrldge·».
For
sale
cents.
35
seats
lerved
dit

INVESTMENT SEILKUIE5

from New York
iine assortment of the latest styles.

have stood the test of time. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light i
Roadster." New improvements.!
New ma l
and prices reduced.
chines tills year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bicycle.

anrS

just Received the

Have

just returned

COLUMBIA BYC1CLES !

WM. F. TODD,
OEOROE Λ. HARMON,
J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
MORRISON A CO.

CARTER BROTHERS,
A. M. WENT WORTH,
A. WALKER,
C. H. LAMSON,

SPRING STYLES IN HATS!

FANCY

Jan7

....

not

—

eodtf

23 and 24.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

CASCO CLOTHING CO.,

465

Jau5

HALL,

Iff

CITY

feb9

4th.
EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAK'Yeodtf

!
REWARD
CITY

aprie

tage

«EN. AGENT,

PORTLAND,

eodtf

We have a

TECHNIGON"

58 BROWN STREET,

iosworfPost, No. 2, G. A. R„

HITCH RECRUIT, FRITZ STEIN,

Portland.

-

CLEANING WATCHES,

and shall continue to sell tliem at our formWe liave just received an ader low prices.
14
ditional lot of about »>0 of these suits, 4 to
a
few
in
of them
years, and expect more
the
offered
were
agency for this
We
days.
advancity, but did not deem it of enough
to us to control the sale of them.

ι NEW

—

Voder the management of J. 31. MIL·!·.
Seats $1-00, 75 and 60 centj. Gallery 35 oeita.
ale of seats commences Friday morning April 18.
dlw
aprlS

At.VATI.MiE, the Sparkling New Comedy,

THIS SEASON'S MANUFACTURE !

Tube Colors,
Bronze Powders, Jkc.

WILL BE AT

/pr"u"i». As Juliet, in Reiueo and Met.
[prH^o.' As Juliana, in The UoneyuiooB.
fër1"5ï!*r As Leali, in Leah Uie Forsaken

April 21, 22,

From this date we, the undersigned, agree
of prices:
upon the following sehedule

VI

Varnishes, Oils,
Brushes, Alabastiue,
Calsom Finish,

—

prices, &c.

our

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

sonic

And in J.apan,

METAPHYSICIAN !

Company.

Gooil

FAST DAY, THURSDAY, APRIL 22

of oui* competitors
sole
the
have
agency of these
to
advertise
to our many
would
we
say
suits tor this city
in stock
have
we
that
Public
the
Patrons and
&.
LEW
A.
of
suits
these
of
bought
full lines

aplO

MIST*. B. POOLE,

a

will produce the great military drama,

WATCHES.

SUITS I

Paints,
White Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,

eodTliS&Tu2m

—

in his great character of the

208 Middle Street,

"Rough and Tumble"
Notwithstanding

of

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

A WORD ABOUT BOYS'

House

aprl

BUPPOBTBD BY

FARRINGTON, CHARLIE COLLINS,

R.

eodtf

apr3

line

new

STORE.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 CONGRESS ST.

FASHIONABLE

Junction Middle and Free Streets,

a

mar27

Finest quality of Mixed

H. H. HAY & SON,

get

and

goods

NEW

•

Ε.

All goods are of the finest quality,
nnd will be sold at lowest
market prices.

MATHER !
And

WEAR.

NECK

Easter Novelties, Cards and Souvenirsof every Description,
Handsome Easter Books with Hand Painted Covers and Arassorttistically Decorated within in many designs. Large Tuck's
reasonable
Prang's,
at
prices.
ment of Novelties
Reand many other Manufacturers' Cards in large variety.
or
all
Cards
for
or
Boxes
furnish
we
Envelopes
member that
Novelties over five cents.

.Also

prices.

To be found in the city at lowest possible

FINEST DISPLAY II¥ THE CITY.

eod3m

For all purposes
And in any quantity.

MARGARET

MILNESDramatic
LEVICK,

FOR MEN, YOUNG MES, BOYS AND CHIMES

Call and examine

WM. ALLEN, JR.
ap6

OITLf !

NICHT)

THREE

londay, Tuesday and Wednesday, A (til 19,20 and 21.

—

'"suitings:

SPRING

CO.,
λ

SUNDAY AT COLOGNE.

On Sunday morning we attended service in
the English Chapel, built inside of the court
yard of Hotel du Nord. The rector was an
earnest man, of good ability, who could not
fail to impress his hearers with his singleness of heart and earnest Christian zeal.
He made a stirring
appeal to the visitors
present to aid him in carrying on his work
during the winter, when the peasants in the

&

SO Ν

3ORTLAND_THEATRE.

iiiar20

FIFE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

The Delaware

of

SPRING OVERSACKS

:

565 Congress St., under G. A. R. Hall, Near City Hotel, Portland, Me.

and down with smoking censers, and ringing little bells in the dark, we wonder if
they are sincere. These performances may

have a most profound spiritual significance,
but the poor wretches who throng the cathedrals will need instructions for generations
to raise their intellects to a comprehension
of such depths of wisdom. To say the best
for it, the meat is too strong for its babes,
for whom it is served. Strange aspects of
social life flit across the broad horizon of European travels.
One phase was present dailj at our
table at Cologne, which might puzzle a
Philadelphia lawyer. This was a coal black
African, a man indeed of elegant manners and accomplished in four or five languages, who escorted to her seat at table
with evident pride his petite bride, tiie

Une

Finest

the

To-day

All WTork Warranted.

PORTLAND, MAINJK.

We crossed tlie river to Draclienfels, over
whose lofty towers and steep crags is cast
the glamour of ancient story. We do not
wonder it has been the scene of tragedies
and momentous adventures, for it is a natural castlc of defense, around whose base the
Kliine itself makes a moat, which no contrivance of man could drain. From this
watch-tower the sentinels could give alarm
of approaching danger on the river or surrounding hills. Lik'e many other historic
ruins, it is degraded into a place of restauration, which generally consists of various
drinks of jaw-cracking names, and bitter,
burning flavors. One might enjoy in such a
place a few moments' quiet to muse on the
past, but their reveries would be distracted
by the jabbering and jangling of coarse Germans, who infest these places like the mos-

prices
Sl.00
1.00
.75
.10

pens.

Sunday afternoon we attended service in
the cathedral or minster of St. Peter, where
we might easily lose ourselves in the overpowering spell of the heavenly music, could
we only separate it from a service which
claims to be the adoration and penitent worship due the Saviour from his children.

Open

Will

ExFine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and

to die

ιτΓίΐκη τ

;

;

quested, because he was not worthy
like his master. It was supposed at the
time to be extremely difficult for an artist to
render this attitude. We were just leaving
the church much disappointed that we could
of us espied a
not find the picture, when one
like a portiere.
looking
curtain,
baize
green
or at least
Knowing the greed of the church,
one of us called out,
some of its members,
•'Uere is the prize." A priest was soon
found, who responded with great alacrity to
our request, held out his hand for the marks,
and drew aside the veil. We stood in the
presence of the great apostle, and for a moment lost our consciousness of the artist's
hand in the work, so life-like is the figure.
The priest placed cushions on the floor, upon
which we knelt, and twisted our necks to
look up underneath the railing of a penitent's stool to get the full effect of the perspective in the figure. It is a remarkable
painting. One could look under the knees

OllUlC·

quitoes.

LADIES' WATCH AND CHAIN FREE ! F. R. FARRINGTON,
PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY
j
THE CLOTHIER UNO FURNISHER,

j

;ing with him we learned he was an Ameri- I
;an.
During intermission of services we
:ook a long tramp through dark lanes and j

and
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in New Hampshire,
fifty Savings Banks
ermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Individuals are
and
Societies
Companies,
this class of securities. Call or
investingforin illustrated
pamphlet,
address
ν

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLANO, ME.
dim·
mare

TUESDAY MOBMSe, APRIL 20.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Miss Smlthers—"Charlie, dear, what kind of a
flower is that?"
Mr. liosemau (a young collegian)—"Love, that
is not aiflower; it is a tobacco plant."
Miss èmithers—"Oh, how nice it must looli
when the plugs aie hanging ou it."
Souk Hemabkablb Cures of deafness are re
«ordcd of Dr. Thomas's Eci.ectric Oil. Never
fails to cure earache.
One of our frlends^meets a gentleman of his ac·
qualntance whom he has not seen for some time.
•'How are you?" asks the latter.
"Quite well
thanks: and hnw are you?" "I? Oh, so, so. 1
I burled my wife
am feeling a little blue today.
this morning."

Why don't you try Carter's Little Liver Pills?
They are a positive cure for sick headache, and all
the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only one
pill a dose.
Senior—(Asks professor
tion).
Professor—Mr. W., a fool

very profound ques-

a

can ask
answer.

that ten wise men could not
Senior—Then I suppose that's why
us flunk.

a

question

so

many of

I have been a great sufferer from rheumatism
for the last three years. I was Induced to try a
I have since taken six
bottle of Athlophoros.
and can now attend to my business ant considei
myself a well man. E, Parkhurst, Woonsocket
li. I.
who has several time· visited
the dime museums with his parents, was one Sunday taken to church with a member of the family,
and after returning home was asked by his fathei
what he saw.
"Well." said the youngster, "a man got up and
shook his arms and talked : but 1 didn't like it
much, because they didn't let us see the monkA little

3-year old

ey»."
Vegetkie has
Just what you

no

equal

as

neeu ι· urace

spring tonic. It's

a

yuu

??>/4
JJVa

it Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville &
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minn. & St. Louis
do pref
Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific

Ind., Bloom,

THE PRESS.

ui>.

80Vi

127Va
·»
20^4
45y2
103

59.
25 8
05 Va

<10 pref

100

Northwest em
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
New York, Chicago & St. Louis
do pref
Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. Se Western

138J4
■·

,77?
14%

IV?

22yg
17

J4

2?,4
64%

Oreeon Transcon

Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman Palace
Keadlnir
Rook Island
St Louis & San Fran
do pref
1st

10JJ4

98
131

233/s
125
18
42

i99
86V4

pref

St. (Paul

118

St. Paulipref erred....
St. Paul, Minn. & Man
St Paul & Omaha
do pref

112Va
40

102V4
10Ά
48%
6IV2
7%
15
03 Va

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
D. S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do Ipref
Western UBloiijTelegraph

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON,April 19.1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork—Long cut 13 0Θ@13 25 ; short cuts 13 00
13 60;backs 13 50@14 00; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 13 00@13 25 ; pork tongues at $13:®13 25 :
at 9 60
prime mess at $12 00@12 50; extra prime
do new at
@$10 00; mess, old. at 10 76@U 00;
$12 00; Western prune mess pork 10 75@11 75.
Lard at GV4@e%c -{> lb In tierces;7@7^4c in 10
lb pails;7i/4S7^c In 6-lb pails; 7%&7%e in 3-lb

palls.

Hams

at lOVjgllVic

OlllUftOU

lillic

;pib._accordlng to size
ο

OUvu»«v»e

Λ

and

g

lie.

Dressed hogs, city, CgSVeC φ Jb; country 5Vs ;
live hogs 4s/i@5c.
Uutter—New York extra fresh made creamery
none : do extra firsts at 31@33c ; do firsts 27@
30c ; do imitation creamery, extra, 27@29c; do
extra firsts at 26@27c ; do fresh factory extra at
26@27c ; do extrafflrsts at24@25c ; do commou old
lots 6@12c ; Vermont new mflk dairy cx 29c.
beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal CO®
ψ bush ; choice New York large liaud picked
do 1 35®140 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
—

A nobleman who had spent most of his life In
one day
adorning his gardens with statues, was
man from
very much chagrined by heariug an old
the country say to his wife
"J«ss'see, Belinda, what >a waste! Here's 110
less thau six scarecrows in this ten-foot patch,
while one of them would scare the crows from α
ten-acre field."

Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil With Hypophosphites, for J'ulmoiwry
Troubles. J. T. McFall, M. D., Anderson, S. C.,
says: "I consider Scott's Emulsion one of tlie
best preparations in the market for Pulmonary
Troubles."

"They must have some very good drinkables in
Tuikey," observed Jones.

don't know; why?" asked Smith.
"Well, I should think this 'Sublime Porte' I see
mentioned in the papers ought to be of a better
quality than the port we get around here."
"I

There is no one article iu the line of medicines
that gives so largo a return for the money as a
good porous strengthening plaster, such as Carter's Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plasters.

lady was standing at the telegraph office in
hotel in New York waiting to send a message.
She had a little girl of ten with her, and told tne
operator she desired to send a message to Chicago. "Well daughter," she said totlie child
who was with her, "what shall I say to papa?"
"
answered the
"Say 'good morning, papa,'
child.
But her mother answered quickly :
"Why. 110, child ; that; will not do. It will be
night before he gets it."
A

1

65@170.

Cheese—Northern extra at ll%c: do good to
choioe 10®llc;iower grades according to quality;
Western, job lots Vic higher.
Kggs—Neai by nominal 14%c ; Eastern extras
at 14@14Vic;New York and Vermont 14®1414ο:
Western choice at 13%@14c.
Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins, at $1@1 25 ;
Maine Baldwins 1 50; fancy 81 7582 ; No 1 greenings at 1 00® 1 25; No 1 New York State apples
1 25@1 50; No 2 apples 50@75c.
Hay—Choice prime hay at $@$20 00 ; fair to
good,at $17@$19; choice Eastern line $15@$17 ;
lair to good do at $14®$15 ; poor to ordinary $13
@814: East swale $10@$11. Rye straw, choice,
21 00; oat straw$10®811 ψ ton.
Potatoes—Aroostook rose G3@65c; do Hebron
G3@66c; Me Burbank seedlings at 00c ; No do at
f>0@55c ; Ν Y Hebrons at 50c ; do Rose 50@55c ;
do prolifics 50c.
Cattle Market.
By Telegrapli.j
CHICAGO, April 19, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 7,000 ; shipments 2500 ; steaay ; shipping steers at
4 20@5 85 ; stackers and teeders at 2 50@4G0;
cows, bulls and mixed at 1 50@4 00
Hogs—Receipts 16,000; shipments 0,000; the
market is Arm ; rouch and mixed at 3 90®4 20 ;

Chicago

packing and shipping at 4 05@4 35 ; light 3 C5@
4 20 ; skips 3 00@3 65.
cibeep—Receipts 4,800; shipments 500; market
lower; natives 2 00S>5 75.

a

MEDICINB AND STIMULANT*
Getting a Black Eye.*
Last year Lieut. Moxie and some friends accidentally found a food plant while visiting the
South American province of "Matto Grosso," that
has tlK^nmst remarkable effect on tired nerves
imaginable. Simple, harmless as gruel; neither
medioine, stimulant, tonic nor alterative, it makes
capable of
you feel solid, vigorous, hungry and but
as pergreat endurance, leaving no reaction,
manent results as beefsteak. It recovers from
of
result
or
any
nervousness, nervous exhaustion,
overwork at once, even blindness, iesanlty and
the
and
intoxication
It breaks up
paralysis.
liquor thirst at once, and makes liio drinkers feel
better than stimulants. It has already stopped
half the liquor traffic in Lowell, and is creating an
immense sensation in New England and the Middle States. A gigantic company has been formed
for its manufacture and sale all over the world.
The physiciaus say it is the best nerve food yet
discovered, and will supersede stimulants and
ionics. I11 honor of its discoverer, it is called the
"Moxie Nerve Food." It already crops out in the
The
druggists' windows almost everywhere.
wholesalers say its sale has never been equalled.
For a wonder, it is very cheap, considering its

eputatiou.—Courier.

FINÂNOIÂL AND COMMERCIAL
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

POHTLANI), April 10, I88G.
Sugar is firm and higher at 7c for granulated.
Sacked Bran antf Middlings about SI lower thau
Saturday'» quotations. Oranges have declined.
Other quotations unchanged.
Tke following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. Gram, Provisions, &c.:

of

«xrain·

Flour.

Superfine and
low grades.3 25@3 5C
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00@6 2E
Patent Spring
6 00<ft0 2£
Wkeats
Mich, straight
5 25@5 5C
roller

clear de—6 00 ^5 2£
stone ground.4 75®6 OC
St Louis st'gt
5 50λ6 7fi
roller
5 25jg5 50
clear do
—

Mixed Coru.61@62

I High

ICorn, bag lots—54λ·55
Meal, bag lots. .53@64

Oats, car lots—42
Oats, bag lots... .48@45
Cotton Seed.
aA'A

car

lota.. 23 00 a 24 00

bag... 24 00^25 00
Sack'dBr'n
car lots. .18 00gl9 00
do bag... 19 00^20 00
Middlings. 19 00®28 00
do bag lots,19 00@24 00
1'roviwiouN.
do

Winter Wheat
6 75^6 00 I Pork—
Patents
Backs... 14 00®14 DO
<FiKb.
; Clear ....l.J 0l>dl3 60
Cod, qtl—
1160312 00
Large Shore3 25 §3 GO I Mess
7 60®8 00
Large Hank3 ΟΟλ,'3 25 Mess Beef.
8 50ji,9 00
Ex Mess.
2 7553 00
Small
9 oO.'alυ 00
Plate
2 2δφ3 25
Pollock
Ex Plate. 10 50® 10 00
1 50X2 00
lladdoek
Hake
17522 25 LardTubs ρ $J..ei/a®e%c
Herring—
Tierces— 6y2iffitjyec
Scaled w bx..l4®18c
Pails
No 1
G%fe7%c
12@15c
Hams ρ lb
Mackerel $* bbl—
9Va@10 c
Shore Is. 19 (Χίο,21 00 do coveredlOyaMll Ά
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00® Η 00
Med. 3s. 5 00^ 0 00 Kerosene—
CVa
IPort. Kef. Pel
(φ
Small
9 Va
: Water White
Produce.
13
I Pratt'sAst'l. fcibbl.
Cranberries—
13
Brilliant
ο
δ
3 50λ4
iDevoe's
Maine
10
50
5
ILlgonl»
Cod...
50®6
Cape
9
Wiiite
I
75
Silver
I
Pea Beaus...l 50 .u
10
1 50&1 75 ICeHtennial
Medium
Kniiii*·.
German mdl t55@l 75 I
2 2," a ,'i 2»
Yellow Eyes.l 4θα'1 65 I Muscatel
Irish Potatoes
C0,a;7< : London I,ay'r;2 75 ft:i 16
St Potatoes
(gA OC OmluraLay. 13 A13 Ά
7
3 75®4 OC I Valencia
Onions
Knicar.
f IOaSIS
Cabbages
7
17®22 ! granulate(t t> is
Turkeys
CVa
15ji,1U I Extra C
Chickens
MtOclft.
15.411)
Fowls
(ft 15 IKed Tup....$2Vi S)S2%
Ducks
Geese
(g>14 Timothy Seed2 15.a2 20
il Vu 'i 13c
Λ JIJjll'H.
jCiover..
Snow
Vermont—10 @12
Xallman Swts
Sol Jialdwinsl OO.œl 50 X.Y. factory 10 (g 12
Huiler.
1 00®I 50
Greenings
Creamery® It... .28S32
28,ά32
lîvaporated ρ lb Snjllc Gilt Edge Ver
Choice
20§>22
IifMOUM.
17® 18
4 00 «,4 25 Good
Florida
4 60,g5 00 Store
12@14
Messina
00
3
KggK.
75^,4
Malagers
Eastern extras ,.13gl4
Orange*.
12
4 25@4 75 Can & Western..
Florida
12
5 00@5 75 Island
Valencia
Limed
Messina and Palermo t> bx.3 255J3 50
....

—

...

....

..

Imports.
BRISTOL. Steamship Ontario—500 boxes tin
&
to
Naylor Co 300 do to order.
plates
MONCTON, N'B. Sclir Crown J'rince—3200

railroad ties to Β & M Railroad.

Foreign Exports.

BUENOS AYRES. Bark Reynard—771,784 Im
feet lumber 22.295 ft broom bandies.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 19. 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 34 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 89 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
dailv:
8fli/2
Atch..|Topeka and Santa Fo Railroad
80
Eastern Railroad
163
Bell Telephone
36Va
New York and New England Railroad.
129V4
dopref
2iy4
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad com
i97
do pref
8Vfe
Boston Water Power Co
7s,'a
Boston Land ^Company
38%
Mexican Central 4s
41 Mi
Mexican Central R 7s
....189ys
Boston & Albany Railroad
194
Boston Si Maine Railroad
Wisconsin Central
..18%
34
Marquette, Houghton and Ont. R„ com
118
Maine Central Railroad
New York Stock and Money Market

("By Telegraph.]
on call
NEW YORK, April 10. 1886.—Money
; Prime mercantile
at
1>/j®3 percent
abundant
Wvnhûnir« nnntiniiea null
—t
bills and i 88'/j for
but Arm
dull and steady. State bonds very dull
have
for those issues traded in. Railroad bonds
Th· stock market
been quiet and rather heavy.
closed dull and steady at figures generally not
much better than lowest of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 213,948 shares.
Z'uv iouowing are to-day's quotations of Govemtuent securities :
lOOVi
United States bonds, 3s
126V4
New 4s, reg
126^4
New 4s, coup
112H
New4JAs, reg
11214
New 4Vis, coup
115%
Central Pacific lsts
122Mi
Denver 61 R. Gr. lsts
100 Va
Erie 2ds
105s/»
Kansas Pacific Consols
lsts
v.
a
Ν
Oregon
117V2
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is rebv Pullen. Crocker
ceived daily, by private wire,
street. Portland, Me:
& Co.. .No. 33 Exchange

—

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK. April 19,1886—Flour marketReceipts 18.539 bois; exports 8967 bbls and 1,745 sacks ; less active and rather weak, but without quotable change; sales 12,200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 15@3 00; superfine
Western and State at 2 50@3 30 ; common to good
extra Western and State|at 3 30@3 60; good .to
choice do at 3 60@5 25 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00@5 10; fancy do at
at 5 16@5 25; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
20 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 15@
20; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75@S10; choice to double extra do at 5 15a
5 20, including 500 bbls city mill extra at 4 G5@
4 75; 1300 bbls fine| do 2 15@3 00; 500 bbls suNo 2 at 3 30
perfine at 2 80@3 30; 800 bbls extra
GO;; 3,600 obis winter wheat extra at 3 20®
25; 4100 bbls Minnesota extra at3 20®5 20.
Southern Hour quiet; common to fair extra 3 25@
3 65; good to choice do at 3 70@5 25. Rye Flour
is steadv at 3 25@S 45. Wheal—Receipts 10
450 bush; exports 369,424 bush; spot lots shade
lower and less active; sales 50,000 on spot; No 2
Spring at 92c; No 1 hard 97Vic; Ne 1 Red 1 00 j
No 1 White 96e.
Rye nominal. Barley steady.
Corn—spotiots ar· steady moderately active; re8400
bush
;
ceipts
exports 81,748 bu; sales 114,000 bush on spot ; No 3 at 40Vfe@46%c in elev;
Out* shade stronger and very
λ
float47%@48c
quiet ; receipts 47,050 bush ;exports 595 buat; sales
3 at 30c ,do Whlteat
No
4oy2
;
bush
spot
58,000
®41c; No 2at36%@363/ic; No 2 White at 42c;
Mixed Western at 37@30e ; do White at 40@46c ;
White State 42@43 Vac. Coffee dull at 8%. StiExtra
gnrfirm; refined is firmer; C5'A@53,'sc; Yellow
C5Va@5%c; White ExtraC6%®6%e;
at 47/8 ,i5 Vac ; Off A at 6c ; Mould À 6<&8@6%c;
standard A Vic ; granulated at (>%c ; Confection's
A 0V4 ; cut loaf and crushed at 6%@7c ;nowdered
®6»4c ; Cubes 6%c. I'erolenin—uuited 7(iVac.

f5

f3

«.Dim.

P*»l·

le

Hull·

145

l(J5y2

fJVi

10
140
155

133
100
24%

Kalτ

,
x^·,

dims at

Ç) fi \f7f)

Kiarri 2 ά,3 points lower and very
dull; city steam at 6 10; refined at 6 50 lor Continent; G 75@6 80 for S. A. Butler easier ;State
18(0,30c ; Western 14@29c ; Elgin Creamery 30®
31e. Ch«em-State at 8V2 ^11 Va c.
Freights steady; wheat steam SVid.
10 00 for

old.

CHICAGO, April 10. 1886.—Flour is steady;
Winter Wheat 4 40K4 75 ; Wisconsin at 4 0"®
4 65 ; Michigan at 4 60®4 75 ; soft Spring Wheat
3 80g4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
4 (ΙΟ,α,δ 00 ; low grades 2 00®3 00 ; Kye Flour at
3 30®5 50 In bbls. Wheat irregular: April 77%
@79Vie; closed at 78c; No 3 Spring 68@70. Corn
steady; April at 36>^®36y8C; closed 36Vi. Oats
firm; April at #85i®28%c. Kve dull; !%2 at 60c.
Barley steady ; No 2 at 69c. Pork lower ; Aug at
9 15@9 25. Lard—May at 5 90@5 92 vz : closed
5 90. Bulk meats—shoulders at 4 υΟ α,4 10 ; short
ribs 5 22y2e5 25; short clear at 5 GOM5 65.
Receipts—Flour, 17,000 bbls; wheat. 9,000
bush; com, 51,000 bush: oats, 137,000 bu; rye,
0,000 bush ; barley, 34,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bbls ;wheat, 1,021,028
bush: corn, 2,366,450 bush; oats, 89,000 bush;
rye, 8,000 bush ; barley, 1,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 18, 1886.—Flour is firm;
XXX 3 00@3 15; family 3 25@3 35; choice 3 65S
3;80 ; fancy at 4 20@4 35 : extra fancy at 4 45(a
Wheat lower; No 2
4 60; patents at 4 95@5 25.
Ked at 88%c asked. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed at
33%c bid. Oats barely steady; No 2 Mixed at
291/2 c. Lard firm at 5 80.
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls: wheat, 15,000 bu;
corn, 135,000bush; oats, 41,000bush;rye, 2,000
bush, barley T.000 bush.

Shipments—Flour, 14,000bbls;wlieat 1.000 bu;

corn,211,000 bush;oats 102,000 bu;rye,1,000 bu;
barley 2,000 bush.
DETROIT, April 19, 1880—Wheat-White at
86c; Mich Red 87% c bid; No 2 Red at86MsC;No3

ley. Rockport.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 16th,

sell

Λ EKPOL-ftBlftflBro·
fRoW T.KÊ STAGES
τα Tî&é £ΐί r

for Gloucester.

NEW HAVEN-Ar 16th, sells Η Β Diverty,
Nlckerson, Camden; Governor, Sargent. Castine;
Eleanor, Poole, New York for Boston.
Sid 16th. sell Win G Κ Mowry, Motz, New York
PROVIDENCE-Sld I7th, schs John 3omes,
Kobbins, and Frank Herbert, Herrick, for New
York.
SOMERSET—Ar 16th. sell Harmon·, Pendleton
Perth Amboy.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, sells Louise A
Grout, Mclntvre, Northport for Portland; A Heaton. Pettee, Hoboken for Salem; Sa ail L Davis,
do for Saco.
In port, schs J H Wainwright, L 1> Wentworth,
Willie Martin, Lucv Hammond, Maggie Ellen,
Georgie D Perry, Elizabeth Arcularius, Mary A
Trainer, Ε G Willard, Geo Ρ Trigg, and Nannie Ε
Waterman.
EDGARTOWN— Ar 14th, sell Maggie Bell,
Chandler, Elizabethport for Rockland.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, sch Pride of the Port, Parsons, Barrington. NS.
Cld 17th, sch Cumberland, Webber, Sagua.
Sid 18tli. barque Henry A Litchfield.
Passed Highland Light 18tli, sch Maggie Ellen.
Ar lath, barque Jas G Pendleton, Colcord, from
Cebu, Georgiana, Clark, from Calais; Henrietta,

Hutchiiis, Orland,

Cld 19th, sch Grace Webster, Brigham, New
York.
SALEM—Ar 16th, schs Elizabeth DeHart. McIntyre, and Ada S Allen, Dudley, St John, NB, for
New York; Catawaniteak, Hunt,Rockland for do;
Keystone, Wilder, Calais for do; Wm D Cargill,
Arey, Calais lor New York.
Ar 17th. schs Eva Adell, Irene Ε Meservey, and
Jos Oakes, from St John, NB, for New York; II
Curtis. Deer Isle for do; Petrel, Rockland tor do:
MBMahoney, Portland for Port Chester ; Daniel
Pierson,Calais for New Haven; A Peters, do for
Pawtucket; Edw Stanley, Lincolnville for New

middling 8

LTjW& ÛFfMt
WtBT.

fits.

MALE—A 3 story brick mastic house,

with 9 rooms, hot water bath room, set tubs,
FOR
in each room, set bowls, good
furnace, register
sized lot, near horse cars, westerly end, tirst class
terms of payment, posses
neighborhood, on easy1st.
N. S. GARDINER, No.
sioii May 1st or June
19-1
St.
40

φ

OK HALE—A farm in the town of Gray,
containing 53 acres of excellent land, well
nine rooms;
watered; iya story house containing
of a mile from Gray
buildings in good repair ;%
Eor particular*
Corner; will de sold at a bargain.
Vf. C. DICKEY, or W.
enquire on the premises of
19-2
Woodfords Corner.
L.

F

^

I

DICKEY,

2 story house
"POE BALE—$2,100 will buy a
SebaΓ with 10 rooms, arranged for 2 families,
investment, rents well,
go wnter and gas, good
No.
S.
N.
GARDINER,
to
location. Appy
19-1
0 Exchange St.

28

sr

ç

*

τ

Sonet» of Sccoratibe Sri,

28 East 21st St., New York, Dec. 22,1885.
To The Brainerd & Armstrong Co.—Dear Sirs:
Having tested 3'our embroidery silks, and finding them
in color and texture eminently satisfactory, the managers of the Society of Decorative Art believe that you
have found the secret of fast dyes. They believe it is
no longer necessary to the Society to be dependent upon
foreign manufactures. I have pleasure in telling you
that it has been decided by the board of management to
give you the silk thread business of the Society of Deco44

under the severest test, I am,
A. B. Blodgett,
Very truly yours,
President of tlie Society of Decorative Art.

fast

Also endorsed and exclusively used
Aktists of New York.

by the Associ-

ated

premises in working
York St.^

FOB

FKOM

tW Avoid imitations by taking only skeins bearing
If your storekeeper does
our name and guarantee tag.
not keep our goods in stock, or will not get them for
send us your address on a postal card. Waste
îmbroiclery Silk, assorted colore, 40c. per oa.
Send postal note to

...

The Brainerd &

*AIB-A

EXCHANGE-Desirable
OB
Β EXCHANGE—Desirable
NILE Ο
IOJI SALE
place at Allen's Corner, one mile from Merrill's Corner ; 2% story house, ell and stable, 40 by
48, cellar under the whole, l'A acres in lot: also
25 acres of land if wanted with it. will excliauge
for property in the city or in Deering on line of
cars. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
15-1

FOB

BALE—At Gray Corner. Maine, twostory house, with one half acre ef laud, near
churches, schools and post office ; excellent school
inprivileges. For further information please
15-2
quire <S G. W. NKWBEGIN. Gray, Me.

FOB

continued, causes Enlargement of the
Liver, Inflammation of the Bowels, and

FOB

^""ιέΐιβ

Α1ΛΚΙΝΕ

JSTEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY, April 19.
Arrived.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
to J Β Coyle.
Boston for
Sieamer Cumberland, Thompson,
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sell Nannie Τ Waterman, from Virginia, with
oysters to I, W Atwood. and 11 Freeman.
Sell BenJ Carver, Lowell, New Yolk—coal to
C H O'Brion.
Sch Alta Vela, Young, Boston.
Sch Marcia Bailev, Cole. Boston.
Sell Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Boston.
Sell Allandale, Kemick, Ellsworth.
Sch Capitol, Wiley, Bremen,
Sch Cynosure, Boothbay.

For a number of months
troubled with Costiveness, in
quence of which I suffered from Loss of
Appetite, Dyspepsia, and a disordered
liver. My eyes also troubled me. I was
shade over them,
compelled to wear annable
to bear exand, at times, was
posure to the light. I was entirely
was
conse-

BALE—A nice sunny cosy
house, ell and one acre of land in
little off line of cars ; fine chance to
price $1200; desirable in all respects.
DINER, No. 40 Exchange street,

FOB

place with
Deering, a
keep liens;
N. S.GAR14-1

MALE—Valuable house lots at West
desirable location, near horse
Apply to N. S. GARDINER, No.
;
14-1
40 Exchange St.

FOB
End; very
cars fine view.

CURED BY USING

SALE—A flrst-class. medium weight
harness, in fine condition. F. It. PHENIX,
14-1
Cuslinian St. Stable.

FOB

three boxes of Ayer's Pills. I have no
hesitation in pronouncing this medicine
to be the best cathartic ever made.
James Eccles, Poland, Ohio.
—

Second hand lumber, by L. A
14-1
GOUDY & CO., 28 and 30 Pearl St.

my

general health.—W.

F

C

tt

years.

I

II

L

J

MALE—Peaks Island Bathing House,
good

F OB
with hathinir suits, boats, etc., with the

all the Excretory organs to a
It should be
found in every household
and carried by every travel-

will of tlie business,
W. YORK.

_

J™'every~

A

BIG OFFER

we

rso. au commercial

οι.

u.

30-4

«ΑΙ,Κ OH TO LET-House No. 259
Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
HOBBS,

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton.
FOB
30 Market St.
P.

FOR

SlALE.

inwi°lf UC«ÎvÎe

A WAV 1,000 Self-Operating WashingKachines. If you want one send us your name,
and
O.
express office at once. The National
apr6eod&wlm
Co., SI Dey St., Ν. Y.

THE
is a desirable

home, either for

a

summer

residence

permanent place ; about two miles from the
city ; it 1ms a pretty house and stable and about
two acres of land. Enquire of
ENOCH KNIGHT.
aprlCdlw

FDR SALE or TO LET.

U00LPH0 WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEATER STREET,

DR.

MAYOS'

Vegetable Vapor!

Memoranda.

the

DR. C. M.TALBOT,

Junction of Free and Middle Htreeiw, Portd3m
marl 1
lit lid, Me.

Collage Lots for sale on Creat
Chebeague Island.
d6mos

mar6

151 DDE FOR

Trotting Stallion
18^ 86.

of 7 Lathes, one Swing 2 feet,
turns 17 feet: 1 Planer, 20 Inch χ 6 feet: 1
Saunder's Pipe Cutting Machine, with Taps and
Dies ; 2 Upright Drills, Centering Machine,
Chticks, Bench Vises, Lathe Tools, Taps and Dies.
Keamers, Chucking Drills, Arbors, &c., &c. All
in running order. The only repair shop In Biddeford and Saco. A fine business opportunity for

Record 2.3214 ; sire of Dr. Smith trial 2.281,i.
Gov. Morrill is a choice black, with star in face,
stands 1G hands high, and weighs 1150 lbs. was
foaled May 7, 1875, bred by A. I. Allen, Hebron,
Me., sire Knox Morrill son of Winthrop Morrill
(dam by Gen. Knox), Gov. M. dam by imported
Anntleld, 2d, dam 8. 'Γ. B., Morgan descent, Annfield was selected by the speciaragent of the N.
S. Government and was brought from England to
N. S. where he was purchased by Col. T. S. Lang
and brought to Maine to improve our stock of
breeding mares ; lie was bred in England and was
a successful runner, winning the Goodword and
Newmarket stakes, and second in the Eng. Derby.
Gov. Morrill's size, style, color, disposition, bottom and speed together with power to transmit
these good qualities to his offspring, makes him a
desirable horse to breed to.
He will make the season of 188Gat Presuinpscot
Park, Deering, Maine.

R. H.

INCERSOLL,Treasurer,
Blddeford, main·.

mar23

TO

Ww

LBT.

TERMS, $25.00

TO CONTRACTORS.
material
shoe

Mallett, Esq.,
Freeport, Maine, for
will be received until May 1, 1886. Plans and
specifications may be examined at the "flice of the
architects, where all necessary information will be
given. The right Is reserved to reject any ancLall
bids.
FASSETT & TOMPSON, Architects.
93 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
apl'Jdtd
April 17,1886.

factory

lis papebsHtKS
«.ntho^zed tggutt.

AND ALL PARTS OF
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
wards Island, and Cape Breton.

14-1

WANTED—To
furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest cash
call
address immediately, MR. S.
rice
paid

£ EVY,

;

97

The new Steamers of this Line wUl leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. gg>~Frelght receivea up to 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or tor other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

14^1

WANTED —By a

wife from the Provinces;
SITUATION
chance to care for children

man

girl

a young
or do llKht

road

and

wishes

work;
help furnished for all branches of work. Apply at
228ya Middle street, MRS. PALMER'S Employa

14-1

ment Office.

lease a house for one or two
years, westerly end o, city preferred, or In
street.
Apply to N. 8. GARDINER,
good healthy

WANTED
No. 40

To

—

Exchange

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

14-1

street.

coat, pant and vest
assistant pressman and a girl
;

makers ;
WANTED—Immediately
L. C. YOUNG.
an

bushelling.

Vaughan St., capable

WANTED—Girl
for general housework.

California,
Japan, China,·

To

14-1_

WANTED—First-class finisher on carriage
τ τ
ironing; steady work for the right man. C.
14-1
E. WHITNEY, 91 Preble Street.
at 75

References

re14-1

quired.

piano
person owning
know that all instruments under my excluWANTED—Every
clean Inside, rendering
sive care wlH be

to

a

kept

liable to become damaged by moths. J.
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner, P. 0. address, Deenng, Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
apr3-4
Station, Portland, Me.

them less

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above namea
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularIslands, New
ly for Japan, China and Sandwich
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cabin $40; Steerage $20.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General
Eastern

ALLAN^LINE.

expenses

names of ref;
Address,
M. V. B. CHASE, Augusta. Maine. 31-4

paid ;

erences.

Liverpool and Portland Service.
I From .Portland
From LiveiDool I
4 wn
na Halifax. |
I via naiuax.
THURSDAY,
THURSDAY,
Mch. 25
PERUVIAN.
Mch. 4
"
1
11
Polynesian.
April
"
"
16
Parisian.
25

a

"Steel Lined Leatneroid Trunk" and have their
Send for
LEATHER01D
illustrated circular to the
feb!5-3m
MANUF'G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

apparel taken safely without mussing.

G

Wanted.
1RL to do general housework.

Call at 144

PINE STREET, in the forenoon.

ap7tf

WAJITÛII.
A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. Α., Press Office.
dti
feb4

8

April
"

·'

Sardinian.

,

dtf

nov28

DOMINION LINE.
1885-6-WIKTER ARRANGEMENTS-1885-6

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,

Haskell & Jones,
—AND—

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL&JONES,
470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

OPPOSITE PREBLE DOUSE.
nov!2
d6m_

DAYIS,

ALOIVZO S.

PHOTOCRAPHER,

ISO

middle

Street,

yia.Moville and Halifax.

ISAAC W.

PRICES^

DYER,

Counsellor at Law,
d3m

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

DEALERS

IN

—

Granite for Building:, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME.
Melvoî J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawses,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m
decl8

BEST—House No. 3

Park Place; 7
of the best

a small family
possession
immediately given. GEO. R. DAVIS, Real Estate
Broker, No. 507Vz Congress St., Motley Block.

;

17-1

I.ET—Tenement 24 Bramhall St., five
a family without children : will be
May 1st; price $15. Apply to b. H. JOSE,
17-t
the preinlseti.

convenient furnished room at 114
OXFORD ST.
17 2
LUT-At Falmouth Foreside. near the
summer residence of Judge Goddard. four
roomy and convenient cottages all furnished;
good facilities for boating, Ashing and bathing;
also stable room ; tenus reasonable. Address E.
T. MERRILL, Portland.
14-1

Τ

Ο IjET—A

TO

and second floor and basement
in brick building next below R. K. Gatley's,
on Union St. ; will let the rooms together or separate. : will rent low ; power can be had if wanted :
enquire of R. K. GATLEY, or of owner who will
be at the building between 1 and 2 o'clock. 14-1

TO

1.ET—First

I/ET—An upper tenement of Ave
TOSpring
St. ; pleasant, In good repair
cellent location.
10

a.

m. to 4 p.

Apply

at 154

—

rooms on
and ex-

CLARK ST., from
14-1

m.

Peaks' Island,
TÔ
furnished; for particulars, address
FORD STREET,
LET

At

a new

city.

IjET—Joiner's

with three

cottage,

114 OX14-1

shop
good
TO es, mortise machine
and circular

quire of

A.

Photographer,
514

From

STEAMEKS.

Liverpool

Portland.

8th April.
Sahnia
22 d April.
Oregon
1st April
(>th May.
Toronto
15th April
BBI8TOL SERVICES
For Aronmoatfa Dock (Direct)·

18tli March

From

From

STEAMEKS.

Avonmouth

Montreal
Ontario

20tli March
3d April

Portland
I about 6th
20th

I

April
April

Rate· of Passage :
Cabin
$50 and $80. .Return..$60 and $160
..Return. $60
Intermediate$30
Return at lowest rates
$20
Steerage
■

...

For

freight

dec8dtf

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
(fx Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
■ Iiimjji
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip SIS.
Pannage SIO.OO.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. R. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Whart, Rooton.
Sldtf

ST KAMBOAT CO.

IIAK PS WE LI

STEAMER ICORDON
will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, dally
Sundays excepted, on and after March 29, 1886
at 2 P. M., foi; Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, Harpswell and Orr's Island, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.45 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 9.15
A. M. For freight or passage aj>ply on board to

K. P. LEIGHTON, 288

n cm

Puumm
III ■■■ #%
Λ I RI I %

If not for sale in your town send to our whoiele agents.
H. 11. 11A IT & SON, Portland, He.
eod3wi
mar20

bench-

DO MOTHERS
WHY
WW ■ W
I

growing

put stiff oorseta on their
Children Î Don't do it, bat

SSI FERRIS'
PATENT

GOOD
SENSE

CORSET

WAISTS]

Fit all a*e*.
All Physicians recommend them. Ask
your merchants for.
them. Take no other.

and 27 Park
S14 per

ADAMS,

FERRIS BROS., Manufrs

aprlOdtf

SI
HOARD.

HOUSE—Beard with or without
rooms: transient, SI per day ;
dinners, 25
cents. 26 FREE ST.
aprl3-4

BAKER

rnar23

Wtaltc St., New York.
dlawTugm

RlJowe'll
THIS PAPER
Bureau (10
Street), where advertisAdvertising
Spruce
ing contracts may be made for it IN J3JSW

Sufficient to stop in five
minutes the smarting, stinging pain of zoo burns or scalds.
It will stop the pain as soon as

applied.

m.

From

Quebec,

12.05 p. m.

Pullman Palace Bleeping oars on night train a*
Parlor cars on day train between Portland jus
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE*

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
TO

—

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, lUilwauk
SagiCincinnati, St. Lodi·, Omaha,
l.akr
and all

the

points in

Northwest, West and SouUiwmi.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manege
WM. EDGAK, G. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Bupt
oc!2dtf

On and after TUESDAY, Dec. let,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
Fur Bangor, ElUtrtrlk, .11·. Bfifrl Iftrrj,
Vnnceb.ro, 81. John. Halifax, and Ilia
Province·, Ml. Mtrphen and A roe·look
fount?, 1.20 p. ro., Via L«<ri«io·. 1.26 and
(11.15 p. in., via Auiuntai and for Bar Harbor, and Bangor f I'ivalnqu·· B. B.,
(11.15 p. m., lor Nb*wke|in, Brtfiul and
Ilex 1er, 1.20, 1.25, til. 15p. ru. ; Wnlerville,
7.10 a. in.. 1.20,1.25, (11.15 p. m. ; and on Sal
urdays only at 5.16 p. in. ; for Αν|·,ιη, Mit »I
lowrll, (Jardiner and Kmuwiill, 7.10
m., 1.25, 5.15, (11.15 p. m. ; Baih, .10 a. ui,
1.25, 5.15 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.14
; Rockland and Kn.t nnd I. iacoln
R., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. m. ; Aulurn and

tm.

■iCWMion at s.zu a., in., i.zxj, σ.υν μ ui., >^«viwlon via BruiuwicU, 7.10U. m., tll.15 p.
m. ; Farmiiigtta. floaniouth, H ialbrtpr
Oakland and North Anson. 1.20 p. m. ;
Farmington via Hrunnvrick, 7.10 a. ■.
and 1.25 p. m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman train· will stop
lor passengers.
{The 11.15 p. m. train Is the light express wllb
night Sunsleeping car attached and runs every
days included, but not through to Skowfiegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter »r

beyond Bangor,

COUGHING
CHOKING
WHEEZING

and connectgor and all intermediate stationsm. the after;
ing roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p.
from
Augusta,
Bath,
Waterville,
noon trains
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. ; the night
a.
m.
1.
50
at
train
Pullman Express
Limited Ticket», flrsl und aecond clou, for
all pain»· in the Province· an utle at reduced rale·.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

Resumption of Service.
Steamer CITY OF BKHIIOFIB will reservice on the route between Portland an4
Machlasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Portland at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machlasport every
Monday at 4 a. in., making one trip per week until April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays,
and from Machlasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Tloket Agi
no30dtf
Portland. March 8.1880.
sume

cure

a

More than enough to save
dozen children Cnoking with
Ckoup. One minute after the
frst dose the hardest attack
of Croup will be relieved.
a

Plenty

to relieve the oppres
sion and wheezing of the most
severe case of Asthma.
The
direct cures of Asthma by
this medicine are proofs that
Dr, Thomas' Eclectric Oil has
as an

Asthma

cure.

In the above cases Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil can
be relied upon. It has given relief to thousands.
Keep it in your house. There is hardly a week of
the year it will not be useful.
geriis asthma hre

Instantly relieve* the
inoAt violent attHck·,
und In η urea comfortIVI
* *W ■ ■ ■ ■
Uwd by
dM.
inhalation, thue reaching? the disease direct, relaxes the epaam, facilitate» free /"N||DI?C
UlfCw
w
expectoration, and EFFECTS
where all other remédié» ft»11. A trial eonvlnee· the moet
effect.
skeptical of Its Immediate,dlreet and never-foiliap
or by mall. Trial
PrleoftOc. and ΦΙ.ΟΟ; of
Dk'ge free for stamp. Dr. B. 8«'HÎKFMA,ytSt. Pan I, » lap.

d&wl4-3m

apr9

PILES

and FlNTIItA treated «1th
out the use of the knife ordetenslon from business, also
all other diseases of the Rectum. Cure guaranted.
WM.

READ (Μ. υ. Harvard 1842)
and ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1876),
Ktan· ll«m,No. 173 Tremont ill,, Bmlon.
References given. Consultation free. Sen I
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 I'. M.
for pamphlet.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.)
feblSeodly
t'AKHKS and CCRE. by
LÛT MawS one who was deaf
twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted specialists of the day with no benefit. Cured himself
lu.three months, and since then hundreds of others by same process.
A plain, simple and successful home treatment. Address T. S. PAC li 12S
feb23eodl2w*
East 26th St., New York City.
'«»

DKMUWVU

R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Oot. 5,1885,

until farther notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: β.ΟΟ a. a·., toi
Cabra···, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lancaster, Woods ville, IHontpelier, St. Johns
bury, Newport, Burlington, Mwanton,
Ogdensburg, and all point» on connecting
lines.
3.00 p. n·., for Bartlett and Intermediate
stations.
ABRIVALR,
■ 0.40 a. ni., fjora Bart Inland way station·.
3.33 p. ni., from Hwanioa, Burlington ai
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snyt
ocgdti
October 3.1885.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PA8SENOEB TRAIN NCRVI€£,
Sunday, October 11, 1885·

in effect

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS

LEAVE PORTLAND

For Bmioi at β.15,·8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Ronton for Porllnnd 8.30 a. in., 1.00,3.30 p. m.
Scarboro and Pine Point 8.15, 8.40 a. m.,
3.30, 5.45 D. m. Old Orchard, Saco, Riddoford and Kennebunk 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 12.30
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Wells Reach ti.15, 8.40 V m.,
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Ureal Fall·, Roand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 12.80, 3.30 p. ra.
Alloa
Raj
Rochester, Karmington and
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m., Manohester ana
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.16 a. m.,
3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. qj. connects with
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30

with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Ronton 1.00,4.15 p. m. ; arrive 5.30,8.46 p.m.
m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
«9.00_a.

m., tl.OO ana
For Roeton at 2.00 and
———u
jieiuruiiiK ·*Γ"1
jo.w p. in.
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and β.Οβ
at
p. m. For Portamoath and Newburyport
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. Fer
Amnbnrr 9.00a. m. and 6.00 p. m. For Male··
and Lrnn at 2.00 and 9.00 k. m., 1.00 and 6.0·
trains.
p.m. PULLMAN CARS on above
tXhe 9.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. trains connett
with Kail Lines to South and west.
{The 6.00 p. m. train connects with night Ir&ta
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points Seuth and West
tor sale at Portland Depot Ticket OBtw,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Bxckange
...

Street.

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. f.tT.A.
JAS. T. FURBKR, Gen'l Manager.
dtf

Jan5

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT-OF

TRAINS.

\

On and after Hlontlny, April 19,
Passenger Tratas will l.eavo
Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction.
Nashua, Windham and Cpping at 7.3·
a. m. ana 1.05 p. m.
For lUanchester, Concord, and point· North
at 1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, 8pringvale. Alfred, Water·
boro and 8aco Hirer, 7..'JO a. m., 1.·5
m.
p. m. and (mixed) at tf.30 p.
For Oorfaana at 7.30 a. m., 1.05, 0.3· au4

(mixed)

at 0.30 p.

m.

For Saccarappa, Cumberland .71 ill·, Wealbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and lO.OO a. m., 1.05, 3.00, e.'iO and
(mixed) *tt..'JO p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering) 10 OO a. m.,
3:OOand Φ.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jnnct. with IIooanc Tnnnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depol, Worcester, fer
New York via Norwich Line and all rail,

Springfield, also with Ν. ΊΓ. Λ Ν. Ε. R. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and tile South, ana
via

with Boston Ac Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook June*
tion with through trains of Maine Central R.R. an*
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Smi*i
may be had of S. H. HKLLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland Λ Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
aplOdtf

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
Commencing Oct. 5, 1885.
A. M.

P.

M.

3.00
9.0Q
Leave Portland (P. & O. It. R.)
"
4.46
10.35
Bridgton Junction
5.45
11.36
Bridgton, arrive
3.20
7.55
Leave Bridgton
6.66
10.40
Portland, arrive
W. F. PEER V, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
dtf
octfi

HUU

KiiûLÎiaM Rflllrftilf)

uuu

score

colds and the coughing
that often leads the way to
Consumption. It will rosiTivsLY case a Cough in 15
minutes.
^

■ ATlllfl
ην I U Π η ffl
IWI jU
fl
II
nU III
Jb

Ogdensburg

Portland and

of

equal

Sunday mornings.

ar·

Rnntfni*J L'nlL nnil

Abundance to

no

on

due in Portland as follows : The morn8.45 a. m. ;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. : the day trains from Baa-

Tralus

IWU1U1V1 U

fllli I diss

dlw

25

GAL PAINT·
ERSWHER-

are composed of the beat Zinc and
Lead pigmente, ground in Pure Lin·
seed Oil to fte consistency to use under
the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
and
durable
permanent in color than can be produced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positiwt guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.

completely furnished house in western part of the city, contains 8 rooms,
besides kitchen, laundry and servants'
quarters, or would sell house and furniture. Address BOX 896, P. 0.

Inquire
No. 22 Exchange street.

SMARTING

Ira S. Locke.
dtf

a

A

THREE
street; all In first-class order; rent
month.
at office of ROLLINS &

STREET,

F. O. PIERCE & CO.'S

TO LET.

To têt.
tenements; Nos. 23,

in

of foimer office.

Joseph A. Locke.
feh27

saw.
InCommercial
4tf

aprlfi

i$
a
^ottk

W^at

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Three door*

Quebec, 1.30 p.

LINE.

We guarantee flnost of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
febl7dtf
Photographs.

180 MIDDLE

and 4. 00p. m., mixed.
and Chicago,1.30

ABBrVALS.
From liewinion and Auburn, 8.26 A. Ik
12.05. 3.16 and ô.ôu p. m.
From Ciorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. a.,
mixed.
From Chicag· and Montreal, 12.05 p. m.

& CO.,
Foot of India Street.

MICUJT., Portland.

have removed to

a.m.

m.

SAILING DATES
Prom

near corfier of Exchange St.

REASONABLE

ForGorhnm, 7.20

29

May 6
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
850 to $80; Intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston ; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. ; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. St
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
Peruvian.

16

LIVERPOOL ROM MAIL SERVICE.

CARDS.

BUSINESS

1886.

Winter Arrangements.

1885.

marry,

on

Agents.

E. A. ADAMS A CO.,
115 H title Street, Cor. Broad St., Bouton.
dtf
feb8

to sell fruit trees and

WANTED—Agents
other nursery stock ; salary and
outfits free.
stating

Ed-

SPRINC ARRANGEMENT.

or

Middle St., Portland, Me.

1.15
and I^ewieinn, 7.05 A. m.,

Fer Cm orhaiu· TIontr« al

—

—

off Clothing,

LOCKK & LOl'KE,

F
rooms, in perfect order and
to
houses in the block

street.

for the season, cash 01· approved note at time of
service. Mares not proving in foal can be returned next season free of charge. Mares kept at
stable at owner's risk for S3.00, or at.pasture for
§1,50 per week.
For further particulars call upon ASHEK M.
SAVAGE, at the track, or address,
I,. W. DYER, East Deering, Me.
apr!0d3w*

«η

cast

CONSISTING

on

GOV. MORRILL

*

required.

together with
Address R. P. SCALES, Portland, Me.
buy $1,000

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, N. S.

IIIU^VUU

TO
rooms, to
vacant

a

STEAMSHIP CO.,

in any capacity where a
TJ7ANTED-Situation
business experience of nearly twenty years
Τ τ
service
faithful
may be

O, MAINE.

one

H. W. AYE-

Bookkeeper

Shop and Power to Rent.

dly

PROPOSALS for furnishing
SEALED
and labor required in the erection of
at
Ε. B.

International

15-1

wanted-a young
man with two or three years experience ;
for honesty
recommendation
must have highest
15-1
and ability. Address X. L.. Press Office.

Machine Shop, Tools and Machinery,

OK

|

that MRS. DR.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

YORK.

mar 10

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flonr, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
nt,
J. S. DOUGLASS,
IVo. 298 Commercial Ulreer.
lvl4dtf

A very desirable Family Horse, about
12 years old, price $250: also Phaeton
and Harness. Address liOX 896, P. 0.
dlw
aprlO

A HEALTHY PLACE.

duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation hare insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

NEW

to know

WANTED—People
PITTS, Medical Clairvoyant and Business
for short time at No.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impnre by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
other preparation for these purevery
A
ΜΛηΛα
ffînl nf nror Srt ν ρ sire

eodnriuly

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHAKF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
comfortable
Passengers by this line secure a
and inconvennight's rest, and avoid the expense
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jb.. Manager.
ocltf

sell the furniture and fixtures
in city,
located,
For
particulars
111 health the cause for selling.
15-1
enquire 512 Congress St.

jan22

SCHNAPPS.

mayie

CITY
TREMONT and FOREST WHARF,

specialty.
Will call at residence if desired without extra
10-1
cents.
for
25
removed
Corns
charge.

jeB|ST OF WORK AT

enable consumers to distinguish at

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

FROM

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

a

IVIen's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

No. 228 Grove
view from every
built,
by the day,
thoroughly
with
superior large, light, cemented cellar; stable
sufficient
box
and
one
stall,
stalls
two single
large
carriage room ; 16640 feet land, choice fruit trees,
plenty of apples, pears, plums, grapes, etc. This
estate is between and adjoining the residences of
J. S. Palmer and Capt. Seth B. McLellan.

ex-

Outgrowing joints

House and Lot at the Cape.
homestead of the late Mrs. Dyer, known as
the old Bnzzell place, Is offered for sale. It

house

WOLFE'S

Applied by

corns,

growing nails.

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

THE

a

desirable, 2-story
10 rooms, pleasant
THEstreet.
room the house

perts at BATOHEIjOR'S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th St.,Ν. Y city.

FARE $1.00
_

17-1

successful business
and now wishing to retire on account of his
for sale on a
establishment
age offers his splendid
fair Inventory. For particulars, address
1*. C. FESTNEK, Omaha, Nebraska.
d2w*
aprl7

undersigned having

or a

P.

'to

gists.

ιν

μ,ντ

to know that Mrs. Dr.

HOUSE

HUNTING

STEAM

FOR SALE.

Blake.

ιν»

Sherman still remains at 4Î South street,
WANTED-Ladies
in treatment of
outgrowing joints and in-

FOB

TARRANT'S
EFFERVESCENT SELTZER

DYSPEPSIA%hJe.'dby

iho ill effects of bad
o'y.-'s; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
H i a ο k, or Brown. Explanatory c i rculare
tent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning; this
pa por. Sold by all drug-

uuvo,

pRACKETT ST.

MALE—Hard wood from bobbins, only
$6.00 per cord ; delivered ; telephone 669.
30-4
C. W. YORK, 60 Commercial St.

ing. Effervescing Draught,
recommended by our best
.Physicians as a reliable and
agreeable remedy. It cures
Constipation, cures Indigestion, cures Dyspepsia, cures
Piles, cures Heartburn,
cures Sick-Headache, cures
Liver Complaint, cures Sick
Stomach, and geutly urges

4ND

30-4

Peaks Island, Me.

IIGOUCtuliG|pr0pCr actjon

appointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies

STEAMERS.

or

taouuuuiu

α

an

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn
and 5.20 p. m.

HALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD

a reas-

WANTED-A

Island

sloop

MALE—The

solved in water an Exhilarat-

E.STA1{LISIIî» 1831.
Beet in tho world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! Ko dis-

or

lady about to

freighting
Belle, with the good will of the Business ;
FOB
CAPT. 8. S. YORK,
been established for 5

powder, producingwhen dis-

BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

gentleman who has apiece

or

9-2

Argus Office.

a

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., lias dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Sick Headarhe, NervouM llcndarhr, Neuralgia, Nervouwnefiit, Nieeplreaiicw,
Paratynia, SI. Vim»' Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervou3 system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or 0 boxes for 92.50. Office 154 N. Howard
apr8dGmnrmcTh
St., Baltimore.

Steamers leave Franklin Wliarf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38. East River, New York, on Wednesdays ana
J. B. COYLK, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

or

a

new
closets, large
ty
sea
ings connected. Splendidly situated near the
shore, six miles from Portland. Address, L. C.,

an

ΛΐΠΚ·ΗβίΐΠΑβιιβ
Olun

on line
story House
House and
Woodfords.
10-4

city,

a

elegant efficacious, pleasPflNÇTIPATMN
uUllO I ΙΓηΙ lUllfjnt aperient in tlie form of

NEURALGIA!

MONEY

MALE—$80'i will buy
story and half WANTED—Every
GENTLEMAN intending to
every lady
FOB
house, painted inside and out, 8 rooms, plena journey, to provide themselves with
go
stable; outbuildof
cellar;

Keeler,

TT&Sly

CURE FOR

MALE.—8ne mile from the

OB

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maee.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

NATURE'S

OB MALE—Second hand wagons, by L. A.
14-1
GOUDY & CO., 28 and 30Pearl St.

of horse cars, 5V4 acres Land;2
11 rooms; Wood House, Carriage
other out buldiugs. Address Box 143,

Ayer's Pills,

febl

MALE-

ΓίΟΒ

I suffered from Constipation, and, consequently, from Headache, Indigestion,
and Piles, for years. Ayer's Pills, which
I took at the suggestion of a friend, have
given me effectual relief. I commenced
taking this remedy two months ago, and
am now free irom Constipation, the removal of which has caused my other
troubles to disappear, and greatly im-

pletely.— D. Burke, Saco, Me.

nrmdlv

WANTED
In exchange for its
full value of Boots and Shoes for Men, WomWe have the only full line of
en and Children.
We liave also the
tineB oots this side of Boston.
best bargains in medium and low priced Boots at
17-1
541 Congress street. M. G. PALME It.
—

Oct. 19, 1KS3,
On and after MOIVDAf,
»
train· will ru a· ftlltw·

City,
naw, «I. Paul, Salt
Denver, Man Francisco,

For NEW YORK.

25ctg.

to do

the premises, after 3 o'clock p. m., or of
LORD, 1IANUEI.L· & CO.,
163 and 165 Middle Street.
apr6eodtf

Barque Reynard, MeGough, Buenos Ayres—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison-N Blake.
Sell Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Wiscasset-N

Sch Mattie Τ Dyer, fisherman, of Portland,
while going to sea from New York 17th, collided
with brig Bernharil and tore mainsail. She returned for repairs. The brig was at anchor and
lost Jibboom.
The crew and passengers of schr Fred Gray,
before reported wrecked at Caymas, were saved.

14-1

ISES;

I

on

Cleared.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Brisbane prev to Apl 16, barque Nichols
Thayer, Crosby, New York.
Ar at Gaboon Feb 23, barque Cardenas, Keeves,
Lagos, (and iailed Mch 13 for New York) : Mch 1
Horace Scudder, Comn, Havana.
Sid fin Batavia Feb 28, barque Sunrise, Tibbetts
New York.
Sid fm Manila Apl 17, ship Agenor. Lothrop, for
New York.
1'assed Aniier Apl 1G, ship Mindoro, Hutchinson, from Iloilo for Boston.
Ar at Demarara Mch 27, barque Hancock, Guptill, New York ; Apl 1, Dora M French, French,
New York.
Ar at Surinam Mch 20, sch Norombega, Smith,
Bucksville.
Sid fm 8t Thomas Apl 6, sch Albert L Butler,
Cates, New York,
Ar at Port Spain Mch 26, barque Florence, Carter. Baibadoes; brig Wauban, Welch, New York.

MALE—A desirable 2Va story wooden

house, situated in the western paft of the
Sebacity, on Hill street, heated by furnace, with
in good
goand gas; healthy, sightly and pleasant;
neighborhood; nice stable. Inquire on PREM-

cured

speedily

16-1

Enquire

le a universal and most troublesome disorder. It causes Headache, Mental Depression, impairs the Sight and Hearing,
destroys the Appetite, and, when long

is

16- i

Oit SALE—Three story brick house 206
and good

Constipation

Constipation
by Ayer's Pills.

the western
Adress

house in

Danforth St. ; thirteen rooms, gas
Γ
at the PREMISES.
water.

eoillm

Piles.

AdCharlestown,
16-2

selling.

near

Armstrong Co.,

apl3

a

can

is the cause for
254 Main St.,

|Ur. terms.
Apply to
Tsasy
A. O. CLARKE,

—

|APRIL 20.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
)
11 24
Sunrises
water
High
β.31
Sun sets
2 in
...10ft
—13.42
Length of day
ait 7in
8.53 Height.... J
Moon rises

rally

was

marlO

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

$3.50; a
riage
pieces for $4.50; also sofa, tabl«s, and crockery
ware very cheap; lot of calico shiits 14 Inch, only

capable girl for general houseCall at 120
work: references required.

17-1

good
the liorse-cars.
FOB
part of the city,
"C.1' Box 1386.

SPOOL SILK MANUFACTURERS,
35 Kingston Street, Boston.

New

FORSALE BY ALL GROCERS

a

tlemen.

Îou,

Emery, Gorliam, for United States ; Kdw Kidder,
Griffin, for Port-land, Ο ; Colorado. Wyman, for

ceiieuue.

call at Taylor's, 218

baby carhis bargains;
WANTED—People
York St., and
nice set of French China of 4i
for

a
Medium gives sittings daily
66 Free St. 50 cents for ladies and $1.00 for gen-

assumed such an obstinate form that I
iearea a stoppage 01 xne uuwtus·
boxes of Ayer's Pills cured me, com-

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia. Lime ana the Phosphates, ant! to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.
d3m

,
feb27

OF TIME.

CHANGE

For

May 27
Catalonia
June 3
Cephalonla
June 10
Gallia
June 17
Pavonia
May 13 Pavonia
June 24
May 20 Scythia
Scythia
Cabin Pana(r, «60, «W0, and SSIOO. ac
Interraodiate Pa··
cording to accommodation
Britain and Ire•nice, $35. Drafts on Great
or
freight
apply at the Comland. For passage
pany's Office, Ott Stale Htrecl, Bouton.

WANTED·

GRAM TRUNK RAILWAY OF CAN ABA

p.

THURSDAY.
April 22 Catalonia
April 29 Cephalonia
May <S Gallia

TO AGENTS.-Address at
«■AAA SALARY
DK. SCOTT'S ELECTRIC UUUIIÛ,
OlUUUon,York.
Thu Only Genuine.
813 Broadway, New
eod3m
aprl7

to

at

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.

AGENTS WANTED.

nu.

FOR

MEMPHIS, April 16,1886.—Cotton is steady;
middling H%c.

New York.. Liverpool
Apl 20
New York. .Bremen
Apl 21
New York..Bermuda
Apl 22
Orinoco
City Alexandria..New York.. Hav&VCruz. Apl 22
Portland
Apl 22
...Liverpool
Oregon
New York.. Liverpool
Apl 22
Germanic
24
New
.Apl
York..Liverpool...
Etruria
Apl 24
York..Liverpool
City of Chester...New York..Kio
24
New
Janeiro..Apl
Finance
New York. .Rotterdam...Apl 24
Leerdain
24
York.
New
.Antwerp
—Apl
Nordlaud
Apl 24
New York. .Bremen
Hapsburg
27
York.
.Apl
New
.LiAerpcoI...
Arizona
New York..Liverpool—Apl 28
City.of Rome
New York. .Hav&VCruz.Apl 29
Manhattan
Apl 29
Portland.... Liverpool
Sardinian
York..Bremen
Apl 29
New
Eider
Apl 29
New York Havre
St Germain
29
York..Liverpool....Apl
New
Republic
Apl 29
New York Hamburg
Hammonia

j.uuanu,

nours.

SALE—A desirable house and land at
within one mile
Bradley's Corner, Deering,
of Portland ; story and a half house and stable;
about two acres o"f land in good state of cultivation ; fruit trees ; easy of access to the city ; terms
ol F. V.
easy. For further particulars enquire
Portland, or of
CHASK, Union Mutual Building,
MRS. JEROME OSGOOD, On the premises. 16-2

9e.

Ems

8ATIJBDAY, calling
Queenniown Cork Harbor.

IVew York every

AGENCY,

IOOK MRU UCW,

small
drees M. JUNIO,
Mass.

8 13-16C.

Wyoming

F

see

—

—

on

ceiii
sum ; sickness

Amherst, Mass.
I suffered from Constipation, which

The Standard of Purity and Ex-

Boston to Liverpool Every THURSDAY,
AND FBOM

OK SA Ι,Ε—One of the best country drug
town of
stores in the State of Mass., in a live
5000 population ; small competition j rent only
busan
average
$150 a year ; licensed, and doing
iness of $100 a week ; owner obliged to sell price
DRUGGISTS
ADAMS'
Apply to
$2000 cash.
31-4
267 Washington St., Boston.

or

oughfare,

13-16c.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

Intends to buy such, to be made
of cloth,
WANTED—Every
food
into a nice spring suit, overcoat
pants, at
and
horse
to
two
power
engine
onable price,
go to FKKD W. GKOSSTUCK,
SALE—A
17-1
Tailor, 20(i Middle St.
boiler. Cheap for cash. Η. H. YORK, 224
FOB
19-1
Federal St., City.
gentleman who wants his
suit repaired
cleansed to
WANTED—Every
old overcoat
OK M ALE-A large lot of ledge rock suitable for cellar walls, on Green St., between
F
Middle
2C6
St.
17-1
W.
GltOWSTCCK,
the
FRED
Ptimiierland and Portland Sts.
Apply

on

proved

wheat, firm. Cargoes 011 the passage for shipAt Liverpool, spot
ment, wheat and corn firmer.
wheat and corn strong.
LIVERPOOL, April 19, 1886.-QuotatiousClub Wheat at 6s 9dig7s ; corn, mixed Western,
Provisions, &c.— Pork,
at 4s 3d ; peas at 5s 5d.
short
prime Eastern mess 51s; bacon 30s Cd for
clear and 29s 6d for long clear; cheese 51s for
tallow
31s
Western
6d;
American; lard, prime
23s for Amercan.

CUNARD LINE.

SALE—Rare chance, an old established
WANTED—To
of the best paying boarding house
a thorFOU
cigar and tobacco store, situated
25 paying boarders, rent low, centrally
be bought for
located ;

Foreien Ports.
Sydney, NSW, Jan 27, ships Win A Campand
Hathorn.
Austria, Delano, for San Franbell,
cisco; Richar· III, Mclntyre, do.
At Hong Kong Mch 12. ships Carondelet, Stetson ; Me Ν ear,Frost; C F Sargent,Atherton ; Great
Admiral. Thompson ; John Currier, Bletlien, and

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, April 19, 1886,-Cotton market
firmer; uplands 5 1-16d; Orleans 5Vsd ; sales 12,OOO bales; speculation and export 2000 bales.—
LONDON, April 19, 1886.—[Beerbolini's report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,

furnishing
OK SA Ι, Β—Dry goods, gents'
store in engoods, boot, shoe, nat and cap flue
location
very
near
Boston;
city
terprising
and low rent: established trade of $15,000 Λ ye;jfc
for
will
owner
opportunity
give
at good profit ;
; will sell
thorough Investigation ; price $4,000
Further
particreliable
for
to
half
party.
$2,000
ulars of POND & 1ÎKITTAN, 339 Washington St.,
14-1
Boston, Mass.

F

M. G. PALMER.

Congress St.

641

FOB SALE.

SAVANNAH, April 19, 1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, April 19, 1886.—Cotton quiet :

middling

or

FOUND—The

MOBILE, April 19,1886.—Cotton is quiet; mid-

dling

8
Avenue at

Exchange

At

April 11, lat 13 43. Ion 60 35. sell Grace Andrews, Andrews, from Para for New York.
April 17 about 15 miles S of Cape Henlopen.
barque Sauil D Carlton, Freeman, fm Hong Kong
for New York.

or

Bleachery is the
l?OUND—That Sweetsir'u
over. My 30th
X
place to get your hat» pressed
new
shapes. Custom
year on Congress St. Many
19-1
work only.
best assortment of Boots In New
best hand sewed and
England, comprised of sense styles, at memachine, nobby and common
best
fitting and most
The
dium and low prices.
lots and misserviceable. Also bargains In broken
17-1
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Sid 17th, sch Loduskia, Alley, (from Boston) for
Ellsworth.
GLOUCESTER—Sid to 19tli, schs Danl Pierson,
from Calais for New Haven ; Mary Stewart, Portland for New York ; Joe Brookings, Bath for do ;
Η Curtis, Deer Isle for do; RM Brookings, Portland for do; A McNichols, Boston for Macliias ;
Irene Ε Meservey, St John, NB, for New York;
DonglasHaynes, fm Portland fordo; Red Jacket,
Boston for Rockland ; D M French, Seal Harbor
for Albany; Majestic. Boston for Bangor; Abel W
Parker, do for Carver's Harbor; Judge Low, from
Pembroke for Wareham.
NEWBURYPORT- Ar 18tli, scli C Β Paine,
Hillyard, Hoboken.
Sid 18th, sell Helen, White, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17tli, sch Altavela Clark,
Boston for Portland.
BOOTHBAY—In port 17th, sells J C Jameson,
Portland for Deer Isle; Frank Pierce, Greenlaw,
do for Rockland ; Maria Adelaide, Nickerson, do
for Bangor; Franklin Pierce, Coombs, Carver's
Harbor for Portland ;
Allandale, Remick, Ellsworth for do; Ο Β Kimball, Kimball. Rockland
for Boston; Niagara, Cook, Friendship for Portland ; Frauk Barker, New Meadows for do.
Ar 16th, steamer Lincoln, Towle, Wiscasset for
Portland ; schs Geo A Pierce, Macliias for Boston ;
Itasca, Milibridge for do ; Ida, do for do ; Emeline
G Sawyer, Newburyport for Jonesport ; Nautilus,
Saco for Rockland; A Β Crabtree, Sullivan for
Boston; Abby Wasson, St Joliu. NB. for NYork;
Hudson, Calais for Boston; J Η Perry, Bristol for

York ; C Ρ Dixon, Keene, for Callao ; Edwin
Reed, Cates. and Richd Parsons, Tliorndike. une.
Sid fm Taleahnano Pel) 23, barque Olive Thurlow, Corbet, lquique.
Sid fin Amsterdam Apl 15, barque Albert Russell. Kane. Macassar.
Sid fm Zanzibar Men 25, barque Jos A Ropes
Seabury, Boston.
Sid fm Antwerp April 14, sliip Benj F Packard,
Waterliouse, Baltimore.
Sid fm Liverpool Apl 16, ship Servla, Gilmore,
San Francisco.
Passed Lundy Island Apl 15, ship Harry Morse,
Murpliy, from Portland. O, for Gloucester.
Ar at Buenos Ayi'es Mch 15, sell Besse H Rose,
Adams, Pensaeola.
In port Mch 16, barque Ρ C Merriman, Howes,
for Boston.
At Surinam Mcli 25, sch Geo Walker, Wright,
for Boston 15 days. ldg,
Ar at St Thomas Apl 8, sch Lizzie Lane. Herrick. Para, and sld 11 Hi for Humacoa and Boston ; 12th. brig Emma, Pray, Wiscasset.
Sld 11, brig 1 Τ Campbell. Lord, Arroyo, PR.
At Baracoa Apl 8, sch Nellie Woodbury, HodgkiBS, for New York 2 days, ldg.
Ar at Barbadoes March 31, barque Ada Gray.
Plummer, Pernambuco; John Ε Chase, Parks,
Buenos Ayres ; Apl G, J H Chadwick, Foster, fm
Pernambuco.
Sid 23d. sch Alzena, Coffin, Porto Rico ; 25tli,
barque Neilie Smith, Wallace, Turks Island.
Ar at Glbara Apl 17, barque Bonny Doon, Cole,
New York.
Cldat St John, NB, 17tli, sells Η Τ Townsend,
Smith, New York; Gen Bank, Cole, do.

quiet

nice

LOST AND FOUND.

ÛÉiT-tfcltlWî

Bedford.

Templeton,

a

Briggs Place, South End, off SUawmut
242,Bostou, Mass.

liïîTo yoy *HDTq HU.THÊ
eWÊLWRS UFtfAUÎD TflvMS
tnnt*o thé*
♦w Kwflsîmw&smw
ru tuÉ^ Aimne is iWWrm»

Nellie Treat

WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 17tli, sch Mary L Allen, Goldthwaite. Harmon's Harbor.
RICHMOND—Sid 17th, schs Addie Jordan
Harrlman. Weymouth : Speedwell, Webster, foi
New Haven; Annie Β Hoffses, Hoffses, for New
York.
NORFOLK—Sid 17th, sch Benj C French, Con·
ary, Portland.
Sid 17th, sch Alible C Stubbs, Stuhbs, coaslwise
Ar 18tli, sch Edward Lamyer. Beal, Rockland.
In port 16th, barque Cbas Stewart, Grant, foi
Bangor, to load for Glasgow.
BALTIMORE—Cld 16th, schs Oliver S Barrett
Roberts, Boston; Maggie Ε Gray, Young, Cuba
(and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 17tli, sch Geo Ε Prèscott, Truworthy, Saco ; Robert Morgan, Crosby
Portland.
Ar lflth, sch Annie L Henderson, Henderson
Pensacola.
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater 16tli, sch Joseph
Wilde, Bellatty, (from Uleufuegos) for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Telumah, Hamilton, New Bedford; Vicksburg, Higgins, Newport
Ε Clossou, Marshall, Providence; Nellie Eaton
Knowlton, Newport; St Elmo, Rogers, New Lou
don; Empress, Kendall, from Wickford; Senatoi
Grimes, Warr, Calais.
Cld 17th, schs Louise Hastings, Gray, Nassau,
NP; Austin D Knight, Drinkwater, for Mobile:
Isaiah Κ Stetson, Trask, Fernandiua; Hortensia
Sanborn, Glouecster.
Passed the Gate 17th, schs Grace Cusliing. from
KlizahetliDort for Yarmouth; Hortensia. Ν York

week,

GRESTifl^s

Dow. New York.

If you want

in Ronton.

vil

for adaj,
when you come to BMton,
Turoom
address, MRS. MORTON,
call

Ked at 83c.
Receipts, 4300 bush.
NEW ORLEANS,April 19, 1886.—Cptton quiet;

■.

Boston Stock Market.

Adams Express
American Rxpress
Central Pacific
Ohesaneake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago ί Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy.
Del. & Hud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Rio Grande
Erie
Krte preferred
Illinois Central

Domestic Markets.

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Ar 17th, sell Chas Κ Campbell,
McFarlaud, New York.
NEW OELEANS-In port 13th, slilp Alice M
Minott, Percy, for Liverpool ; barque John Watt,
Sweetser, for do.
MOBILE—Cld 17tb, sch Ε I) Sidbury, Russell,
Key West.
PENSACOLA—Cld 17tli, SCh Rachel & Maud,
Dow, Aspinwall.
KEY WEST—Ar ICth, seh George Moultou, Jr,
Landerkin, Aspinwall.
Sid 18th, sch Jos M Hayes, Adams, (from Tam
plco) for New York.
DARIEN—Ar 17tli, sch Warren Adams, Colcord, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Al· 17th, sch Μ Κ Rawley, Raw-

IIAILBOIDII.

ITEAiHEBS.

BVNHESI CHANCE·.

BOOlSn TO I.BT·

MISCELLANEOUS·

Winter

Arrangement.

In Effect Oct. 12.1885.

Connection· ria CJrand Trunk Hallway.
Junction
aiixed train leaves Mechanic Falls
m.
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a.
m.
1.10
and Canton at
p.
TimeHAn
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Cana.

Canton at
Returainiptrainsforleave
Lewlston, Portland and Bosm., connecting

daily with
t0Staee connections
for Hebron

passenger train at
West Minot
Academy; at Buckfleld for
West Sumner, Chase's MUls and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Rumford Kail» ;
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
oct9dtf
I IMPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
07 ALL·

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

FOB SALE BT

R. STANLEY &
NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also General Managers

SON, Importers,
PORTLAND, ML

for New England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

UARKINO*.

ΜΛΙΛΚ.

UNITED

STATES
HOTEL.

WILSON,
SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated Disthose made
eases aud
chronic by malpractice.
No cure n# pay, only for
medicine.
and Exaininnffou
free
Connu lea tion
janlDdti
front Va. m. to S p« m.

Eugene Ilalo was in the city yesterday.
Sarali Orne Jcwett lias left New England
fur a trip southward.
Mr. Thomas Boweu, ex-Assistant Assessor, win*
has been very ill, is once niore out again.
Hon. Clarence Pullen will soon leave for New
Mexico.
The late George C. Littlefield was ex-president
of the Mechanics' Association.
Mr. John Porteous. freight manager of the
Grand Trunk, was in town yesterday and left at
noon for Montreal.
Mr. KutiS, steamer clerk at the Custom House,
whose term expires April 30th, has had it continued until ,Iune 9th.
Melvin S. llolway, Esq., of Augusta, son of Mr.
Oscar Holway, has been appointed disbursing
clerk of the new public building in Augusta. Mr.
Holway studied law with Hon. W. L. Putnam.
Mr. Eufus Berry of Gray died very suddenly at
his home in that place Sunday morning. Mr.
Berry was a wheelwright by trade and had
served as a deputy sheriff nearly 28 years. He
leaves a wife and three daughters.
Mr. John Keen of Dorchester, Mass., died Friday, aged CO. He w'as born in York, Me., and in
early life was a sailor. For seven years, beginning about 1850, he was keeper of the Dorchester
poor house. Mr. Keen leaves a widow and a

ROMEO

Ilou.

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 20.
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PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
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AMl/SKMKNTS.
Portland Hase Ball Grounds—Opening Game.

ϋ V lilt Γ18 KM Ε λ Th.
To Housecleauers—Geo, C. Shaw & Co.
Ν ΚIV Λ

Kor Sale—Machine.

Wool Lace—lttnes Brothers.

To Let—Cottage.
Carpet Beating Notice—Fuster's I)ye House
l'or Sale—1'ug Pups.
Bargains-C. Γ. Clapp.

Kor Sale—Canaries.
Cut Hates—Baltimore & Ohio 1! It
Notice—Grocers.
Hand Made Wool Uce-Mlllett & Little.
tor Sale—Lodging House.
B. A. Atkinson & Co. -Cor. l'earl & Middle Sts.
Γο Let—Tenement.
Spool Silk and Twist—C. 1". Clapp.
lor Sale—Bargain.
Kastman Bros. & Biaicroft.
For Sale-- House.
Dress Patterns—Kines Brothers.
In Insolvency.
For Sale—Cash Business.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

Save $5, and Co West.
Baltimore and Ohio itailroad announces
low rates to all points West, Southwest and North
west —making quick time and guaranteeing excellent accommodations. For Turther information. maps, ets., address A. J.Simmons, Agent,
211 Washington street, Boston.
The

Cowerey's Salad Cream is a wholesome and delicious dressing lor salads, cold meats, fish, celery,
apr2ueodtf
lettuce, asparagus, &c.
If

there

ever

was

a

specific for any

plaint, then Carter's Little Liver Pills

one com-

are

speci-

sick headache, and every woman should
know this. Only ouo pill a dose.

DISTRICT COURT.
BEEOItE JUDGE

WEBB.

Monday.—Forest City Steamboat Company vs.
On June 27th the
tliu ferry boat Cornelia JI.
steamer Forest City gave the proper signals and
backed out of Custom House dock. The Cornelia
II. came out at the same time and collided with
Tilts Is a libel for damages
the Forest City.
estimated at $009.68. On trial.
C. F. Libby.
A. A. Strout.

Peoples' Ferry Company vs. steamer Forest
City. This is i. cross libel to the above, the Ferry
Company clainiiug that the accident was the fault
of the Forest City.
Damages claimed $450.
A. A. Strout.
C. F. I.ibby.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
ISEFOUK JUDGE WALTON.
Monday. -Court came in at 10 a. tn.,
ized with the following Jury

and organ-

Alviu Leightmi, Cumberland, foreman,
Moses M. Cash, Cape Elizabeth.
Leonard A. Dyer, Ilarpswell.
Alfred Evans, Portland.
Walter N. Files, Westbrook.
Joseph Harmon, Scarboro.
Augustus F. Kemp, Gorliani.

Stephen A. Libby, Gray.
C. W. Smith, DeeTing.

■

Mason, Sebago.
New Gloucester.
Edmund 1'. Souie, Freeport.

Thomas

Alpheus Kollins,

Supernumerary—Alpheus Wiggins. Baldwin.

The continued docket wai called and IS cases
were marked for trial.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The High street parish annual meeting was adjourned one week.
Mr. Russell will erect a block of two dwelling
houses on Casco street.
A large number of the yachts have got into the
water their owners inspired by the warm weather.
Yesterday was another warm day, bright and
cloudless until late in the afternoon, and the dust
flying in a lively manner.
The class in Othello will meet this afternoon
with Mise MeCobb, at 104 Park street, instead of
at 148

Spring

street.

Remember the usual gospel temperance meeting to-night at 7.30 o'clock. All are cordially in.
vited.
Next Weduesday the legal time of libel will
have expired on 7G of the packages of seized
liquors lying in the corridor at the station.
The steamer Sardinian, Capt. Smith, of the
Allan Line left Halifax for this port at G.30 a. ill.

yesterday.
On Fast Day there will be a union service aX
State street church, at 11 a. in., conducted by
Rev. Mr. Dunn, pastor of Free street church.
Rev. William Carrutliers of Falrhaven, Mass.,
was present at the St. Lawrence street prayer
meeting last evening, and made a brief address to
the great pleasure of all present.
The new addition begun by Gen. Dow yesterday, to the rear of Owen, Moore & Co.'s store will
give them 4,000 feet additional store room, making the ground floor 12,000 feet in extent.
Mr. Washington Libby will build the block for
Mr. J. F. Hovey on the corner of Portland and
Hanover street, mentioned in yesterday's Press.
χι

«m

uca imcv

suhj

utivn

Col. J. D. Anderson, Gray; N. A. Clarke,
Salem; O. D. Baker, Augusta; C. W. Fuller. Milwaukee; J. B. Oweu, New York; J. It. Truell,
Lawrence; and Geo. C. Sargent, Boston, were
among the guests at the Falmouth Hotel last

night.
Nathan M. Woodman died very suddenly at his
home in South Boston yesterday morning. Mr.
Woodman has been a resident of Portland and
identified with its business interests for the past
forty years. He had recently removed to South
««awn

a

fic for

υ. S

daughter.

umiui*i£.

The Ancient Brothers Lodge, I. Ο. Ο. F., committee to make arrangements for their visit to
Laconia Lodge, Wednesday, May 12tli, is composed of Past Grands Emery C. Chase, Will. W.
Kemp and A. D. Sweetsir.
The case of the Kedlons vs. the Portland Horse
Railroad Company will probably be called in the
Supreme Court this luorniug. It will be remembered young Bedlon was run over by a horse car
and died from his injuries.
Attorney General
Baker will appear in the case.
George C. Shaw, the well known grocer, had his
new teams 011 exhibition in front of the post office
yesterday. They were very handsome, the colors
harmonized well, and they received many words
of praise from the bystanders.
The largest corner sign in the State was success,
fully hung for Allen & Co., the Middle street
clothiers, yesterday afternoon. The sign itself
reflects great credit 011 Mr. Mulhali, the artist,
Dan McCann did the iron work and hanging.
The membership of the Maine Hotel Proprietors
Association is steadily increasing and the members are looking forward with much anticipation
to the annual reunion which occurs in Portland in
June.
Maine Ceneaiogical Society.
The meeting of the Maine Genealogical Society
last •veniug was attended by five members, the
knowledge that the reading of the papers announced would be necessarily postponed doubtless diminishing the number who would otherw ise
have been present.
The meeting came to order
with the president, W. H. Smith, Esq., in the
chair. The records of the last meeting were read
and approved.
A donation of λ set of the Genealogy of the
Whitney Family, compiled by the late S. Whitney
Phoenix of New York, lias been received from Dr.
William B. Lapliam of Augusta. The present is a
valuable one, the three volumes having been compiled and published at great expense. Only fifty
sets were printed, and the price was $50 per set,
but none were sold, the entire issue being given
to different persons and organizations.
Dr. Lapliam received his set in consideration of assistance given by him in the compilation.
The secretary will make suitable acknowledgement of the
gift. A donation of nineteen volumes of the Congressional Globe and two volumes of United
States Documents was received from Mr. Franklin Sawyer, and also a donation of two original
deeds, a volume on "Cromwell's Navy," a biography of James F. Otis, and manuscript read .June
2Ttli, from Mr. John T. Hull.
j.ne luiiowmg were eieccea acuve memocrsoi
the society : M. F. Hicks, Win. H. Looney, Chas.
Klcli, Edward F. Waite, Isaac L. Elder, Stanley
T. Fulleu, C. A. Woodbury, of Portland ; and J.
G. Elder, of Lewiston. Llewellyn Dean of Washington was elected a corresponding memberMessrs. Burleigh, Conant and Watson were appointed a committee to procure a seal, and the
meeting adjourned to May 17th.
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about 5G years.
lion. T. B. Iteed. Ill the House, the other day.
strolled down In front of Beach, the great objector from New York, and turning to him with a
quizzical twinkle in his eye, said: "About this
objection business of yours, Beach, do you get
your inspiration from other members or does it
come direct from the Almighty?" Beach was
too dazed to answer.
East Boston has lost one of its best known citizens—a man of marked individuality, a man of
enterprise, a man of convictions. Daniel D.
Kelly, the celebrated shipbuilder, possessed a
great many good points and but a few weak ones,
but he was warm-hearted, generous and kindly.
He was born in Newcastle, Me., hi 1818, and
learned the trade of shipwright and caulker.
was

William True Sargent.
Mr. William True Sargent died suddenly at hi»
residence on Spring street yesterday morning at
11 o'clock. He was taken with convulsions on
Sunday, and did not rally fiem them, passing
He was born July
away peacefully, yesterday.
24tli, 1807, and was the son of John and Eleanor
(True) Sargent of Scarborough. This branch of
the family came from Essex county, Massachusetts, to Cumberland county, in 1765, and have
ever since
been represented at Scarborough,
Yarmouth or Portland.
Alter leaving his paternal home Mr. Sargent
learned the trade of journeyman tin-worker with
Oliver Buckley at .Stevens' Plains, following it a
number of years In Massachusetts. In 1838-9 he
removed to New Orleans; thence in 1844 to ArKansas, where he located at El Dorado, and engaged in general mercantile business. In 1853 he
was appointed receiver of public moneys of the
U. S. Land Office for the southern district of Arkansas. He established his office at Champaguolle, was reappointed in 1857, and continued re.
siding there till 1886, when lie removed to this
city, which he made his home till the day of his
death. In October, 1847, Mr. Sargent married at
North Yarmouth, Hannah B., youngest daughter
of Jeremiah Mitchell, of that place, later of this
city, who survives him, as do two of their children
William M., and Ella S., all of this city, their
youngest daughter Belle having died in October,
1884.
Mr. Sargent was a man of great energy, very
exact in all his dealings, of kindly feeling, and respected and esteemed by all who knew him. For
some time past it was evident that liis health was
breaking, and all will feel that while death is a
great shock when it does come, it is belter thus
than to linger suffering.

The Colden Cross.
It was a pleasant gathering at Good Templars,
Hall last evening.
Casco Bay Commandery of
the United Order of the Golden Cross held open
house for the early arriving representatives to
the Grand Commandery of the Order to he held
here to-day. The genial Grand Commander L. JPerkins and his able coadjutor Grand Keeper of
Records Dr. S. J. Bassford were constantly the
center of an interested group exc hanging cordial
greeting*. The Commandery was called to order
by Noble Commander Joseph A. Kennedy. The
grand officers were reported in waiting, and toLiuuiRtu

receiving

lit urana Honors.

Miprenur

Commander W. H. Solomon, Supreme Herald
Horace Mitchell, Jr., and S. E. Hartshorn, Grand
Commander of Massachusetts, were also reported
in waiting and introduced by Grand Commander
L. J. Perkins. After routine business remarks
were made by L. J. Perkins, Grand Commander
of Maine; Dr. S. J. Bassford, Grand Keeper of
Records of Maine ; Horace Mitchell, Jr., Past
Grand Commanderof Maine; C. A. Tilton of Cape
Elizabeth, Rev. J. L. Sanborn of Waterboro, Dr.
B. F. Sleeper of Winthrop, Dr. C. W. Bailey of
Saccarappa, D. F. Esteyof Cumberland Mills
Deputy Grand Commander ; D. L. Smith of Brunei
wick, J. A. Bennett of Woodford's, Dr. J. C.
Stewart of Kittery, Supreme Commander W. Η,
Solomon of Boston, Dr. Edwald Hartshorn, editor
of the Golden Cross Journal, of Boston; J. H
Snow, Grand Prelate of Maine; and A. Stevenson
of Kittery. The tables of the officers were handsomely decorated with blossoming plants and the
meeting a pleasant foretaste of to-day's work for
the good ef the Order.
A Remarkable

Runaway.

Last evening at about seven o'clock, tlie;driver
a hack owned by Fcrnald & Sawyer left his
team standing in front of his house on Salem
street while he went in to get bis supper. The
herses became uneasy and started, running down
Salem street and going over the steep embankment at the top. The hack was here thrown over
on its side and the
horses cleared themselves,
taking to the Boston and Maine railroad tracks at
the foot of the embankment and running clear to
the draw in the bridge beyond the transfer station, where one of them caught his leg between
the ties and brought them to a standstill. When
the horses broke from the hack, they took the pole
witli them, and were both attached to it when secured on the bridge.
Hqw they succeeded in
running out on to the bridge without breaking
their necks is a mystery. One of the horses hat\
a leg badly scraped and bruised, and the other re
ceived some scratches. The hack was not much
hurt, being scratched on one side and having a
wheel broken.
of

A Presentation.
o'clock a. in., the freight conductor», brakemen and switchmen connected with
the Eastern division of the Boston and Maine
office of Yardmaster
at the
Railroad met
Coolbrotli, and Mr. A. Ainswortli on behalf
a
Coolbrotli
with
Mr.
gold
presented
watch and chain as a testimonial of their regard. Mr. Coolbroth has been in the employ of
the Portland, Saco and Portsmouth, Eastern, and
Boston and Maine railroads at the Portland station for the past twenty years, and the uniform

Monday, at

10

courtesy ana Kinuuess ne η as ever snown 10 me
men in his charge lias won their lasting respect
ami esteem. Mr. Coolbrotli was taken completely
by surprise but in a few well-chosen words
thanked the donors for their grateful remembrance of him. The watch and chain are from
the store of A. M. Wentworth and are beautiful

pieces of workmanship.
Jubilant Salvationists.
Yesterday was a day of celebration for the
riors.

The

new

divisional officer

warfor Maine and

Massachusetts—Captain Whatmore—visited Tort"
land, and was received by the members of the
Army here with great enthusiasm. Captain Whatmore and his staff arrived on an afternoon train,
and were escorted to the barracks, the procession
being headed by the band of the army. Besides
the divisional officer and his staff, the officers and
many privates from the surrounding towns were
attendance.
The evening parade was more elaborate than
that of the afternoon, some of the warriors being
mounted. One of them, a young fellow, named
Joseph Colley, was riding a high- spirited and good
looking horse from Clark's stable on Tyng street.
As the procession was moving up Exchange street
from Middle, when opposite the Portland Savings
Bank buildiug,
became frightthe horse
ened. presumably at the combined efforts of the
band and the crowd, and rearing he lost his balance and fell, striking the curbstone with his
head with such force as to kill him. The red-clad
warrior managed to keep clear of his falling
steed and was not hurt.
This little episode did
not apparently diminish the ardor of the Army,
and the meeting at the barracks was
long and
lively. Capt. Whatmore left for Boston on the
Pullman train.
in

Number the Carts.
Iheic is, on the city books a certain ordinance
which lias been very loosely enforced. Itis that
which requires every licensed vehicle to have its
number conspicuously painted upon it in letters
of a certain specified size. This is very necessary
for the identification of the team if occasion requires, but It has probably been noticed that
many team owners have not complied with the
regulation, so few indeed, that a numbered cart
or dray is the exception, not the rule.
To reduce the matter to figures the exact number of vehicles was counted yesterday morning
between the C'iiy Hall and the Maine Central
station via Exchange and Commercial streets.
Only teams iu actual use were counted and all
whose condition could not be accurately determined w ere *ot included. Out of 101, only 32
were properly numbered, leaving O'J which had
neglected to observe the rule.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the Itegistry of
Deeds :
Portland—Margaret Λ. Hyatt to Dorilla Mathias.'land, $1.
Peaks' Island—Josiah Sterling to William I.
(Jardiner, land, $300.
Cape Elizabeth—Henry Pond and Elbridge Bennett to Andrew J. Cash, land, S3 and other con
siderations.
Saccarappa—Samuel E. McLellan to Theodore
N. tiague, land, §1,000.
Grav—Charles O. Ray to Flora I. Whitney, land,
8500.
Freeport—John Burr to James A. Hall, land,
$10.
New Gloucester—Stephen Morse to Fiera B.
Cobb et als., land, $1.
George Perley to Stephen Morse, land, $87.50.
Turned the Tables.
Captain Charles,· H. Chase several weeks ago
the
was arrested in Boston, and gave bonds on
suit of a Captain Alfred Patterson of Saco for alleged debt of §37.50, said to be $25 and interest
loaned Chase's nephew in gold at Cardenas at
Chase's request. Last week, Chase in the Boston Municipal Court proved that Patterson owed
him 831.GO commission for buying him (Patterson) an interest in bark J. J. Marsh in 1877
which had never been repaid. It was shown that
the money advanced Chase's nephew was in paper
money worth but 811, and the court gave a judgment for Chase who recovered his old claim
against Patterson, less the $11.
Lost Overboard.
Κ. I). Iielaney, yesterday morning, received
a telegram from New York, announcing the death
of his brother-in-law, Mr. Edward Finn. It appears that Mr. Finn was lost overboard on the
passage between New York and a South American port.
He was a native of Eastport, but for
several years resided here, and was In «business
Mr.
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Washington
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invited.

backward,

rather

JULIKT.

please.

to strive to

The advent of Miss Mather was, of course, the
occasion for a warm welcome, and, after the first
act, she was honored with several calls. Our
opinion of her Juliet, expressed when she made
her appearance in Portland in 1883, we see no
cause to materially change, except to say that
familiarity with the stage, the character, and the
public lias made ner more at home in the pari*
aud enabled lier by by-play and other detail to
make her art more effective. This Is more especially the case in the serious situations of the
play, lier comedy scenes now, as then, are as
charming as a graceful, pretty woman can make
them, lier scene >fith the nurse is delightful.
Ill the serious scenes, the parting with Romeo,
after his banishment, and the interview with the
friar, she has gained breadth aud power with the
recent years. Some of her faults of pronunciation and declamation still remain, but as a
whole, Miss Mather makes a very noteworthy
Juliet; one that cannot only prove popular but
will always interest the Shakespereae scholar and
critic.
Mr. Maloue played Romeo with considerable
passion and an intelligent conception of the part.
Mr. Levick, that sterling old actor of the school
fast passing away, was rewarded, as he deserved,
with entores for his recitation of "Queen Mab,"
for his artistic scenes with the nurse, and the
masterly duel scene with Tybalt. Mr. Weaver
was
an
excellent Friar Laurence, and Mr.
Lytinge a good Capulet. The other characters
were
fairly taken. The costumes were the rich
ones used in the superb edition de luxe—if we
may so call it—of the play when brought out at
the Union Square in New York by Mr. Hill last
fall.
Tonight the "Honeymoon" will be presented.
LIZZIE EVANS.

Lizzie Evans, in the "Culprit Fay," at the
Portland Theatre, Fast Day afternoon, should
draw a large audience. She is said to be particularly bright and rompish in the character. In
the evening she will appear in "Fogg's Ferry,"
the Dlav in which she was so latelv seen here.
ricuets will be ready today.

CARPET BEATING
NOTICE.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Β. A. Atkinson

lioswortli Post, G. A. R., will produce at City
Hail for four nights, beginning oh Wednesday
evening, tlie popular war drama entitled "Reward," with Charlie Collins in his great character
of the Dutch recruit. Mr. Collins is a great favorite in Portland, and will of course be greeted with
crowded houses. He will give a number of new
songs which cannot fail to please. The play
which has been revised since its last production
here, is a most realistic presentation of
scenes in the late war, and the beautiful tableaux
that have been arranged will add much to the
interest of the entertainment. Rehearsals have
been going on for several days, under the direction of Mr. Collins' agent, Mr/ Zellero, who is a
most efficient stage manager, and we predict that
the play will be produced in a manner that has
never been surpassed by any play brought out by
the Post. Reserved seats are for sale at Stockbridge's, and should be secured early, for there
will De a rush to see the inimitable Collins.

FOSTERS
—

Carpet Beating Rooms,
No. 13 Preble St., Opp. Preble House.
Carpets beaten at all seasons of the
year and in all kinds of weather.
d2w

apr20

SARCASMS.

Ι3ΝΓ

case
if

Donneil Building,
Announce te all the
a golden opportunity
to furnish your Houses from tlie largest and best
selected stock of all kinds and grades of

people

PEAK'S

ISLAND

NOTES.

The entertainment by the Society of Willing
Workers Friday evening, in honor of the new bell
uetted thirty dollars for the treasury.
A large whale has drifted ashore upod the east
side of the island. The jaw bones are about ten
feet long and a foot in diameter, and the lower
jaw is furnished with massive slabs of whalebone
which serve in place of teeth, showing that the
creature
seen

"right

whale

was a
our coast.

upon

—

a

variety rarely

Captain Knowlton's handsome nair of deer
which were such favorites at Greenwood Garden,
have both died within a short time.
J. N. J.

Plain

CARPETS,
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Chamber Sets,

Red and Bine Check Mohairs
Kirber Figured Suitings
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These goods are our own importation through the
Portland Custom House, and by this means we can
offer them at fully 25 per cent less than the usual

EASTMANBRÔÛBANCROFT

WOOL LACE !

Manager,
499

Congress St., Corner

Brown.

apr20

Parlor Furniture

dtf

HAND MADE
ever

exhibited East of Boston

N

/ork.

and

RANGES,

flILLETT 4 LITTLE.

at prices iron)

a

100 pieces Hand Made Wool Laces in all
colors and black, in 4 widths, matched
patterns. We offer them at 17, 22, 25
and 33 cents. This is less than half

prices.

$15.00 for

a

Prime

Range,

witli all the Ware, Pipe, Zinc, &c.. to an elegant
High and Low Hot Closet Keservoir Range at

$so.oo.

dSt

ss
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SPRINGS.

Northwest,

Secure B. & 0. Rates
before purchasing your
tickets.

West

A. J. SIMMONS, Agent,
211

Washington

BOSTON,

Τ Απϋ.

These are in all the desirable colors, also black
and white ; the regular price of this quality has been
38 cents.

Cotton Summer Dress Goods !
We are making a fine display of new style goods for
Ladies' and Children's Summer Dresses.
2000 yards light ground figured Printed Lawns at

yards excellent quality Satines, desirable pat-

One case celebrated suit patterns in Satine Finish
Prints at 75 cents to $1.00 per pattern.
Half case new style wide figured Batiste at 12 1-2

RINES

MASS.

HOUSE CLEANERS

in great variety.

To the Editor

George. C. Shaw & Co. offer for the next two
a great bargain in Kirk's Best American
Family Soap. Now is the time to lay in a stock at
less than wholesale prices.

Baltimore&OhioR.R.

Easv Chairs

eodlm

ap20

In

Spool Silk and Twist

large variety, and everything for everybody.

Dinner

CHEAP,

Tea Sets,

weeks

In

Bath, April

C.

E. Catleton.

Guy

D.

Morse and Miss Sarah

Aubuurn, April 10, Geo. A. Itoiuids of Auburn and Miss Killa M. i'olley of Wales.
In North Anson, April 10, James M. Felker and

Belding's Best Knitting Silk, 1-2
spools, 35 cents.
Belding's Embroidery Silk, 8 cents.

In

Miss Anna A. Berrv.
In Washburn, April
Mary F. Campbell.

Toilet

Holding's Best Sewing Silk, 8 cents.
Holding's Best Twist, 3 cts, 2 spools
for 5 cents.

MARRIAGES.

5, Wilson L. Silver and

Sets,

The

same on

cards

as

on.
*

25 cts.
We hare all sliads

on

Shades and Drapery.
SPECIBL·

hand.

5c per lb.
5c per lb.
5c per lb.

-

$1.00 per box.
1.50 per box.

Sets, 60 lb. boxes
3.00 per box.
Also by the single bar 5c per lb.

follows:

Single skeins 2 cts., two skeins 3 cts.,
three skeins 5 cts., twenty-five skeins

Jas. S. Kirk's Best American Family Soap
5 cents per lb.
20 lb. boxes
30 lb. boxes

9IEWT101V

must be made of our

Goods

just

re-

French Kid, French Goat, Dongola
and American Kid.

GENTS'
Custom made Jersey Shoes.
Gents' line Bals., Congress and
Button.

BROWN,
421 Congress St,,

dit

Our Feather Room is 50 feet long and is full of

LOUNGES

Street,

Spring

aprio

bargains.

We have

Fine stylish
ceived.

BROTHERS.

ap20

Feathers in [noms Quantity.

LADIES'

COLD BOOT.
stripes, Cream Shirred Seer- SIGN OF
TELEPHONE 503.
eodtf

One case assorted
suckers at 5 cents.

To all points

Southwest.

ANB GO

UCIMID rtlt

cents.

CUT RATES

West,

IΟ

1000

MILLETT & LITTLE. MATTRESSES
sSvT

The Shoe Dealer.

terns, 12 1-2 cents.

and continue until sold.

ap20

COMING !

IS

BROWN,

4 1-2 cents.

SALE WEDNESDAY

SPRING

We shall place on sale this morning, April 20, seven hundred and fifty yards Hand Made Wool Lace at
the low price of

rarely exceeded by those cities. And positively
the largest line of

WOOL LACES !
We have closed out from
New York Importer

or

C. W. ALLEN
dtl

New Styles,
New Goods.

and positively the largest assortment ever offered
to the public by any house in the country. Also
the largest and grandest display of

CLAPP,

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEV.
marl 4

dtf

$250,

to

Auctioneers and Commission Mernluiutx

ALSO ALL BETTER GRADES.

price from

In

rosewood case, (cost $COO.)
Walnut and Painted Chamber Sets, Solid MahogChamber
Set (very old), Mahogany Tables,
any
Hat Tree, Mirrors, one Melodion. Brussels, Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Oil Cloth, Black Walnut
Dining Table and Chairs. China Dinner Set,
Clocks, Crockery Ware, Wardrobes, Window
Shades, large Cedar Packing Chest,Kitchen Furniture and Utensils, &c., &c., &c.
apr20d2t

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

at

κ

April

Furniture, Etagere, Marble Top Tabpair
II
PARLOR
les, Lace Curtains and Lambrequins. Ottep
Blaok
man. 1 Piano

"

Twigs.

of the Press
It is noticeable to every one that the water
courses In our streets are filled with twigs and
small pieces of limbs and bark, broken off by the
ice storm last winter. These are floatable. Is
there not danger that when the heavy rains come
these little pieces of wood and bark will be
washed into the culverts and clioke them, and
would it not be well for our city authorities to
look to this danger?
Citizen.

Lace Curtains at

ap20

"

25
15

Household Furniture, CarNo. 172 Stale Street, Wednesday,
21st, at IO o'elock a. m.

"

Ια Light Shades.

adopted :
Resolved, That bv the death of the late John P.
Oilman, this company has been deprived of a

Clear Off the

market.

Cretonne Prints for
Albatross Suiting's for
Fancy Mohair Suitings

Portland Water Company.
At a meeting of the directors of the Portland
Water Company and of the Biddeford & Saco
Water Company, held on the 19th dav of A mil.
188G, the fallowing resolutions were unanimously

faithful and efficient officer and wise counsellor,
who has for many years, by the exercise of his excellent judgment and rare capacity for business,
promoted its best interests in every way compatible with just dealing and with the proper requirements of the general public.
Jtesolvcd, That by long association we have
learned to appreciate and admire his rare qualities of head and heart, and have established with
him relations of int'mate personal friendship in
addition to the regard usually produced by continued official intercourse, and that we sincerely
mourn his loss, not only as a public calamity but
as a personal bereavement.
Itesolved, That we extend our sympathy and
condolence to his wife and family in their great
grief, and that the secretary forward to them a
copy of these resolutions.

Nottingham
«

TO-DAY, SPECIALS:

FULL LINE OF ALL BETTER GRADES.

I

all kinds and grades of

3 cents
4 "
5 "
6 "
7 "

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

pets, Pianos, &c.,
WE SHALL OFFER

fdtCSa
3 1-2 cent Prints for
5 cent Prints for
"
"
β "
«est Prints for
Arnold's Indigo Blue for

NOTES.

Miss Géraldine Ulmar will create the leading
role in Gilbert & Sullivan's new opera.
Numbers of Portland people will attend the
performances by the American Opera Company in
Boston this week.
The Grafton Herald thus speaks of the
singing of Miss Lilian Carll Smith, who
took the part of Nancy in "Martha"
in
that
elty last week: "Miss Smith is a
contralto of exceptional excellence, possessing a
full, rich voice, and lier tine conception of the
character of Nancy made her a favorite with the
audience from her first appearance." Miss Smith
was a member of the Free Street Church choir
last year.
Hans von Bulow was giving a recital at St.
Petersburg the other day when his temper was
rullied by a lady and gentleman who had arrived
late and made a slight noise in taking their seats.
Von Bulow stopped in the middle of the «ouata,
rose, and glared at the two offenders, exclaiming
loudly in French: "Mais que faites-vous donc?
Sacre bleu! Vous me derangez!"
An awful silence followed, and Von Bulow resumed his seat,
but no sooner had lie finished the sonata than
half the audience left the concert room, leaving
the piauist speechless and purple with passion.

at 10 a. m„ at
Ohas. Hehr, 2»S3 Middle Street.,
Razors. Scissors, Butcher Knives, Carvers and
Forks, Bread Knives. Cane Goods, Skates, Pocket
Cutlery, &c., &c.
Also Tools and Fixtures, Show Cases, Safe,
Desk, Lathes, Forge, Anvil, Benches and Vices,
Files, Sc., &c.
aprlOdSt

ON store of

LACE DRAPERIES!

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets,

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Best iii the

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY, April 21st,

Ε. Β. & Β.

& CO.

settles down into the libre. So ordinary
beating will remove it. Jiayd beating1
is ineffective, and the common beating
machine process but little better.
Our
method is a thorough and effective one,
and the super heated steam as applied
by our process will effectually relieve
the Carpets of all impurities, thereby
Mapromoting health and comfort.
chine and attachments patented and in
operation at

AND

Cutlery Store, Fixtures, Tools &c.
BY

There is no article iu a household that
j collects more unhealthy dirt than a Carpet. After a Carpet has been in use for
! some time, sweeping takes off only a
part of the dust and dirt, and the rest

—

ADCTION SALKS.

F. 0. «AILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

KEWABD.

-

The American Family Soap, manufactured by J. S. Kirk & Co. of
earned the enviable and deserved reputation as the LEADING LAUNDRY SOAP in the American market. Having just closed
a bargain for 450 boxes of this
soap at an unusually low tigure, and
wishing to close out the same at once, we shall offer it for sale during
the next two weeks ending May 1st, at the above unparalelled low price.

Cnicago, has

MATHIAS,
90 Exchange St.,
Has just returned from New
York with a fine lot of Imported Cerman, French and
English Cloth, bought much
below the market price or
their real value, and is willing to give his customers
the benefit of his purchase.
Mr. Leveen, who presides at
the cutting table, is an artist
and allows no garment to
leave the establishment that
is not perfectly satisfactory.
Leave your measure at once
and I guarantee to get you up
the best suit of clothes for
the least money. Cloth aold
by the yard at manufacturers'
prices. No charge for cut-

tins:.

DEATHS.
•

59 years 9 months.

[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from his late residence, 153 Cumbrcland street.
In Alna, April 18, Mrs. Caroline W. MaliUrln,
of Portland, aged 82 years.
In Jefferson, April 7, Mrs. hois W., wife of Ghas
irnti Q f\

Τ iiiQontf

C. P.

——

In this city, April 18, Elizabeth N., wife of
Thomes Brown, aged 60 years 2 months 18 davs.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
Falmouth.
In this city, April 10, suddenly, at his residence,
William True Sargent, aged 78 years 8 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon 2.30 o'clock,
from his late residence, No. 148 Spring street.
Friends are invited to be present.
In this city, April 18, George C. Littlefield, aged

«j

trawa

In Minot, April 15, Mrs. Stephen Davis, aged
G3 years 5 months.
In Limerick, April 13, Mrs. Herbert Brown,
aged 28 years.
In Canton, April 5, Mrs. Parnen Irish, aged
83 years.
In Bethel, April 3, Zelma E. Turner, oldest
daughter of Calvin Turner, aged 20 years and 10

months.
In Buckiield, April 5, Philo Eecord, aged 57
years.

[The funeral service of the late Frank E.
Burnell will take place Wednesday forenoon at
10 o'clk, at his late residence, on Spring street,
Woodfords.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Wallace Buck, of North Blooiufield.N. Y., suffered eleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on
his leg, so bad that he had to give up business. He
was entirely cured of the ulcer, and also of catarrh,
by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
"I was troubled with boils, having several of
them at a time.
After suffering about all I could
bear, I took Hood's Sarsaparilla, which entirely
cured me. I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all like afflicted, being sure they will find
relief." Ε. N. Nightingale, Quincy, Mass.

Lace

"I had been troubled with hives and pimples for
time. Other remedies having failed, I was
I have taken
advised to try Hood's Sarsaparilla.
two bottles, and am entirely cured. I think Hood's
Sarsaparilla has no equal as a blood purifier." Erfie M. 1'etrie, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Sold by druggists, $1 ; six for $5. Prepared only
by C, I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,, Mass

apl

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrni

M HEADACHE
CAKltSS

Cured by
these Little Fills.
relieve Disalso
They

[Positively

Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi-j

tress from

Bad Taste in thd
Month, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, «fee-

ness,

They regnlate
Bow-J
els and prevent Constithe

dose. 40 in vial, Ptirel^egone pill
Kily
«able. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mail fortl.OO,
a

a

GARTER MEDICINE CO,, frop'rs, Now York.

Bold by all liraggiBta.

Nottingham Lace Curtains,
$1.00 per pair and upwards.
Nottingham Lace Curtains,
$2.00per pair and upwards.

THIS

rTVvf Li

4-sv

nmH

..hnnon

λ»

Swiss Lace Curtains,
$6.00 per pairand upwards.
Madras Lace Curtains,
$3.50 perpairand upwards.
Opplique Lace Curtains,
$7.00 per pair.
Silk Lace Curtains,
$18.00 per pair.
Madras Lace by the Yard,
50 cents.
Turkoman Curtains,
$5.50 to $25.00 per pair.

v><>

signees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to he holden at Probate Court Room in
said Portland, on the third day of May, A. D.
1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. K. SARGENT,
ten.

Messenger of the Court of Insaid County of Cumberland.
ap20&27

Deputy Sheriff,

as

NOTICE.
undersigned grocers and provision dealers
will close our places of Business on Thursday,
April 22, (Fast Day) for the entire day.
A. L. Millett & Co.,
Sawyer & Dyer,
J. 1". Woodbury,
Bunder & Morris,
Small
& Ricker,
&
Libby
Wade,
C. I*. Illsley,
C. K. Gage,
Morrill & Ross,
C. A. Chase,
M. A. Dillingham,
Sylvester & Hobart,
Thomas L. Callan,
Ε. M. Leighton,
Tolmau & Co.,
James H. Wren.
W. S. Dunn,
Stevens & Elwell,
W. Milliken & Co.,
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.,
G. H. Cloyes,
John W. Deering,
A. R. Winslow,
L. C. Seavey,
Martin W. Best,
C. G. Files,
G. H. McICenney,
8. Winslow,
Carter & Coveny,
A. R. Moody & Co.,
McCobb & Lord,
Henry Woodside,
W. L. Wilson & Co.,
Charles J. Pennell,
Geo. H. Lord,
Globe Tea Co.,
C. W. Lombard & Co.,
John Loveitt & Co.,
Sewall Lang.
apr20d3t
We the

Our Carpet Floer is the largest, lightest and liest
in this country, and we are showing the best goods
for the smallest amount of money that we ever
had to oiler, but we cannot guarantee the price
only from week to week. That these trades are
appreciated can be seen by the crowds of people
who liave visited our store the past week, we
ask a call and we will trust the quality of the
goods and the price on tliem to do the rest. One
thing we will add. You have no conception of the
extent of our establishment or of the beautiful
goods we handle unless you call. This is no ghost
story, but solid facts which will be borne out to
your entire satisfaction if you will come and see.

We keep open every evening until υ o'clock, and
have electric lights on 3 floors.
Any of the goods
we handle we will sell for cash, or a
down
at time of purchase and balance $5 per month if
the amount be $60 or under, and $10 per month
If S100 or under. To m«ke it more plain we will
sell a §40 l'lush Set for 10.00 down and 6.00 per
month ; a §20 Chamber Set for 5.00 down and 5.00
per month ; a £20 Carpet for 5.00 down and 5.00
per month ; a $2 Kange for 5.00 down and 5.00

"quarter

M. C. HI. Association.

per month; a .$12 Baby Carriage for 3.00 down
and 1.00 per week; a $12 New Perfection Refrigerator for 3.00 down and 1.00 per week; Come
and see us, see the stock, see our building, ride
on the elevator up and down from floor to floor.
We guarantee you the fairest and most honest
treatment that can be accorded to customers.
Respectfully your obedient servants,

of the Maine

members
Charitable Mechanic Association are respectfully requested to
THE
late
attend the funeral of

our
Brother, George C.
Littletleld, from his late residence No. 1C3 Cumberland St., on Wednesday next at 2 p. m.
Bv order of the President,
R. B. SWIFT, Secretary.
apr20d2t

El Ο Η Ν ALE—A splendid bargain ; the farm of
J; the late Israel True, situated one mile from
the village inthe town of Freeport, is now for sale.
Tills farm consists of about 70 acres of excellent
land, more than half of which is bounded by the
ocean ; there is a good thrifty orchard, a never
failing well of water, a house of eight rooms and a
barn 40x60 feet. This farm will be sold at a

MIA I<K—House
FOR
forru's Corner, Deering,
on

B. A. Atkinson
& Co.

Lincoln St., Woodconsisting of 9 pleas-

ant room»; marble mantles, Sebago water: also
on same street, 3 lots; also C of the best nouse
lots in Deeering on Pearl St., situated on side of

the Hill, high and dry good drainage, Sebago
water, etc. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 48'.· Con20-2
gross St.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
1

MANAGER,

Ο It SAE.IÎ—A new lot of German Canaries,
lust received ; cages will now be sold at
greatly reduced prices ; a good variety of fancy
birds In stock. PORTLAND BIRD STORE. 410
20-1
Congress St.

F

F

ΟΚ

land.

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

DEPARTMENT.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberlaud, State of Maine.
April 1U, Λ. D. 1886.
In case of HARRISON RICHARDSON, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, tliat on the nineteenth
day of April, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Jnsolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
HARRISON RICHARDSON, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debter, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was iiled on the
nineteeHh day of April, Α. I). 1886, to which date
interest eu claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,

Purifies the Blood.
some

Curtain

dtf

apr20

Purify Your Blood

Your blood may be full of impurities, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla will thoroughly cleanse, enrich, and
vitalize it. The most severe cases of scrofula, salt
rheum, boils, pimples,—in fact all affections aris
ing from impure woou, yield to Hood's Sarsaparll
la. It also curestlyspepsia, biliousness, sick headache, kidney and liver complaints, sharpens the
appetite, and builds up the whole system.
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
scrofulous sores all over his body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.

CLAPP, Manager,

499 Congress St., Corner Brown.
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Maine Agricultural Society.
There will be a special meeting of the Maine
Agricultural Society in Common Council Koom,
Portland, Thursday, April 30, at 10 o'clock a. m.
The practice and methods of scientific Apeculture will be fully discussed by successful bee.
keepers both forenoon and afternoon. The public
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Portland Theatre, as was to have beeu expected, was packed last night by a very critical
audience, and a fashionable one as well. For
both actors and audience the conditions were unfavorable. The unusual heat of the season called
for extra exertions on the part of the former, and
Not.
rendered the latter very uncomfortable.
withstanding this the audience was attentive, at
times almost spell-bound, while the actors were
spurred by the applause, which, at first, was
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BALK—Pug pups; choice stock.
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OPPOSITE PORTLAND SAVINGS BAM.
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mar30
SALE—The standard machine for making the combined wire cable and picket fence ;
also the fence, which is becoming daily more and
Address H. W. CASWELL, Yarmore popular.
moutliville, sole agent for Cumberland County, Me,
20-2

FOR

SAE.K—Strictly cash business; just the
thing for a man with a small capital ; price
three hundred dollars. Address D. C. M.. Press
20-1
Office.

FOR

NEW

STORE
—AND—

NEW GOODS !

fciKT—Nice up-stalra rent for small American family, on St. Lawrence St. ; Immediate
possession. G. \V. VERKILL, 101 Middle St.

TO

20-1

lodging house of 10 furnished
rooms throughout ; a rare chance : a good paying house. Call at No. 2, STKVENS I'LACK. 20-1

FOR

SAIiE—A

—

on

Peaks Island.
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French Dress Goods!
We have the best assortment we have
ever shown.

—

Saturday, Apr. 17, '86,

NO. 179 MIDDLE

with

STREET,

full and complete line of Hats,
Caps, Gloves and Gents' Fine
Furnishing Goods.
a

Having just returned from New York,
where we made our selections of all the
Latest Novelttes, we are now prepared to
show the flnest line of goods East of Boston. Prices lower than were ever offered before. We have also purchased
400 dozen
LADIES' AND CENTS'

Hemstitched Embroidered Handkerchiefs
OF THE FINEST QUALITY,

from the ill-fated steamer Oregon, and
can sell them for one-quarter their actual value; also all the new

NOVELTIES IN NECKWEAR.
Do not forget, but be
ber the new store of

sure

and remem-

M.S. FISHER î CO,,
apl5d2w

Near Pom

Oilier.

Auction Laces!

Enquire
JOEL WHITNEY, 69 Franklin Street.
TOofLET-Cettage
20-1

All the Novelties in plain and combij nation.
We shall Open our New Store !
A great many styles that cannot be
bought elsewhere.
ON
Ettomine, Sacaraisans, and all the
Novelties in BlacK Goods.
The ladies say they are the handsomest in the city and entirely different
—AT—
from the goods in other stores. We invite all to come in and see them, whether they wish to buy or not.

M. 179 MIDDLE STREET,

For

prices, address H., 431 Congress St., Port-

ST.
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J.M.Dyer&Co.
oil CONGRESS
aplO

STREET.
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Rogers and Bros.' A1 Table Ware.

—

from Hie groat sale in Sew York.
Wool Laces 2 cents per yard and
Hand made Flouncing £1.50 ;

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired aud
Warranted,
at the newly established prices.

stylish.

Opening of Imported and Domestic
Wraps and Jackets for Ladies, Misses and Children.
Beautiful Styles and tow Prices.
Centemeri Kids just received for faster.
Cambrics 4 ce'jts.

Bargains in Every Department !

488 & 490

COMBS STREET.
iltf
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OPENING OF

PATTERN HITS AND BONNETS,
—

A. M. WENTWORTH,
509 CONGRESS ST.
apl5

eodtf

former

cents.
1 case of Mikado Suitings 50 cents; sold
elsewhere for 62 1-2;
exceedingly

OWN"

Also a full line of "uiy own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and flnisli has few equals and no
superior in the world.

upward.

price $6.00.
Tfie above are the most remarkable bargains we have ever seen in laces.
1 case of Wide Stripe Seersuckers (J 1-4

I am offering
inducements in Rogers &
Bros. A 1 Tablespecial
Ware, as
one »vill be convinced by giving me a call, every
that my prices are the
lowest.

"OUR

—

TURNER BROS.'

Siloias 8 cents.

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, hi

AT

ON

—

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 21.

EASTMAN & CUTTS,
aprlO
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